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ABSTRACT
The consilience of interpersonal neurobiology and theology is the template for the
viscidity of faith throughout one’s lifetime. The congruence of disciplines conclude that
what is experienced and believed before the age of thirteen determines how one will live
their life. The loss of connection to parents at home and adults within the faith
community, is cultivating isolation, loneliness, and the loss of love and belonging in each
emerging generation.
Chapter One introduces the deprecating beliefs that are practiced during the first
twelve years of one’s life that ultimately lead young believers away from homes and
communities of faith and in many cases to reject the gospel of Jesus Christ. Chapter Two
explores what it means to be a person. Through the lens of ontology and scripture,
Yahweh’s kind intentions and divine purposes for imago Dei are discovered anew,
showing that love and fidelity in the home and within the faith community are imperative
for faith to thrive and endure. As breakthroughs in neuroscience reveal what the mind is
and how it develops and grows, Chapter Three explores how interpersonal neurobiology
and theology are aligned toward the common goal of one’s health and overall
development.
Chapter Four looks at the promise of a nurturing secure attachment. Beginning in
utero, the mother first, and then the loving presence of other caregivers, leads to the
health and wellbeing of a child. Sadly, far too many children struggle as teens and adults
because of the devastating effects of early childhood trauma. Chapter Five shows how
empathy can be acquired, even late in life. It also celebrates the gift of passion that God
has graced each person with and shows how passion is key to one’s faith. It also explores
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the benefits of play developing the brain and emerging mind. Finally, the unique
neurobiological and theological design of the first twelve years of one’s life uniquely
makes the sixth-grade year the epicenter of promise and destiny. Chapter Six emphasizes
specific ways that homes and the faith community can love and lead children toward a
lifetime of faith.
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CHAPTER ONE
CHASING THE PROMISE
I remember the first time I visited the Grand Canyon. It was the summer of my
sixth-grade year. I was with my family on our way back home to Oklahoma. We were in
San Francisco visiting my grandfather who was recovering in the hospital after suffering
a heart attack. We took the exit from the main highway to the South Rim of the Grand
Canyon. The vastness and beauty took our breath away; it just did not seem real. At the
time, I had no idea the role that the Grand Canyon would play in giving me a greater
insight into how the Spirit of God is constantly leading people into community where life
and faith are integrated.
As an adolescent, I visited the Grand Canyon often with my family. Each visit
was the same: standing on the South Rim and reminiscing about the day that we would
hike down to the bottom and back out again. I can still hear my father’s voice promising
we would conquer the mighty canyon together, but that experience with him never came.
Before we got the chance, he died. I was twenty years old.
The day I lost my father, I began chasing the promise that he and I had so often
spoken of and dreamed about, standing together on the rim of the Grand Canyon. Sixteen
years later, the summer of 1995, with my brother in-law and his oldest son, I lived into
the promise and hiked to the Colorado River below and back up again to the top of the
Grand Canyon. All along the way, I experienced deep emotion driven by the promise
planted in my heart by my father. I wished that he were there with me.
Seventeen years later, the summer of 2012, I had the privilege of accomplishing
this feat again, only this time, with my son and youngest daughter. In the days following
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the 1995 Grand Canyon expedition, I made the same promise to them that my father
made me. Looking at my son and daughter as we stood together on the Bright Angel
Trail, I was grateful for this shared experience of fulfilled promise and presence.
Being with them on the same trail that I had traversed almost two decades earlier
gave me a deeper appreciation for my father’s words, sensing in that moment that we
stood on sacred ground, worn by the footprints of fellow sojourners, surrounded by
cathedral walls, echoing the voices of hundreds of fathers who over thousands of years
had spoken the same promise to their children: “One day we will hike this canyon
together.” Some of these fathers, like myself, knew the joy of a shared story and a
promise fulfilled, while others, like my own father, died believing, yet, without receiving
the promise.
The lived experiences I have had with the Grand Canyon, beginning with my
father and culminating in the moment I shared with my two children, provides a storyline
and gives context from which to address the ever-present problem facing homes and
communities of faith: our children, born and raised in the safety and security of Christian
homes and churches are walking away…. walking away from the church, and in many
cases, walking away from the faith. “Anthropologists know,” writes Kenda Creasy Dean,
“that the health of a community can be assessed by the well-being of its children. Given
the continued hemorrhaging of young people from [US-]American churches, Christian
communities have cause for concern.”1
Young people are walking away from churches because they do not feel
connected to the greater faith community in which they were either raised or currently
1

Andrew Root and Kenda Creasy Dean, The Theological Turn in Youth Ministry (Downers Grove,
IL: InterVarsity Press, 2011), 16.
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reside and worship with. “At our core, we human beings are our relationships,” explains
Andrew Root, “God encounters us in relationships. When I’m broken, afraid and needing
to celebrate, like an impulse I seek out others; I need others to share with me, to share in
me. There is something about the human spirit (needs at the deepest level) that yearns for
others to share in our lives.”2 What is missing is shared faith-filled relationships living
out meaningful spiritual practices and traditions anchored in a living heritage of a shared
faith language and story of promise and destiny that they deem worth giving their lives
for.
Andrew Root makes the theological argument that
Relational youth ministry should avoid being about influencing kids toward some
end and should instead seek to follow a God manifested in the person of Jesus
Christ, who suffers with us by encountering us in relationship. Relational ministry
should be about sharing the place of young people as Jesus Christ shares ours,
rather than about influencing them.3
However, the troubling trend of faith communities is to “assign the task of ‘being there’
to a few ‘designated hitters’ in the congregation, an assignment doomed to disappoint
everyone involved.”4 Regardless of where one looks, the evidence and data is
unapologetically consistent: “Sustainable youth ministry is not the result of a superstar
youth pastor but of congregational investment in young people.”5 The spiritual care and

2

Andrew Root, The Relational Pastor: Sharing in Christ by Sharing Ourselves (Downers Grove:
Intervarsity Press, 2013), 9.
3

Andrew Root, Relationships Unfiltered: Help for Youth Workers, Volunteers, and Parents on
Creating Authentic Relations (Grand Rapids, MI: Youth Specialties Zondervan, 2009), 10—11.
4
Kenda Creasy Dean, Practicing Passion: Youth and the Quest for a Passionate Church (Grand
Rapids, MI.: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 2004), 91.
5

Kenda Creasy Dean and Ron Foster, The Godbearing Life: The Art of Soul Tending for Youth
Ministry (Nashville, TN: Upper Rooms Books, 1998), 19.
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faith formation of the young belongs to the home and to the faith community as a whole,
“not to any individual or group of individuals.”6

God’s Meta-Narrative: A Shared Pilgrimage of Promise
The eleventh chapter of Hebrews speaks about those who faithfully walked with
the Eternal God chasing a promise, and yet, “Not one of these people, even though their
lives of faith were exemplary, got their hands on what was promised.”7 Abraham, Joseph,
Moses, Rahab, Samson, and David are introduced as examples of what a faith-filled life
of promise with God looks like and means. “The fundamental fact of our existence,”
muses Eugene Peterson, “is that this trust in God, this faith, is the firm foundation under
everything that makes life worth living. It’s our handle on what we can’t see. The act of
faith is what distinguished our ancestors, set them above the crowd.”8
Through a band of messy and imperfect people, the God of heaven reveals His
glorious passion, inspiring each heart with a clear vision of a heavenly country and an
overwhelming desire to keep the fires of faith burning bright. Until they breathe their last
breath, they know that the sharing of the story of promise and the destiny of faith will
only happen if they passionately and intentionally take the hands of the next generations
and show them the way. Each is aware that their finish line is the starting line of another.

6

Dean, Practicing Passion, 91.

7
Hebrews 11:38 in Eugene H. Peterson, The Message: The Bible in Contemporary Language
(Colorado Springs, CO: NavPress, 2002).
8

Hebrews 11:1–2 (The Message).
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For, “God had a better plan for us: that their faith and our faith would come together to
make one completed whole, their lives of faith not complete apart from ours.”9
God’s meta-narrative is a shared pilgrimage of promise and destiny fulfilled in
His Son, Jesus Christ. This storyline of notable characters woven together by this
endearing truth are just like the rest of us: struggling, raw, imperfect, emotional,
vulnerable, frail, weak, doubting, bewildered, fearful, wandering, failing, and
courageously falling forward with awe and wonder of the Eternal God who has made
Himself known and who chose to walk and talk with them and now with us in deep
abiding friendship. This rich witnessed heritage of “joining in God’s continued action in
the world”10 for His glory, on behalf of and with others, is the apotheosis of faith. Creasy
Dean points out,
Christianity has always been more of a trust walk than a belief system. In
Christian tradition, faith depends on who we follow, and that depends on who we
love. Believing in a person—having utter confidence in someone—creates a very
different set of expectations than believing in beliefs. For Christians, faith means
cleaving to the person, the God-man, of Jesus Christ, joining a pilgrim journey
with other lovers and following him into the world.11
Our faith and heritage in Christ Jesus is rich and deep. It is an unstoppable story
of Yahweh that is witnessed and rooted in Holy Scripture and woven through the fabric
of human history filled with the faithfulness of God drawing people to His heart, then

9

Hebrews 11:40 (The Message).

10
11

Andrew Root, The Relational Pastor, 24.

Kenda Creasy Dean, Almost Christian: What the Faith of Our Teenagers is Telling the
American Church (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010), 7.
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sending them forth as witnesses of His great redeeming love into fields of validation12
where the “intersection of divine action and human action”13 takes place. It is out of this
communion and fellowship with the Eternal Triune God and others that faith is birthed
and ignited within our hearts and we are empowered to love Him and believe in Him.
In faithful witness to the Gospel of Jesus Christ, our heritage of faith is enriched
with songs and prayers, poems and creeds, disciplines, and practices. It is as the late
ragamuffin and troubadour Rich Mullins sang, “And I believe what I believe, it’s what
makes me what I am. I did not make it, no it is making me, it is the very truth of God and
not the invention of any man.”14 God has indeed richly graced us. The Lord’s faithful
devotion and partnership with those who have gone before us is evidence of His fidelity,
that He is who He says that He is—ever present and active in the world that He created
and loves, proving again and again that He is always with us and for us. However, we are
witnessing a shift in the youth toward something completely different than a Jesusshaped-faith and story.
Theologian and Chair of Youth and Family Ministry at Luther Seminary, Andrew
Root, shares the recent devastating findings by the Pew Report about faith and youth,
citing that there is “a significant seven-point drop in religious affiliations. Young adults

12
Kenda Creasy Dean and Christy Lang Hearlson present this pedagogy in their recent book, How
Youth Ministry Can Change Theological Education—If We Let It, which records the reflections of the
twenty-plus year journey of the Lilly Endowment’s High School Theology Program Seminar. Fields of
validation are intentional opportunities designed in cooperation with the Holy Spirit for adolescents and
faith communities to live into, discover, and validate their vocational vision and discipleship. Vocation and
Fields of Validation will be further discussed in chapter 5. See Kendra Creasy Dean and Christy Lang
Hearlson, How Youth Ministry Can Change Theological Education–If We Let It (Grand Rapids, MI:
Eerdmans, 2016).
13
14

Root and Dean, Theological Turn, 18.

Rich Mullins, “Creed,” Track 5 on A Liturgy, A Legacy and a Ragamuffin Band (Nashville, TN:
Edward Grant/Brothers of St. Frank Publishing, 1993).
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who once would have checked mainline Protestant, Catholic, Evangelical Christian, and
so on were now selecting ‘none’ to describe or define their religion.”15 At issue is not that
they do not believe in God, for “95% of adolescents consistently say that they do.16 They
just don’t believe God matters, or cares.”17
Kenda Creasy Dean and Ron Foster in their book, The Godbearing Life, give
voice to the concern of families and youth workers surrounding the ever-growing
pandemic of young people exiting Christ-centered faith communities in America. Dean
and Foster summarize:
By now the exodus of adolescents from mainline churches is both legendary and
sobering. About half of Christian youth workers report having ‘some trouble’
keeping ten and eleven-year-olds involved in church; 70 percent report having ‘a
great deal of trouble’ retaining seventh through ninth graders. Nearly all of youth
workers report a great deal of trouble involving tenth through twelfth graders.
Most of these youths do not drop out to attend other churches; the majority of
these youth attend no church at all. Eighty percent of American adult’s report
having dropped out of church (60 percent) or diminished their participation (20
percent) for two or more years during their own adolescence, a pattern visited
doubly upon their sons and daughters. Today more than half of the youth who
attend church as children have disappeared from church involvement by the time
they are seventeen. Even youth who go through confirmation tend to view the
ceremony not as a rite of passage into the life of the church but as graduation out
of it.18
The decade plus of research findings by Notre Dame University sociologist
Christian Smith and Assistant Professor of Sociology at Clemson University Melinda
Lundquist Denton with the National Study of Youth and Religion

15

Andrew Root, Faith Formation in a Secular Age (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2017),

xv.
16

George H. Gallup, Jr., The Spiritual Life of Young Americans: Approaching the Year 2000
(Princeton: George Gallup Institute, 1999), 3.
17

Dean, Practicing Passion, 32.

18

Dean and Foster, 32–33.
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reveals a theological fault line running underneath American churches: an
adherence to a do good, feel good spirituality that has little to do with the Triune
God of Christian tradition and even less to do with loving Jesus Christ enough to
follow Him into the world… faith that grows by confessing a creed, belonging to
a community, and pursuing God’s purpose and hope is not the faith that most
American teenagers seem to have. The faith most teenagers exhibit is a loveless
version NSYR calls Christianity’s ‘misbegotten stepcousin’ Moralistic
Therapeutic Deism, which is supplanting Christianity as the dominant religion in
American churches.19
Moralistic Therapeutic Deism is a “kind of individualized, consumer
spirituality”20 composed of three fundamental principles. The first is a belief that the most
important thing that one can do for God is to be nice or good. Second, there is a view of
God that sees Him as a cosmic butler and spiritual therapist who is responsible for
fulfilling one’s every want and desires with the goal of making him/her feel good and
happy. Finally, there is the belief that God is a distant being that has no rights over one’s
life whose single responsibility is to edit his story and fix his circumstances when called
upon to do so.
Kenda Creasy Dean bravely addresses the elephant in the room asking, “Why do
teenagers practice Moralistic Therapeutic Deism? Not because they have misunderstood
what we have taught them in the church. They practice it because this is what we have
taught them in church. In fact, US-American teenagers are barometers of a major
theological shift taking place in the United States.”21

19

Dean, Almost Christian, 4.

20

Root, Faith Formation in a Secular Age, xvi.

21

Dean, Almost Christian, 29.
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After years of research through the National Study of Youth and Religion
Christian Smith and Melinda Lundquist Denton conclude, “Our religiously conventional
adolescents seem to be merely absorbing and reflecting religiously what the adult world
is routinely modeling for and inculcating in its youth.”22 To this end, Creasy Dean adds:
To be sure, churches neither intend nor acknowledge this religious position,
despite its considerable appeal. Moralistic Therapeutic Deism makes no pretense
at changing lives; it is a low commitment, compartmentalized set of attitudes
aimed at ‘meeting my needs’ and ‘making me happy’ rather than bending my life
into a pattern of love and obedience of God. Therapeutic Deism cannot exist on
its own. It requires a host, and American Christianity has proven to be an
exceptionally gracious one.23
Desperate to keep kids safe, happy, and unstained by the world people become
predictable and routine, which is everything that adolescents want nothing to do with.
“Youth ministry was created as a technology,” writes Andrew Root, “needed to solve the
problem of adolescent religious apathy, and thus it existed for functional growth, as all
technologies do.”24 While adolescents “hunger for a story of faith in the midst of
profound evil,”25 success is measured not only by an increase in numbers and
participation, but is also measured by moral (kids are sober and sexually pure) and
religious (kids have consistent daily devotions and know all the right answers) behavioral
outcomes—ways in which the ideal Christian church kid can be defined and identified.
The one-hundred-year history of ministry to adolescents consisting predominately
of youthful leaders, school campus visits, special events, entertaining relevant worship,
22

Christian Smith with Melinda Lundquist Denton, Soul Searching: The Religious and Spiritual
Lives of American Teenagers (New York: Oxford Press, 2005), 166
23

Dean, Almost Christian, 29–30.

24
Andrew Root, Bonhoeffer as Youth Worker: A Theological Vision for Discipleship and Life
Together (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2014), 5.
25

Dean, Practicing Passion, 31.
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creative stand and deliver preaching, and now multiple social media platforms, all fall
short. “The history of primarily calling inexperienced and inadequately trained young
people to do youth ministry reflects the myth that youth ministry is a beginner’s job that
doesn’t require much education, experience or skill. Nothing could be farther from the
truth.”26 Mike King writes,
Too often the only adult the youth in a church have interaction with is a youth
worker. The prototype for this youth worker is frequently a recent college
graduate who is nearly an adolescent himself. Our teenagers need to be around, to
interact and live life with people in their faith community who represent all the
generations. Wise is the youth worker (and faith community) who makes this an
important value for youth ministry.27
This ministry approach to adolescents that is overwhelmingly accepted and
practiced by evangelical and mainline Protestant churches is consistently failing to
produce disciples of Jesus Christ: “The problem, we have discovered after a hundred
years of youth groups, is that the youth group is notoriously unreliable for fostering
ongoing faith.”28 For the most part, youth ministries have helped young people navigate
the dangerous waters of moral formation while providing safe havens for social
awareness and engagement, “but they seem less effective as catalysts for consequential
faith, which is far more likely to take root in the rich relational soil of families,
congregations, and mentor relationships where young people can see what faithful lives

26

Roland Martinson, quoted in Mark DeVries, Sustainable Youth Ministry: Why Most Youth
Ministry Doesn’t Last and What Your Church Can Do About It (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press,
2008), 29.
27
Mike King, Presence-Centered Youth Ministry: Guiding Students into Spiritual Formation
(Downer Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2006), 34–35.
28

Dean and Foster, The Godbearing Life, 32.
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look like, and encounter the people who love them enacting a larger story of divine care
and hope.”29

Faith: The Promise and Fidelity of a Shared Story and Journey
Danish philosopher, theologian, poet, social critic, and religious author Søren
Kierkegaard asserts, “the highest passion in a human being is faith.”30 Faith seems to be
an elusive concept to define and describe. When faith is present and in action, what does
it look like and what does it do? In her book, Almost Christian, theologian and Associate
Professor of Youth, Church, and Culture at Princeton Theological Seminary, Kenda
Creasy Dean, shares deep concerns about teens and faith: “What we have been less able
to convey to young people is faith. In Christian tradition, faith is a matter of desire, a
desire for God and a desire to love others in Christ’s name, which results in a church
oriented toward bearing God’s self-giving love to others, embodied in a gospel-shaped
way of life.”31 In his own quest to understand more fully his place in the community and
story of faith, songwriter and author, John Fischer, articulated the heart cry of so many,
by his willingness, like Jacob, to wrestle with God and with people:
This Christian faith: Where is it—what is it? There is a faith that we carry
alongside—it comes as part of one’s background and heritage, and even
geographical location. There is also a faith that’s part of one’s social
commitments—a part of the expectations of family, friends and community.
There is a faith that may have begun with loving action out in the real world, but
has since become only a protective reaction against the world. Another faith may
29
30

Dean, Almost Christian, 11.
Soren Kierkegaard, Fear and Trembling, trans. Alastair Hannay (London, UK: Penguin, 1985),

145.
31

Dean, Almost Christian, 6.
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have only become subservient to, and carried along by, the powerful influences of
belonging to a group. Yes, there is even a faith that will benefit one’s career,
opening up a ‘born-again market’ to the sanctified services of a Christian business
or profession. And then there is something altogether different—a faith that
springs from the heart, and runs in the veins. That faith is as strong alone as it is in
a group; it thrives in death or in life, in joy or in sorrow; it remains the same
whether it brings gain or loss; in fact, it does not calculate the cost but gives itself
wholly to its Object; it drives and motivates all by itself. This faith is never
‘carried alongside’; it is the thing doing the carrying. This is the faith that I write
about.32
Each time that I have returned to the South Rim, the Grand Canyon, like a faithful
friend, is there enthusiastically welcoming me back and inviting me to once again find
joy and adventure in its fidelity. The greatest gift of fidelity that the Canyon offers is the
endless possibilities of shared experiences, memories, and stories inspired by an enduring
promise of sharing the journey with a friend, a loved one, and even a passing stranger.
The viscidity and perseverance of faith is found and established within a faithful
faith community. Faith does not happen in a vacuum, removed from the faithful presence
and community of others: “The essence of fidelity (from the Latin fidei, or faith) is the
ability to be faithful.”33 Fidelity is simply showing up and being there, “sharing deeply in
the lives of others, for no other reason than to be with and for them as Jesus Christ is with
and for us.”34 The most current findings by the Fuller Youth Institute point to the
significance and importance for each child and teen to have at a minimum, “Five
additional meaningful intergenerational faith relationships in their life in order for faith in

32

John Fischer, Making Real What I Already Believe (Minneapolis, MN: Bethany House, 1991),

33

Dean, Practicing Passion, 77.

34

Root, The Relational Pastor, 21.

14–15.
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Jesus to stick throughout their lifetime.”35 Where healthy faithful intergenerational
relationships exist and thrive with an outward-focused kingdom discipleship that
champions a deep commitment to fidelity, children and teens live into a shared “radical
way of life”36 believing that Jesus is someone worth giving their lives for.
Faith, then, is not an independent personal decision made apart from the
community, but rather, it is the full immersion of oneself into the fellowship and
companionship of the entire faith community, where even children and youth are fully
accepted and welcomed, and able to exercise and experience all the rights, privileges, and
responsibilities as an active member of the body of Christ.
For those who are serious about faith and the promise that it holds, the priority of
intergenerational relationships can no longer be held at arm’s length by the faith
community, and more pointedly, by ministries devoted to the faith formation and wellbeing of adolescents: “Something more radical than sharpening old weapons is needed.
The rusty swords of yesterday, even cleaned and sharpened, are inadequate to meet the
powers of today.”37
The rusty swords of hiring, appointing, and placing a twenty-something within the
community of faith as the sole curator and spiritual shepherd of pre-teens and adolescents
is not only destroying these young leaders, but of greater consequence, such faith
communities are in denial and defiance of God’s unwavering mandate, to love Him with
all of their being by faithfully and consistently being present with and attentive to the
35

“What is Sticky Faith?” Fuller Youth Institute, accessed September 19, 2016,
http://stickyfaith.org/articles/the-church-sticking-together.
36

Dean, Practicing Passion, 5.

37

Dietrich Bonhoeffer, No Rusty Swords (London, UK: Harper and Row, 1947), 13.
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children and young among them. This command is not fulfilled by a collective agreement
on their part to secure and place an energetic, naïve, inexperienced, and aspiring leader as
the point person and mouth piece for what they alone are responsible to do: pass on the
faith. While admirable on the part of the young leader, and held as a value by most faith
communities, a warm body with a job description falls well short of God’s will and
intent. The call to arms to every adult within the faith community to personally invest in
the health and wellbeing of each proceeding generation is not an option; it is required.
The story must continually be shared and passed on by the entire community as a whole
in order for the promise of faith to endure.
The evidence continues to support that, “of particular importance to adolescents is
friendship with an adult who sees in them potential they do not necessarily see in
themselves.”38 Studies consistently indicate that a relationship with such an adult
guarantor during adolescence outweighs all other forms of youth ministry in terms of
positive influence on youth development.39 Like a hanging curve ball that every great
hitter dreams of receiving from the pitcher, and subsequently crushing out of the ball
park, the Lord has graciously given to the faith community something far greater and
glorious: children and teens. Like a hanging curve ball, they are helplessly and innocently
here, waiting for the adults in the faith community to take notice of them and find delight
in knowing that they are a gift from God to be celebrated through personal and
intentional engagement. However, instead of swinging for the fences like the Yankees’
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Murderer Row and the Dodger’s Brooklyn Bombers, most faith communities have settled
on being “Casey at the Bat.”40
Creasy Dean addresses the importance of the faith community and homes of faith
partnering together in passing onto kids and teen’s a consequential faith that is rooted in
the larger purpose of pursuing and fulfilling the mission of God:
Many young people simply have not experienced enough fidelity on their behalf
to acquire it for themselves. Consequently, postmodern adolescents are
preoccupied with fidelity: ‘Will you be there for me?’ Before adolescents can take
seriously the gospel’s claim that Jesus will ‘be there’ always, a community of
affirming others must ‘be there’ for them, demonstrating steadfast love on their
behalf. ‘Will you be there for me?’ is the cry of an era, not just of a generation.41
The work of Life Together by Dietrich Bonhoeffer was birthed out of his two
years of lived fidelity with a small band of twenty-three ordinands while overseeing the
secret traveling seminary of the Confessing Church at Zingst and Finkenwalde. The late
German theologian and pastor writes passionately about the fidelity of Christian
fellowship:
It is by the grace of God that a congregation is permitted to gather visibly in this
world to share God’s Word and sacrament … the physical presence of other
Christians is a source of incomparable joy and strength to the believer … the
Christian needs another Christian who speaks God’s Word to him. He needs him
again and again when he becomes uncertain and discouraged, for by himself he
cannot help himself without belying the truth. He needs his brother as a bearer
and proclaimer of the divine word of salvation. He needs his brother solely
because of Jesus Christ. The Christ in his heart is uncertain, his brother’s is sure.42
To be alone in anything—especially faith—must cease being the norm if we are
indeed serious about the faith of children and the future of the faith community. The lack
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or loss of present, consistent, honest, human, caring, intergenerational love-filled
relationships—especially beginning from the age of ten through the adolescent years and
well into young adulthood—leads to the loss of trust in pastors, leaders, and the faith
community.
The paschal mystery, which emphasizes the finished salvific work of God in the
passion, death, resurrection, and ascension of His Son, Jesus Christ, is a daily reminder
that as followers of Jesus Christ on this shared pilgrimage of faith, Christians no longer
live for themselves, but for Christ and for the sake of His love for others. Brennen
Manning writes,
Paschal spirituality says that the truest test of discipleship is the way we live with
each other in the community of faith. It is as simple and as demanding as that. In
our words and deeds, we give shape and form to our faith every day. We make
people a little better or leave them a little worse. We either affirm or deprive,
enlarge or diminish the lives of others.43
The paschal mystery reminds followers of Christ that the death, resurrection, and
ascension of Jesus not only restores the broken relationship between God the Father and
humanity, but also makes a way for wounded hearts and hurting people to find hope and
healing in the community and presence of the redeemed. The late psychologist and author
Eugene Kennedy describes the mystery of the paschal:
The kingdom, Jesus tells us, is in our very midst, in the mystery of relationships
with each other. We are within its gates when we draw close to one another with
the love that is fired by the Spirit. We are already on sacred ground when we
reach out to understand rather than condemn, when we forgive rather than seek
revenge, when as unarmed pilgrims we are ready to meet our enemies. What Jesus
teaches is too simple and too wonderful for those who want magic in their
religion.44
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Relational language is easy to use. Relational living is difficult to do. Seeing
others as “objects, rather than as a person with hopes, dreams, fears and desires, just like
me,”45 creates division and fosters an atmosphere of irreconcilable conflict. With the
growing pressure for youth workers to increase numbers, solidify commitments, sustain
moral behaviors, and exceed measurable outcomes, relationships within the faith
community, like all other arenas of life, are seen and used as a means to a greater end and
not as an end in themselves. Such relationships are not genuine and rooted in the love of
Christ.
What is being passed down to young youth workers is not the simplicity and
fidelity expressed in the paschal, but rather a language that keeps relationships at arm’s
length. “We deeply wanted our ministry to be relational,” writes Andrew Root, “but not
for the sake of persons, but for the sake of ministry, for the sake of bringing success to
our initiatives. In other words, we’ve wanted people to feel relationally connected so that
they might come to what we are offering or believe what we are preaching or teaching.”46
The provocation raised here requires a deeper examination by the faith
community and by the homes and families that claim that community as their own. If
indeed the significance of relationship is a means to “win us influence and leverage to get
individuals to commit,47 to get them to become loyal to the idea of Jesus, as opposed to
encountering the person of Jesus Christ,”48 then Christians are in need of honest soul
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searching and repentance. As ontological beings, people are incapable, and so is faith, of
surviving and thriving in relationships based on measurable outcomes. As Jeremy Rifkin
says, “Turning relationships into efficient means to advance productive ends destroys the
empathic spirit.”49 However, God in Christ shows us a better way.
Compelled by His love for the world, “God entered the world in the humanity of
God’s Son to be with and for those in the world so they might be with God.”50 Root
continues,
It’s not that God hovered above us, free from our darkest, scariest, and most
difficult moments, but rather God chooses to take residence among and next to
these moments, making them God’s own in the humanity of Jesus. The
incarnation is not a wooden model of how ministry should be done; rather it is the
radical story of God’s history, the radical story of God’s love entering so fully
into human existence it became God’s residence.51
The disciple who identified himself as the one whom Jesus loved, penned the
most shocking yet most hope-filled words for a lost and broken humanity: “And the
Word became flesh (human) and made His dwelling and tented and was fully present
among us” (John 1:14).52 Roger Scruton helps us to grasp the depths of God’s love and
His unwavering devotion to be with and for us: “Tenting among people is dirty
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business…. to tent among is to enter the grime and bear the stench. Tenting among has
nothing to do with hovering above or circling safely around. He does not exist only
outside the world, with a view from nowhere that he can never share. He moves in the
world, in a somewhere of his own.”53 Tenting among is living deeply available and
vulnerable with and to others:
The incarnation is the fullest picture we have of a God who wants solidarity with
us so badly that God bears the fullness of Human suffering. God comes to us, not
as a hovering substance, but as our human brother who knows fully what it means
to be abandoned and neglected. God comes to us in the ordinary, the regular, the
average. God tents among us, embracing fully who we are, whether broken or
whole, sick or healthy. The incarnation claims God is among us, God is with us,
and God is for us.54
Andrew Root is courageous enough to ask the difficult question:
Where is the church? I wonder if we had forgotten how to be friends to those who
are so painfully isolated. I wonder why every member of every congregation
couldn’t be an adult friend to an adolescent in his or her community. I wonder if
the church realized the power and possibility of relationships for transformation,
and the theological mandate for action that is demanded of us by the incarnation.55
The sad reality is that “today’s adolescents have few adults or institutions who are
prepared to be there for them till the end of the age, or till the end of high school.”56 It
seems to be a cultural given that twelve though eighteen years olds are not interested in
significant relationships with the adults around them. The truth is that young people are
craving these connections, especially within the faith community:
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Many youth feel that no one listens to them or cares about them, and they
desperately desire spiritual companionship. They long for mentoring that reveals
to them a model of Christian life that can catalyze life-changing faith. They desire
mentors who will help them act in spiritually anchored and purposeful ways, and
who will do so in the face of time constraints and wider cultural “tutoring” that
runs counter to Christian spirituality and values. Youth seek this up-close and safe
relational space in order to share openly their stories of trial and triumph to caring
persons who receive them as gift and who act as story-sharers, freely giving back
the gifts of self, guidance, and wisdom. Young people long for the countercultural
ministry of spiritual mentoring that has at its center companionship guided by
God and that demonstrates the caring, guiding qualities of Jesus Christ.57
It is the messiness and abstruseness of relationships that make this journey and
shared story of faith with others difficult and challenging. However, the “distinctive
feature of childhood in the late twentieth century marked by the way adults pulled away
from youth, despite young people’s expressed desire for significant adult presence in
their lives,”58 can no longer be accepted. According to Root and Dean, “Adolescents
today grow up with less adult contact than any generation in human history.”59 This is
why the adults within a faith community must fully devote themselves to embrace and be
empathically present with the young among them. What adolescents long for everyday,
especially within the faith community their families call home, are “caring adults who
know every teenager in the congregation by name.”60
“God is relationship,” writes Dean and Foster,
Christian tradition uses the relational language of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit to
describe the persons of the Trinity—and this God’s love is so generous the
Godhead alone cannot contain it. Significant relationships with other Christians
matter because they teach us something about what God is like—the One who can
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love us in spite of ourselves and who loves us passionately enough to suffer
willingly on our behalf.61
It is not content that children and adolescents want or need, but rather context, a shared
life together within the living breathing body of Christ and a shared story of faith “with a
God who comes to us in death and resurrection, Spirit and transformation… where young
people lay claim to both the Christian story and their own stories as children of God.”62 It
is only by repeatedly hearing the stories of faith and witnessing the faithful lives of
present attentive adults within the faith community that children and teens discover and
learn “the Christian community’s well-worn record of human experience with God,”63and
that each person and story, even their own, is welcomed and celebrated.

Before Thirteen: The Bedrock of Promise and Destiny
The Barna Group found that a person’s life direction, behaviors, views, and
beliefs are, by and large, set in motion and determined when they are young, specifically
before the age of thirteen. The data indicates that, “in most cases people’s spiritual beliefs
are irrevocably formed when they are preteens. Upon comparing data from a national
survey of 13-year-olds with an identical survey among adults, Barna found that the belief
profile related to a dozen central spiritual principles was identical between the two
groups.”64 The researcher noted, “In essence, what you believe by the time you are 13 is
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what you will die believing… the focus in absorbing religious teaching after thirteen is to
gain reassurance and confirmation of their existing beliefs rather than to glean new
insights that will redefine their foundations.”65 Barna concludes, “Adults essentially carry
out the beliefs they embraced when they were young.”66 In strong support of this
conclusion, the research also revealed that by the age of nine, the spiritual and moral
foundation consisting of one’s opinions about truth, integrity, meaning, justice, morality,
and ethics are in place. At twelve, a person has determined the lasting significance that
the death, burial, and resurrection of Jesus Christ will have in their life.67
This is why the sixth-grade year is the epicenter of promise and destiny. It is the
definitive moment for one’s life direction. For this reason, this author refers to the sixthgrade year as a “liminal space.” The liminal space of the sixth-grade year is a place of
unimpeachable transition, change, and disruption. The speed at which things happen,
leaping from childhood to adolescence, can make any home or church community feel
under-prepared and incredibly inadequate.
As a sixth-grade pastor, this author has a great sense of hope to pass on to sixth
graders and their families. Each year I stand before a new group of sixth grade families
and do my best to encourage and prepare them for what is about to take place in the life
of their sixth grader and in their own lives as caregivers. For the most part, caregivers are
unaware of how quickly and suddenly their child and their lives will change. When things
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start happening, it is common for them to default to a state of panic, fear, and
overcompensation.
For faith to stick, it is imperative to acknowledge and emphasize a focused
ministry for sixth graders. This specific season of life and transition is full of incredible
faith possibilities that require intentional intergenerational relationships to grow and
thrive:
[for] a biological surge unlocks the capacity for spiritual development during
adolescence. In adolescence, the awakening of transcendence surges like a tidal
wave and brings with it a hunger and an ability to experience the transcendent
relationship, the desire to feel a transcendent connection with other people, and a
sense of being part of the universe.68
It is by God’s design that this transition is happening. The same biological
timetable that determines the appearance of breasts and facial hair “also brings an
increasing capacity for awareness and a desire to understand one’s inner spiritual life.”69
It is during this time of life that one is capable and ready to trustingly immerse
themselves into the faith that they have witnessed and experienced in Jesus Christ and to
actively practice deeper ways of encountering the presence of the Triune God. Sixth
graders are serious about faith, even when they seem distracted or disinterested. They are
beginning to connect the dots of what a living faith in Jesus means and what it looks like
when it is being lived out in the concrete reality of a messy and broken world. They are
ready to be challenged and inspired and to wrestle with the Holy Spirit and others over
the hard and difficult things from which homes and the faith community often feel the
need to shelter them.
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In her work and research on spirituality and neuroscience, Lisa Miller, professor
of Psychology and Education and director of the Clinical Psychology Program at
Columbia University, Teachers College, in confluence with the findings of other
neuroscientists, states, “Biologically, we are hardwired for spiritual connection. Spiritual
development is a biological and psychological imperative from birth. Natural spirituality,
the innate spiritual attunement of young children, unlike other lines of development,
appears to begin whole and fully expressed.”70 The catalyst and desire for spiritual things
is a fundamental aspect of every human being. For the growing child, exploration of and
belief in the transcendent comes naturally:
Children are spiritual beings first and then are acculturated (or not) into a
religious tradition that channels intuitive spirituality into particular expressions
(rituals, creeds, etc) that have been passed down through the faith tradition. Thus,
spiritual development arises not from mere acquisition of knowledge about the
transcendent but from increasingly meaningful and organized experiential
connections of the self to the something more.71
To this point, Rebecca Nye reminds us that, for the most part, the church often
fails to take into account “the rich natural capacity children have for spiritual processing.
This has often been neglected by Christian communities, whose concern has been with
installing spiritual comprehension software to the awkward hardware with which children
are equipped, thus, something about the essential nature of being a child (is) being totally
ignored.”72 This trend is ever present, and increasingly so, in ministry approaches to
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adolescents as well: “Our neglect of the personal meaning of children’s spirituality comes
partly from the hegemony of cognitive developmentalism.”73
In my most recent conversations and encounters with young leaders and sixth
graders I am finding that they crave and expect straight, unfiltered talk about the issues
and struggles they inherited from the adults around them, especially matters of faith and
science. Ronald Rolheiser writes, “Nurtured in a culture that was born largely out of a
Judeo-Christian womb, many stand at the edges of their religious heritage, hypercritical
about the religious family they have been born into.”74 Yet, they are unashamedly
courageous about their generation and themselves, and dialogue and trust thrive when
they are welcomed and their doubts and fears and opinions are acknowledged and
respected.
David Kinnaman and the Barna Group had a finger on the pulse of the emerging
generation almost a decade ago when he stated, “A generation of young Christians
believes that the churches in which they were raised are not safe and hospitable places to
express doubts. Many feel that they have been offered slick or half-baked answers to their
thorny, honest questions, and they are rejecting the ‘talking heads’ and ‘talking points’
they see among the older generation.”75 Kenda Creasy Dean states,
Adolescents are searching for something, for someone, ‘to die for’ to use Erik
Erikson’s haunting phrase: a cause worthy of their suffering, a love worthy of a
lifetime and not just a Sunday night. In short, they are searching for passion,
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even—maybe especially—in church. Teenagers will not settle for a God who asks
for anything less. If we are honest, neither will we.76
The sixth-grade year marks the beginning of this radical shift. The faith
community must “recognize the folly in addressing youth apart from their family
systems.”77 The passion and mission of the faith community is to pass onto kids a
“consequential faith—faith that grows by confessing a creed, belonging to a community,
and pursuing God’s purpose and hope,”78 a consequential faith that is rooted in the larger
purpose of pursuing and fulfilling the mission of God. “Faithfulness grows in the
presence of people who practice discerning One voice among the many and who, by
‘attending’ to Jesus Christ, find themselves transformed and marked as His followers…
in the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ, Christian faith offers a center that holds
and not just one more alternative from which to choose.”79 However, the loss of
connection to parents at home, adults within the faith community, and a shared faith story
is failing to establish within kids a belief that they are loved and belong, both to a
community of faith and to Jesus Christ: “At the core, we human beings are our
relationships…. God encounters us in relationships.”80
Kenda Creasy Dean writes, “What we have been less able to convey to young
people is faith. In Christian tradition, faith is a matter of desire, a desire for God and a
desire to love others in Christ’s name, which results in a church oriented toward bearing
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God’s self-giving love to others, embodied in a gospel-shaped way of life.”81 With this in
mind, the church faith community faces the challenge of effectively partnering with
families by coming alongside parents and caregivers on the faith-forming journey with
their child. To make such statements as “partnering with” and “coming alongside,” while
not intended, quickly turn into buzz words that offer little more than symbolic gestures
from leaders and the faith community. Being aware and understanding what families are
facing and struggling with is imperative in order to know what it will mean for the faith
community to truly be present and life-giving to the homes represented within the
community of faith.
So, what might a consequential faith and a living hope look like in the home and
in the faith community? How do homes and the faith community partner together in order
to effectively move through these life stages of development with a shared faith of
promise and blessing? How might we confidently and collectively join Jesus in His work
of faith in the lives of children and adolescents as they journey through the life stages of
development, before and after the age of thirteen?

A Home of Faith: The Roots of Promise and Destiny
Faith in the living God is a well-traveled path identified with faithfully placed
markers left by those who courageously blazed the trail, knowing that there would be a
fellow pilgrim following close behind. This promise tells the story of a God who is not
far away or over against us, but who is with us and for us, welcoming any who will, into
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His story of redemptive love and remembrance, to be His witnesses, by putting “flesh and
bones on God’s love.”82
Chasing a promise is not for the faint of heart. It can be so elusive, so close that
one can almost taste it. Staying the course, refusing to give up, and believing it is worth
the risk make it possible to achieve. Sharing what one sees and is reaching for with others
keeps the promise alive. The home is ultimately the place where the promise of life and
faith is experienced, lived into, and passed on. Be it a home where faith is passionately
practiced and lived out, or one where faith and spirituality is marginalized or benign,
children and adolescents are the product of their home, a replica and billboard of all that
is happening behind closed doors.
As each family steps across the threshold of the sixth-grade year, the first
indicators of how every preceding spiritual, emotional, and relational experience actually
impacted the emerging adolescent begins to appear. The atmosphere and environment of
the home—be it love and faith filled with present and attentive care giving or void of any
affectionate attachment or religious practices on the part of the caregivers—is hardwired
and embedded into the mind and memory of the child.
Beginning in utero and throughout each life stage leading up to the age of
thirteen, the experiences and interactions one encounters through interpersonal
relationships, specifically with parents, is shown to be the greatest indicator of whether or
not a life of faith and personal devotion to Jesus Christ will be fully embraced and lived
for a life time.83 Children’s spirituality researcher, Rebecca Nye, found,
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Spiritual experiences occur in children regardless of religious training or lack
thereof. Spirituality is, in this sense, quite distinct from religion. Spiritual
experiences are relatively common early in life, although they tend to be less
frequent—or at least reported less frequently—as children move into late
childhood and adolescence. Spiritual experience is often powerfully influenced by
the immediate environment.84
The overwhelming evidence reveals that what is being modeled and lived out in
regards to matters of life, faith, and relationships, in the home by the parents, is the
greatest factor and influence in shaping and developing the mind and heart and the future
of children and adolescents. The relationships and experiences through the first twelve
years leading up to the age of thirteen determine how one will interpret, respond to, and
interact with each relationship and experience they will encounter and choose to
participate in, or in many cases avoid, as they move forward developmentally,
relationally, socially, emotionally, and spiritually throughout the remaining time of their
life.
Parents matter most when it comes to the religious formation of their children and
the most important predictors of teenagers’ religious lives. The parent-child relationship
is most crucial, for it “is the basis on which we can begin to understand our relation to
God.”85 While grandparents, other relatives, mentors, and youth ministers are also
influential, “parents are by far the most important predictors of teenagers’ religious
lives.”86 Yet, research also shows that the majority of parents and adults within any given
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Christian faith community carry a deep sense of inadequacy and lack of preparedness
when it comes to raising children, particularly in matters of faith.
In the 1960s and 70s, the United States witnessed a noticeable cultural decline in
the value and significance of religious practices. As a result, “a significant percentage of
several generations of current parents—people between twenty-five and fifty years old—
were raised without overt spiritual engagement or instruction in the home.”87
Consequently, the majority of present day parents with children and adolescents “were
raised with no spiritual structure, no spiritual community, no spiritual conversation or
teaching, and often no spiritual practice.”88
In spite of the data showing that, “85% of parents consider it their job to teach
their own children about spirituality,”89 these same parents and primary caregivers lack
confidence when it comes to nurturing faith in their children. The overwhelming sense of
fear, inadequacy, and unpreparedness that most parents and caregivers feel toward
matters of faith is paralyzingly real, making the illusion of an hour a week in Sunday
school or youth group the only plausible solution. However, participating in something
one hour a week, even something as admirable as attending a faith based service or
activity, is incapable of overriding what is happening in the life of a child or adolescent
the remaining 167 hours of the week in the home. One hour a week is not enough to
guarantee the viscidity of anything worthwhile, especially faith.
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To be clear, the home and the parents are not alone in this journey, yet for most
parents, they do feel and believe that they are alone, especially within the greater faith
community. For every adult managing and sharing the same world, and most important,
the same faith community where children and teens without choice find themselves, there
seems to be a growing reluctance to accept the heavy responsibility to do what is required
in order to ensure that the young among them are sacrificially loved, nurtured, and cared
for through their consistent personal engagement and investment.
While fully recognizing that there is “no such broad understanding and
enthusiastic support established in school or society to encourage spiritual development
in childhood and adolescence,”90 the faith community fares no better. The mantra that
grants permission to point the finger of piety at “the speck in the eye of the surrounding
culture and world, in which we daily enthusiastically participate while blindly ignoring
the plank of failed responsibility that fills our own eye,” must be radically grieved over
and repented of if we in any way desire to stem the tide of infidelity and lost faith among
the young.
Currently, as a whole, the is a growing declining interest in matters of faith and
religion among our children and adolescents: “The pattern is indisputable: The younger
the generation, the more post-Christian it is.”91 Having already witnessed the mass
hemorrhaging of millennials from the US-American churches, iGen, or Generation Z,
those born between 1995 and 2012—74 million in number, or 24 percent of the
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population, and the most ethnically diverse generation in American history92—is
presenting the faith community with an entirely new set of challenges. “As the first postChristian generation, and numerically the largest,” writes James Emery White,
“Generation Z will be the most influential religious force in the West and the heart of the
missional challenge facing the Christian church.”93 Generation Z possesses a “collective
aversion to causing offense, the natural product of a pluralistic, inclusive culture that
frowns on passing judgment.”94 Gen Z is the first “truly post-Christian generation.”95
Perhaps the most indicting data shows that, “[US-]American teenagers who say
faith matters to them are a significant minority. A full 37 percent of [US-]American
teenagers describe themselves as ‘strong’ in their faith, and 8 percent are described by the
National Study of Youth and Religion as ‘highly devoted.’ Ironically, these ‘highly
devoted’ young people are the very teenagers that North American youth ministry is most
likely to overlook.”96 These means that 55 percent of American teens have little to no
interest in matters pertaining to faith.
Currently, Generation Z predominately practices what is identified as a passive or
functional atheism,97 a benign non-hostile posture concerning matters of God, faith, and
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religion: “Rather than rejecting the idea of God, our culture simple ignores Him.”98 For
the present next generation, “Atheism is no longer a dirty word,”99 meaning, the majority
of Generation Z, ages nineteen and younger, believe in science more than scripture, trust
Google more than God, and champion tolerance above truth, happiness above duty, and
freedom above commitment.100 The present data continues to show a growing sense of
loneliness, anxiety, stress, substance addiction, gender confusion, depression, and suicide
among today’s children and adolescents. “They are obsessed with safety and fearful of
their economic futures, and they have no patience for inequality based on gender, race, or
sexual orientation,” writes Jean Twenge, “They are at the forefront of the worst mental
health crisis in decades, with rates of teen depression and suicide skyrocketing since
2011.”101
Ironically, in the quest to make life safer for children and adolescents by
removing all known risks and challenges that could lead to failure and disappointment,
kids are lacking the emotional and social tools to navigate life in meaningful and healthy
ways. Meticulously overscheduled, persistently virtually affixed, and overtly protected,
adolescents are less resilient, less happy, and socially inept. High levels of anxiety and
depression make one less empathic, as well as socially and emotionally illiterate, robbing
them of the meaningful connections that they need in order to thrive in life, faith, hope,
98
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and love. Neglecting the natural spiritual capacity that children and youth come into the
world wired with is only compounding the sense of despair and anxiety within their lives.
Twenge goes on to dispel the myth that children are growing up faster than all
other previous generations:
Childhood has lengthened, with teens treated more like children, less independent
and more protected by parents than they once were. The entire developmental
trajectory, from childhood to adolescence to adulthood, has slowed.
Adolescence—the time when teens begin to do things adults do—now happens
later. Thirteen-year-olds—and even 18-year-olds—are less likely to act like adults
and spend their time like adults. They are more likely instead, to act like
children—not by being immature, necessarily, but by postponing usual activities of
adults. Adolescence is now an extension of childhood rather than the beginning of
adulthood.102
In spite of the fact that children and youth are being exposed or have unbridled
access to a plethora of information and materials via the Internet, for “they’re digital
natives,103 iGen’ers are growing up more slowly: 18-year-olds now act like 15-year-olds
used to, and 13-year-olds like 10-year-olds. Teens are physically safer than ever, yet they
are more mentally vulnerable.”104
With the “cultural cost of being a Christian”105 ever increasing, most churched
adolescents feel insufficiently equipped or meaningfully supported in the concrete reality
of the multiple venues they are expected to faithfully navigate. Recently this author
initiated a conversation with sixth graders and teen leaders who serve with me about what
peers and social media are saying to them about Jesus and being one of His followers.
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Concerning Jesus, they expressed the following: fake, fictional story; good teacher; buzz
kill; too good to be true; crutch for weak people; son of a made-up god; and a last resort.
Concerning Christians, the following is being expressed to them: unrealistic; gay haters;
hateful; delusional; goody-goodies; rule followers; greedy; exclusive; racist; posers;
judgmental; closed minded; and Jesus’ little helper. Most of the sixth graders and the
leaders shared of teachers openly mocking, challenging, and shaming them in the
classroom for believing the Creation story, or suggesting that the God of the Bible
actually exists.
As this author continues to serve sixth graders and their families, and mentor and
raise up leaders, it is more apparent than ever that they not only crave meaningful faithfilled relationships and community, but they also desire to have deep conversations about
the bigger questions that their peers and others are asking, that they, as churched kids, by
default, are prohibited to ask. In a human’s finite existence, struggle and doubt is
inevitable. Enduring faith is not the absence of struggle and doubt, but rather welcomes
and recognizes both as necessary companions on the well-traveled trail of promise and
hope.
How then does the church effectively come alongside parents in ways that equip,
empower, and encourage them to passionately remain actively engaged in walking with
their children on this faith journey? What are the “best practices” that meaningfully
support and resource families in matters of faith? Why is it important for the church faith
community to understand and include the life stages of development in children and teens
in matters of faith practices and faith formation? In what ways do each stage inform and
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guide us in our approach to strategically minister to families as it pertains to their faith
formation, specifically in and through the liminal space of the sixth-grade year?

Conclusion
This chapter exposed the multiple issues giving rise to the ongoing hemorrhaging
of youth from the community of faith. It explored the multiple layers of challenges facing
homes and communities of faith in regards to the viscidity of faith within children as they
transition to adolescence through the liminal space of the sixth-grade year. It is argued
that the sixth-grade year is the pivotal season. During this time, matters of life and faith
seem to take on an entirely new demission due to the divinely designed surge and
unfolding of adolescence.
This author argued that faith is a shared story and journey, a gift and a way of
living into the meta-narrative of God. The responsibility of nurturing the faith of the
young belongs to the entire community, not to a chosen few, and the segregation of
children and youth from the larger faith community has been a failing proposition. This is
not to say that adolescents have not benefitted from the love and care of youth pastors
and youth ministries, but that apart from the intentional presence and consistent care from
faithful caregivers at home and adults within the community, faith will not stick.
Finally, the overwhelming sense of inadequacy that most parents and caregivers
feel when it comes to sharing and passing on faith to their children was addressed. More
and more homes are becoming isolated islands struggling to survive the tide of modernity
in a post-Christian world. The newest generation, iGen, has never known a world without
social media, smart phones, or war. They spend more time alone than any other
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generation, which is causing them to grow up emotionally and socially inept and
unprepared to face challenges and criticism.
The next chapter will explore the biblical text in order to discover the timeless
truths of promise and fidelity that run throughout Scripture. Scripture is more than a set
of principles and precepts to be memorized and molded to; it is the Story of the EverPresent God who encounters humanity and welcomes us into His shared story and
journey of faith, love, and belonging. Exploring through the lens of the Judeo-Christian
scripture the themes of story, faith, community, family, and maturation, the reader can
gain a deeper understanding what it means to be a person, and why knowing and
believing that humankind is fearfully and wonderfully made, created and fashioned in the
likeness and image of God, is the impetus of faith.
Looking through the lens of God’s Story one finds that all of humanity is indeed,
by divine design, interdependent creatures creatively designed and wired for nurture,
love, belonging, community, and interpersonal relationships, and that without lifesustaining connection with others, the very essence of one’s personhood is diminished
and struggles for breath to survive.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE PROMISE OF DESTINY IN A SHARED STORY AND JOURNEY OF FAITH

The Grand Canyon is steeped with tradition and story that demands one’s utmost
attention and respect. Its beauty and grandeur can deceive the most seasoned hikers and
explorers, causing many to believe that the stories and journeys of yesterday are old and
outdated tales that time has passed by and forgotten. However, these stories, preserved
and passed down through the years, hold within them the enduring and endearing
promises of adventure and discovery for any and all who will hear and bend their hearts
and minds toward and around them.
A harsh and demanding place, the Grand Canyon is wrought with perilous
dangers hidden beneath breath taking and awe-inspiring venues. The trails have been
carved and blazed with more than shovels, picks, and dynamite. Every square inch of her
accessible terrain was acquired with the sacrifices of overwhelming risk, relentless
devotion, unwavering sacrifice, and at times, the tragic loss of life. When one walks
along the edge above or steps onto a trail that leads down to the Colorado River below,
they are doing more than sightseeing and hiking, they have entered into a story that began
long before they existed, and it will remain long after they are gone. In 1908, Theodore
Roosevelt declared the Grand Canyon a National Monument, stating, “You cannot
improve on it. But what you can do is keep it for your children, your children’s children,
and all who come after you.”1
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There seems to be within humankind an innate inward awareness and attunement
to the surrounding world that stirs up deep emotional desires that compel people to want
to preserve, protect, and pass on certain things to others, especially to children. Be it
places, stories, friendships, or experiences, people long for others to know the world as
they do, believing that they will be better for it. When places and moments are framed in
this way, they take on an entirely new dimension of significance and importance in the
grand scheme of life. Something deep within us needs this moment, this experience, all
that we are seeing, feeling, thinking and experiencing, to be encapsulated, frozen in time,
and made accessible to our children, others, and future generations to come, in hopes that
they in turn will be inspired by the need to do the same.
Why do we feel this need to preserve, protect, and pass on certain things to our
children? What is it, as human-beings, that drives us to share all that we are and all that
we know with others, convinced that in doing so, life as we know it will in the end be
better for us and for others? How are certain things deemed worthy of holding onto and
passed on, while other things are ignored, cast aside, and forgotten? Is that place within
that inspires and impresses upon us the need to share the physical world we live in for the
benefit of all, the same place where faith and the longing to seek and know God and the
mystery of the eternal reside?

What Is a Person?
The late American-Jewish writer and Auschwitz survivor Elie Wiesel said this of
humans, God, and stories: “Why were human beings created? Because God loves
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stories.”2 While richly interesting and even noteworthy, surely the existence of humanity
on this planet is more than for God’s entertainment and love for story? The JudeoChristian Scriptures are the Story of God, or as Walter Wangerin says, “The Book of
God.”3 It is God as personal, up-close, transparent, and vulnerable, not in the abstract, but
rather intimately, intentionally, and actively in relationship with humankind.
University of Notre Dame sociologist, researcher, and author, Christian Smith, in
the introduction of his book What is a Person?, opens with the question, “What are
humans?”4 He writes, “One would think that of all the personal and scientific subjects we
study the one we would be most interested and proficient in understanding would be
ourselves, human beings. Should we not be quite transparent to ourselves? Yet it is not
obvious that we humans actually do understand ourselves as beings very well.” He
concludes his own musings by touching on what makes it so difficult for any one of us to
take seriously his proposition: “Perhaps the mystery we are to ourselves makes us
uneasy.”5
Written thousands of years before Christian Smith existed, in Psalm 8, we find
David, the Psalmist, asking Yahweh Adonijah6 the same question, “What is man?” Or
more definitively, “What is humankind?” Here the Psalmist uses the Hebrew word enosh,
referring to humanity as a whole, or in the general sense of what we all hold in common.
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Anthropologist Michael Carrithers, of the University of Durham in the United Kingdom,
inquires,
Is there in fact a fundamental, shared human nature? In one perspective, there
must be, for the very perception of diversity depends on its being a diversity of
something. To be a species suggest that there are traits that we all share…. I start
by asking the question: Given the diversity of human forms of life, what must be
true of all humans in general? The sense of the phrase ‘in general’ [is]: we want to
know not about each individual variant of human life, but about the ground on
which all the variants are built… an explanation of variability… must account for
the very possibility of those different forms of life. It must show what all humans
must share in order to be able to create diversity.7
In the opening of Psalm 8, David begins with a declaration of the excellency of
Yahweh’s name and the magnitude of His glory, that He puts on display throughout the
heavens in the moon and the stars. In the awe and wonder of God’s otherness, David is
amazed and humbled by the creative intent of Yahweh Adonijah to not only reveal and
manifest His glory in the heavens above the earth, but also more profoundly, He makes
His greatest glory known to the point that even His enemies are silenced, “by obscure and
naturally feeble instruments, specifically, through the mouths of infants and children,”8
for He has “hidden these things from the wise and intelligent and have revealed them to
infants” (Matt. 11:28 NAS). This is the glory reserved for God’s greatest creation,
humans: unique, special, set apart to encounter and know the depths of God, a reality that
children and the young fearlessly welcome and embrace, “for of such is the kingdom of
heaven” (Matt. 19:14 KJB).
Donald Ratcliff and Scotty May write,
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There is a spiritual essence that all humans share. It is a craving deep within for
transcendence and meaning. It surfaces from time to time as awe and wonder.
Children are just as much spiritual beings as are adults in their lives. From the
very beginning of life, infants seem to live a life of awe and wonder, often
transfixed in the moment. Spiritual aliveness knows no age barriers, the young
child and aged philosopher stand on level ground.9
Through their extensive work and research, May and Ratcliff find that children are very
much at home and vibrantly attuned spiritually, stating, “spiritual experiences of children
could be considered mystery-sensing, mysterious because they are associated with life’s
ultimate mystery, characterized by wonder, awe, and a highly imaginative state far
beyond what is typically experienced in daily life.”10
Here in his Psalm, David is fully aware of his own limited power and abilities,
and that he, now an adult, is no different than the youngest of humankind in how he
encounters and experiences the transcendence and otherness of God. Humankind, when
compared to the vastness and brilliance of the universe, enosh, “describes man from the
side of his impotence, frailty, and mortality… Man, as we see him in ourselves and
others, this weak and dependent being is, nevertheless, not forgotten by God.”11 Yahweh
is zakar, “mindful of, and remembers him, looking about after him, and visiting him”12
He is the God who visits us. He is the God who shows up, for, “He Himself knows our
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frame; He is mindful that we are dust” (Ps. 103:14 BSB), having “made us a little less
than Himself, He crowns us with glory and majesty” (Ps. 8:5)!
The unique and special place of people, of personhood, is found here in scripture.
God crowns each one, long before birth, while in utero, with lovingkindness, compassion,
glory, and majesty. There is no other created being fashioned and molded in the image
and likeness of God. Why do people struggle so under the crown? It is not weighty. It is
His blessing, His unrelenting love displayed for all to see, including angels and demons.
The crown that God has placed upon humanity does not diminish or fall off. Do I
see it upon myself? Upon others? Why do believers so easily struggle in this world by
asking, “Who am I?” Why do people accept the fear and shame and condemnation of this
present age and strive daily to fit in, to be welcomed and accepted in this crazy broken
world? Humanity has a crown, a glorious crown, placed there by the One True God who
created and who loves humankind. Still, even more, every person is not only wearing a
crown—they are a crown: “You will also be a crown of beauty in the hand of the Lord, a
royal diadem in the hand of your God” (Isa. 62:3).
Knowing the Lord far exceeds the process of cognition or human will. To know
the Lord is a matter of God Himself visiting humankind and making Himself known.
This “numinous experience—the sense of awe or fear by the experience of the Holy
Otherness of the moment—cannot be taught nor can it be initiated by the human will.”13
To experience God apart from any knowledge imparted through religious language is the
childlikeness of the kingdom. The language comes later, in the shape of a story, as we put
words to what we experienced through our encounter with God, or rather, as God
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encounters us in special and meaningful ways. These encounters are numinous—other
than—filled with awe and wonder, and often inexpressible: “Even small children have
spiritual encounters and that the religious language of theology is added as a descriptor of
that experience,”14 in due time.
During His earthly ministry, Jesus acknowledges the ability of little children to
see and receive the reveled mysteries of the kingdom of God, when he prays: “I thank
You, Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that You have hidden these things from the wise
and understanding and revealed them to little children, yes, Father, for such was Your
glorious will” (Matt. 11:25–26 ESV).
From in utero, there is a profound divine design woven in and through every
human being that generates an innate awareness and attunement to, and nimble mastery
of the spiritual and transcendent. One’s desire for spiritual things “begins whole and
designed by nature,” writes Lisa Miller, “We now know that spirituality is indeed part of
our natural endowment… experienced through a biologically based faculty and we are
born ready to use it; we enter the world prepared to have a spiritual life. The faculty can
be sustained and cultivated by parents or dulled by neglect.”15 The Psalmist writes,
For You formed my inward parts; You knitted me in my mother’s womb. I praise
You, for I am fearfully and wonderfully made. Wonderful are your works; my
soul knows it well. My frame was not hidden from You, when I was being made
in secret, intricately woven in the depths of the earth. Your eyes saw my
unformed substance; in Your book were written, every one of them, the days that
were formed for me, when as yet there was none of them. How precious to me are
Your thoughts, O God! How vast is the sum of them! If I would count them, they
are more than the sand. I awake, and I am still with You (Ps. 139:13–17, 29).
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Here, one witnesses a childlike wonder of Yahweh’s transcendent intimate design
and intentional handiwork. The psalmist knows that he is not a mistake and that Yahweh
loves him. That alone fills his life with a great sense of promise and destiny. The psalmist
still holds within himself an innocence and wonder that has remained untarnished by the
cynicism and dismissiveness of his surrounding world.

The Not Good Narrative of Being Alone and the Human Brain
In his book, God as Story Teller, John Beck introduces the God in scripture in this
way: “If you believe that a divine voice lies behind the pages of our Bible, then we must
acknowledge that the God who speaks there is a storyteller.”16 God begins His story in
scripture, “In the beginning Elohim created” (Gen. 1:1). Through the lens of ontology,
the nature of being, the kind intentions and divine purposes of Jehovah God for imago
Dei are observed: “Let Us make adam in Our image, according to Our likeness” (Gen.
1:26). By way of divine decree, “the personal God, the Creator and Judge of mankind, the
One alone to be feared,17 manifested Himself in the world.”18 All that He created, He did
so after its kind, according to its likeness.19 Then Elohim does the same for Himself,
forming adam, as imago Dei, “of dust from the ground, breathing into his nostrils the
breath of life; causing the adam to become a living being” (Gen. 2:7).
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Throughout His creating activity recorded in chapter one, Elohim declares what
He has made, towb, meaning, “good”, and at the completion of His creating process, He
saw all things as me-od towb, “exceedingly good”! Still, the author in the retelling of the
making of the adam in chapter two presents to his hearers a shift from the “goodness”
narrative. The adam is alone. Even as the adam stands in the presence of Jehovah El and
his neophyte surroundings, he is le-bad-dow, “alone”, and God declares it, lo-towb, or
“not good”. With great deliberation and intentionality, Elohim has made known the
hidden mystery of All that He is: He is not, nor ever has been, alone. Yet, He fashions
and then places the adam upon the earth in the midst of the garden, amongst all the “after
their kind” creatures, in the likeness of Elohim, but without the likeness of himself. The
adam is alone. The imago Dei is placed on the earth deficient, with nothing according to
his own likeness.
The deepest need for the imago Dei is revealed, his need for connection and
community with one like himself, to be with and to be for is the telos of the Creation
story. “Humankind,” declares the Psalmist, “is crowned with glory and honor” (Ps. 8:5).
Of all that God created, humanity is His crowning jewel. To be in communion or
community with God requires a ke-neg-dow ezer, a suitable helper, another according to
likeness of the adam. To be fully human requires the presence of another human.
By way of his fresco, “The Creation of Adam,” immortalized on the Sistine
Chapel ceiling, Michelangelo did more to “shape Western culture’s image and
interpretation of God and the Godlike as much as any other single person.”20 The painting
of this moment depicting the heaven-bound God moving forward while extending the
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index finger of His right hand toward the reaching index finger of the left hand of the
earth-bound Adam is forever imprinted on the minds of all who has seen it in person or in
print.
Be it with purposeful intentionality or childlike creative imagination,
Michelangelo draws every viewer to consider the significance of this moment in the
Judeo-Christian God-Story, as he depicts the Divine Creator making up the distance
between Himself and His most cherished creation: humankind. God is presented as an
aged grey-haired and bearded man, human in feature and appearance, with His left arm
around the shoulders of a woman, perhaps as a way to hold true to God’s spoken words,
“And now we will make human beings; they will be like us and resemble us.” (Gen. 1:26
GNT). The late German-American professor of art, Horst Waldemar Janson, observes,
“Adam strains not only toward his Creator but toward Eve, whom he sees, yet unborn in
the shelter of the Lord’s left arm.”21
In the October 1990 issue of The Journal of the American Medical Association,
Frank Meshberger authored an article titled, “An Interpretation of Michelangelo’s
Creation of Adam Based on Neuroanatomy,” asking his readers to take note of an
additional character in the “Creation of Adam fresco,” not through the lens of an artist,
but rather from the perspective of neuroanatomy. Meshberger writes,
The Creation of Adam fresco shows Adam and God reaching toward one another,
arms outstretched, fingers almost touching. One can imagine the spark of life
jumping from God to Adam across that synapse between their fingertips.
However, Adam is already alive, his eyes are open, and he is completely formed;
but it is the intent of the picture that Adam is to receive something from God. I
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believe there is a third main character in the fresco that has not previously been
recognized.22
The third main character that Meshberger sees in the fresco is the shape of the
image behind and around the God figure and Eve. The image is compatible in shape to
the human brain (Figure 1). Meshberger believes that, “Michelangelo portrays that what
God is giving Adam is intellect, and thus man is able to ‘plan the best and highest’ and to
‘try all things received.’”23 With his interest in human anatomy and dissection of the
human body, Michelangelo freely studied and explored the body’s multiple systems and
complexities. Thus, it is not too far of a reach to follow Meshberger’s hypothesis. The
intentionality and meticulous detail given to every fresco by Michelangelo to tell the
story of God supports the thinking that the shape surrounding the Lord in the Creation of
Adam is not mere happenstance.

Figure 1. From https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Creation_of_Adam
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With this said, knowing that the brain is foremost emotion and social, which
drives cognition and intellect, the shape is just as likely to support the findings of James
B. Ashbrook, an early pioneer of neurotheology who is recognized in the academic,
science, and theology worlds, and Carol Rausch Albright, Visiting Professor at Zygon
Center for Religion and Science. They write,
Built into our brains is the necessity for relatedness to one another and the drive
for seeking meaning. God beyond God—beyond narcissistic and ethnocentric
projection—combines transcendence and immanence, otherness and relationality,
elusiveness and interaction. What matters most to our existence consists of a
relationship between ourselves and all that we know of the universe of influences
in which we find ourselves. We have been created by that which is not of our own
doing… God is always more than our own idea of God… God is more than we
can imagine and other than we can conceive.24
In other words, Michelangelo’s fresco illustrates his possible awareness and
attunement to the overarching eternal truth of what makes us uniquely human; we are
intricately designed and wired for relationship and connection with God and with others
because of the intricate deliberate design of the human brain. All that we are, the essence
and mystery of the imago Dei is stored, imagined, believed, and lived out by and through
the neural super-highway of the triune brain. “We are hardwired for other people and for
moral meaning and openness to the transcendent,” writes May and Ratcliff, “meeting
these basic needs for connection is essential to health and to human flourishing.”25
Because of the way that the human brain is, we cannot survive without the presence and
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intimacy of those after our likeness: “The human brain literally embodies the human
meaning of divine purpose.”26
Clinical psychologist and Professor of Psychology at Pepperdine University Louis
Cozolino, emphatically states,
Individual neurons or single human brains do not exist by nature. Without
mutually stimulating interaction, people and neurons wither and die. In neurons
this process is called apoptosis; in humans it’s called depression, grief, and
suicide. From birth until death, each of us needs others who seek us out, show
interest in discovering who we are, and help us feel safe. Relationships are our
natural habitat.27
Thomas Lewis, Fari Amini, and Richard Lannon, psychiatry professors at the
University of California explain,
Human physiology is an open-loop arrangement an individual does not direct all
of his own functions. A second person transmits regulatory information that can
alter hormone levels, cardiovascular function, sleep rhythms, immune function,
and more—inside the body of the first. The reciprocal process occurs
simultaneously: the first person regulates the physiology of the second, even as he
himself is regulated. Neither is a functioning whole on his own; each has open
loops that only somebody else can complete.28
All of this takes place within, by, and because of the human brain’s limbic
system, which “may well be the seat of the soul or may serve as the neural transmitter of
God.”29
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Andrew Root points out the importance of why being connected to others matters
and the ongoing impact that loneliness has upon one’s sense of being and purpose. He
writes, “Social life is meant to provide people with ontological security, with a sense of
being real we find ourselves in a state of ontological insecurity when we discover that we
are alone… this aloneness, whether by choice or by circumstance, has the effect of
melting the solidarity of our humanity. It has a way of making us feel less real.”30 Feeling
real is about love and belonging. When connection to other people is broken, or taken
away the ontological structure of existence is fractured.
Christian Smith identifies several interrelated capacities emergent from the human
body and human brain, which shape and define personhood; the greatest of these
capacities is ones need for loving relationships. “By love,” writes Smith, “I mean relating
to other persons and things beyond the self in a way that involves the purposive action of
extending and expending of oneself for the genuine good of others—whether friendships,
families, communities, among strangers, or otherwise.”31 The reciprocity of
interdependent human relationships is ontologically inescapable. Without community and
a deep sense of love and belonging to others, loneliness smothers and suffocates the
essence of personhood, for, “human persons are such that their very selves are centered in
and grow out of relationships of genuine care for each other that are purely instrumental
but require genuine giving of the self in love in various ways for the good of others.32
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Again, Andrew Root helps us theologically and ontologically: “The analogy
between God and humanity is not in substance, but in relationship. God has revealed
Godself as a relational being, and our being is also relational: we need to be connected to
others in order to really be.”33 The often-recognized understanding of imago Dei holds to
the story line that, “man is the image of God by virtue of his spiritual nature, of the breath
of God by which the being, formed from the dust of the earth, became a living soul. The
image of God consists, therefore, in the spiritual personality of man… the breath of God
became the soul of man: the soul of man therefore is nothing but the breath of God.”34
If this truly is what Elohim had in mind when He decreed, “Let us make adam in
Our image, according to Our likeness” (Gen. 1:26) then the breath of God and His
presence with the adam as a single-self, would have been sufficient and enough. Elohim
would not have injected the “not good narrative” into His story. Consider that the “breath
of life” that ignited the adam into “a living being” was the inner passion and desire for
communion and interdependent connection with one in kind and likeness.
It is the late Swiss Reformed theologian Karl Barth that presented an
interpretation that
may be more congruent with the Hebraic understanding of imago Dei. Rather than
seeing the image of God reflected in these essential substances, what instead
makes us human is not our capacities, but our relationships. The image is not
based in what humanity possesses, but in the fact that God acts to encounter
humanity, drawing humanity into relationship with God.35
Root continues:
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The human is in the image of God, because God has elected to be in a special kind
of relationship with humanity… by the election of love. When the image is seen
as the reality of a relationship, then the individual is not only affirmed, but drawn
beyond himself or herself to others, as well as to creation as a whole. To reflect
the image of God is to be in community, it is to be with and for others, just as the
Father is with and for the Son through the Spirit. To see the image as a substance
injected into humanity that is lived out in the categories of intellect, will, and
emotions is to assume that we are outside of act, that we do not need others. I am
not because I think, reason, or feel, but because I am bound to others who act with
and for me. This is the image of God. It is not something within us, but something
that claims us. It is not something we individually possess, but something
bestowed upon us by God who acts for us by giving us the community of male
and female, giving us the other to be with and for. Reality itself is constituted not
in substances and essences, but in relationships. We are real and freed from the
unreal, not because we can think reason, or feel, but because we are held in the
community of others composed by the relational community of God. The imago
Dei is that which is real, not because it is within us, but because it claims us and
invites us into I-thou relationships with God, humanity, and creation.36
Barth writes, “Even in His inner divine being, there is relationship. To be sure,
God is One in Himself. But He is not alone. There is in Him a co-existence, co-inherence
and reciprocity. God in Himself is not just simple, but in simplicity of His essence He is
threefold- the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.”37

Destiny and the Whole Brain
Neurotheologist Andrew Newberg explains how interpersonal relationships and
experiences shape the history and destiny of people: “We are trapped within our brain,”
writes Newberg, “we are also to some degree trapped within our own memory system.
We are who we remember we are because of all the experiences that were part of our
lives. This helps us to construct a personal narrative, or life story, that in turn helps us to
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identify who we actually are and differentiate ourselves from the rest of the world.”38 In
knowing these things, the tremendous struggle it can be to enter into a whole new way of
thinking and living is recognized. As previously mentioned in Chapter One, “The
majority of adults adhere to the religious tradition within which they were raised,”39
during their formative years, before thirteen.
The night of His Passion, Jesus gathers His disciples in an upper room to share
together the Feast of the Passover. For everyone assembled, the Passover Seder is
something that is fulfilled each spring by gathering “at the family table to recite the
Haggadah, the deliverance from Egypt. A central part of the Haggadah, the retelling of
those events, is the exhortation—‘In every generation let one look on himself or herself
as if he or she came forth out of Egypt.”40 Central to the Haggadah is the emphasis that
every generation and not just the fathers, were redeemed and rescued from out of Egypt
by the Holy One: “Therefore, we are bound to thank, praise, laud, glorify, exalt, honor,
bless, extol, and adore Him who performed all these miracles for our fathers and for us.
He has brought us forth from slavery to freedom, from sorrow to joy, from mourning to
holiday, from darkness to great light, and from bondage to redemption.”41
Scripture reveals that during the Passover Seder meal with His disciples, Jesus,
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Knowing that the Father had given all things into His hands, and that He had
come forth from God and was going back to God, got up from supper, and laid
aside His Traditional Rabbi garments; He wrapped Himself in a towel, the
clothing of a house servant. Then He poured water into a basin, and began to
wash the disciples’ feet and to wipe them with the towel that He had wrapped
around Himself (John 13:3–5).
Through this powerful example of humble servitude, Jesus sets the stage for His
New Commandment and New Covenant. His New Commandment and the New
Covenant are inseparable. Jesus is creating a new community where His presence and
love would reign. From this moment forward Jesus would demonstrate His passion by
pouring out His life and love for a lost and broken humanity, before His disciples.
Taking His place again at the table, Jesus draws His disciples in: “If I then, the
Lord and the Teacher, washed your feet, you also ought to wash one another’s feet” (John
13:14–15). In the best way that he could, knowing that the cross, only a few hours away,
would be the ultimate demonstration of God’s love, Jesus humbly opens their hearts to a
new way of being: “A new commandment I give to you, that you love one another, even
as I have loved you, that you also love one another. By this all men will know that you
are My disciples, if you have love for one another” (John 13:3–35).
Jesus deeply desires for his disciples to see beyond themselves and to embrace a
bigger story, the story that he was telling as the Word, “In the beginning.” Love is not
some trite expression of appreciation or even an expression of care or concern for others.
Love, specifically for our conversation, agape42 love compels us to unthinkable selfless
acts, releasing oxytocin, a hormone and neurotransmitter associated with empathy, trust
and relationship building, and dopamine. Dopamine is a neurotransmitter and chemical of
reward, changing the physiology and mood of the mind, causing the brain and mind to
42
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grow in a life-giving and healthy way. Whether Mary Gordon, the Founder and President
of Roots of Empathy, has agape in mind, she emphatically states, “Love grows brains.”43
Neuroscientists, sociologists, anthropologists, and theologians affirm that love is
necessary for human survival. The necessary interdependent exchange of love takes place
through meaningful touch, warm affection, encouraging words, affirming blessings,
attentive presence, sacrificial service, empathic connection, and consistent caring. When
relationships between humans are healthy and life giving, the brains grow. In the absence
of love, a brain atrophies, and all sense of hope and destiny dissolves into a mire of
hopelessness and despair. “The brain,” writes clinical psychologists Carol Kershaw and
Bill Wade, “emits a strong electric field that reaches outside the body. The heart produces
an electric field 600 times as large as the brain’s and extends further outside the body.
Negative emotional states: anger, resentment, unforgiveness, lead to incoherent brain and
heart waves, resulting in foggy thinking, frustration, disappointment, and depression,
while love, compassion, generosity, and calm lead to coherent functioning.”44 In other
words, the presence and exchange of love increases the intensity of brain and heart waves
leading to a healthy life-giving mind. When love and meaningful connection with others
is scarce, one’s emotional state and mind is in peril.
James Ashbrook explains,
Our destiny involves—yes, and requires—the whole brain. In light of this new
understanding of the whole brain, we ask the question of what might be the
relationship between our brain and our destiny? How does the way the brain is
shed light on what humanity is all about? A multidimensional approach to human
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life and human destiny thereby take into account the complexities of the bodymind interaction. Those interactions include biological brains, cultural beliefs,
social conditions, interpersonal patterns, and individual minds. The idea that the
mind is not separate from the body is bringing changes in the way we understand
ourselves.45
By “the whole brain,” we mean, that while the brain is made up of many parts,
and each part has a specific function or command, no part ever acts independently of the
others. All the parts of the brain are interconnected with one another, allowing humans to
feel, to think, to reason, to consider, to process, to relate, to dream, and to decide all at the
same time. In other words, experiences, relationships, words, and thoughts are placed
everywhere in the brain, allowing people to hold simultaneously in their mind a plethora
of thoughts, ideas, feelings, memories, and possibilities. The multidimensionality
superhighway of neurocircuitry running throughout the brain means that every word
spoken to an individual, every personal encounter with another human, every moment
experienced—be it good or bad—is forever inscribed upon and embedded in the brain.
This is why consistent faithful loving interdependent relationships are imperative to each
individual’s thriving and destiny.
This is at the heart of the story that Jesus is calling His disciples to live into as he
humbly washes their feet (experience), then gives to them His New Commandment
(words). Without the experience first, the words would not have the same impact and
intended affect. The loving actions (the touch, the water, the sights and smells) and the
loving words (the tone, the facial expressions, the emotions) of Jesus, evokes within them
a flood of emotions and the secretion of neurotransmitters. All that they are feeling,
experiencing, wondering, and taking in, is forever burned in their brains. The words and
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actions of Jesus with His disciples reinforced and bolstered their coherent functioning
which would pay dividends as they witnessed the betrayal, crucifixion, and death of their
Rabbi, and three days later, His resurrection and presence with them. In the future, they
would have opportunity to follow through on what Jesus commanded of them: “I have
washed your feet, now you, wash each other’s feet… love one another in the same way
that I have loved you.”
Through his selfless act of humility, in both his actions and words, Jesus
powerfully hardwired the brains of his disciples with not only the memory of this
moment with him, but also the significance of washing one another’s feet in the future.
Each time that the disciples physically wash one another’s feet, they will feel the same
feelings that they felt as Jesus washed their feet—allowing them to live this moment
again and again as if it were in real time. Each time that they wash one another’s feet,
new neurons throughout the multiple regions of their brains will fire and wire themselves
to the millions of other firing neurons already wired with the memory and impact of
Jesus’ actions and words still growing and shaping their brains and transform their minds.
Years later, we find the one who defines himself as “the disciple whom Jesus
loved,” penning a letter to the community of faith in Ephesus, emphasizing koinonia—
fellowship and community—as the act and being of God’s manifest presence of faith and
love on the earth. One cannot help but believe that John the Apostle is emotionally
mindful of this foot washing moment, as well as other deeply meaningful times, when
Jesus as his Lord relationally and experientially hardwired His love into his brain. He
writes,
What was from the beginning, what we have heard, what we have seen with our
eyes, what we have looked at and touched with our hands, concerning the Word
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of life- and the life was manifested, and we have seen and testify and proclaim to
you the eternal life, which was with the Father and was manifested to us—what
we have seen and heard we proclaim to you also, so that you too may have
koinonia with us; and indeed our koinonia is with the Father, and with His Son
Jesus Christ. These things we write, so that our joy may be made complete (1
John 1:1–4).
Here we witness the aged Apostle of Jesus reminding his listeners of their shared
story and journey. “What was from the beginning” (John 1:1) is reminiscent of the
Genesis beginning and of his gospel: “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was
with God, and the Word was God. He was in the beginning with God” (John 1:1–2).
However, “the Word became flesh and dwelt among us” (John 1:14).

Transforming Presence and Face of God in Others
The story spoken throughout scripture is raw and messy because its filled with
God loved, God shaped human lives, who are compelled by the indwelling Spirit and
love of God, to love God, to love neighbor, and yes, to love enemies. Tremper Longman
writes, “The Bible is not about Yahweh in the abstract; it is about God in relation to
humankind… this relationship is not so much described as it is narrated. There is a
historical dimension to biblical revelation. Thus, a proper biblical theology must take into
account the subject matter of the Bible, the divine-human relationship, and the fact that
the Bible’s message is told through time.”46 Ashbrook and Albright add, “The JudeoChristian scriptures wrestle with this interface between the human and the ultimate.”47
This wrestling with the ultimate, the living God, is the arena in which faith and destiny
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are forged: “Faith takes on new clarity when informed by knowledge of how we make
meaning and how we maintain and enhance that meaning—our genetic inheritance, our
cultural variations, and our divine destiny.”48
Eugene Peterson echoes,
The biblical way is not to present us with a moral code and tell us ‘Live up to
this,’ nor is it to set out a system of doctrine and say, ‘Think like this and you will
live well.’ The biblical way is to tell a story that takes place on solid ground, is
peopled with men and women that we recognize as being much like us, and then
to invite us, ‘Live into this. This is what it looks like to be human. This is what is
involved in entering and maturing as human beings. We do violence to the
biblical revelation when we ‘use’ it for what we can get out of it or what we think
will provide color and spice to our otherwise bland lives. That results in a kind of
‘boutique spirituality’—God as decoration, God as enhancement.49
Because of the way the brain is, “people cannot be stable on their own—not
should or shouldn’t be, but can’t be. This prospect is disconcerting to many, especially in
a society that prizes individuality as ours does. Total self-sufficiency turns out to be a
daydream whose bubble is burst by the sharp edge of the limbic brain.”50 This helps
explain so well the detrimental effects due to the Western Churchs’ message about,
emphasis upon, and priority of the personalization of faith, by “making it my own.” The
message and the practice is only adding to the overwhelming sense of loneliness and
anxiety in those we are called to walk alongside. From the beginning, people at no time
were designed to be independent, autonomous, individualistic, isolated beings, especially
in matters of faith.
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“I am the vine, you are the branches” (John 15:5) is what Jesus said. Throughout
scripture the Lord emphasizes the community, the family, the kingdom, and the gathering
together: “Let us hold fast the confession of our hope without wavering, for He who
promised is faithful: and let us consider how to stimulate one another to love and good
deeds, not forsaking our own assembling together, as is the habit of some, but
encouraging one another, and all the more as you see the day drawing near” (Heb. 10:23–
25). In his letter to the Romans, the Apostle Paul also emphasizes the priority of the
community as the life source of each member: “That’s how it is with us. There are many
of us, but we each are part of the body of Christ, as well as part of one another” (Rom.
12:5 CEV).
The blessing and life that is found in moments of solitude, study, meditation,
prayer and Sabbath are gifts of grace and necessary for the healing and restoration of the
mind and body. Taking care of one’s being requires moments of rest and quiet listening.
Moments alone give opportunity to reflect upon the story and journey of faith that one
belongs to. Finding a thin place, the place where one can cease striving and learn to hear
the voice of God is helpful toward cultivating a life of gratitude and whole-hearted living.
Yet, time alone is not just for the benefit of one’s health and wellbeing, but is ultimately
necessary for the health and wellbeing of the community of faith. The danger is when
moments alone become the habit, and distance and detachment from others becomes the
new normal. The Sloan Foundation, an US philanthropic nonprofit organization whose
focus is to improve the quality of US-American life, reports that the average US-
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American teenager spends three and a half hours alone every day, more time than with
friends or family.51
In The Quest for Community, Robert Nisbet addressed the “conception of man’s
moral estrangement and spiritual isolation that pervades our age.”52 Nisbet defines our
age as one of “lament,”53 inviting us to “open our eyes to the perplexities and frustrations
that have emerged from the widening gulf between the individual and those social
relationships within which goals and purposes take on meaning.”54 Though written first
in 1953, Nisbet echoed his sentiment three decades later, stating, “The greatest of all
vices is to claim spiritual and moral autonomy and to cast off the ties that bind man to his
fellows.”55
Nisbet points to the theologian Paul Tillich as one who agrees that “before him in
the Western world today is a culture compounded not of traditional faith and confidence,
but one agitated by feelings of fear and anxiety, uncertainty, loneliness, and
meaninglessness.”56 Nisbet’s concern cannot be overstated:
Man’s alienation from man must lead in time to man’s alienation from God. The
loss of the sense of visible community in Christ will be followed by the loss of the
sense of the invisible. The decline of community in the modern world has as its
inevitable religious consequence the creation of masses of helpless, bewildered
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individuals who are unable to find solace in Christianity regarded merely as a
creed. The stress upon the individual, at the expense of the church community,
has led remorsely to the isolation of the individual, to the shattering of the manGod relationship, and to the atomization of personality.57
The face of God, His turning towards us, allows humanity to be in His presence
even as He is present with humanity. He is the God who takes thought of humankind. He
is forever mindful of imago Dei. His thoughts of us are not a burden to Him, for He takes
great delight in all that we are. His heart is broken, is heavy when He sees us walking and
living in isolation, independence, and individualism. We have been created in His image,
according to His likeness, His being. He dwells in fellowship, in community. He comes
to tabernacle, to dwell with and for us. He visits each one through a brother or a sister.
Do we see Him in their faces? He comes to us in a friend, a friend in whom His Spirit and
His word lives, dwells, moves and speaks. He comes in a stranger, in one who is
according to our likeness.
His own Presence, His Spirit, dwells within us—seeking fellowship, communion,
and community with the Son and with the Father within the community of faith. It is
there that we find and experience His love that is poured out into our hearts by the Holy
Spirit. Through song, sacrament, and scripture Christians together encounter the Living
Christ, the Church of Jesus. His purchased Bride is washed and dressed in His
righteousness again and again. People need others in order to know His grace, and love,
and mercy: “Where two or more have gathered in my name,” said Jesus, “I am there in
their midst” (Matt. 18:20).
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Rising each morning, we pray and cry out to the Lord out of our need for love and
belonging. He welcomes us into His day, a day that He has ordained. He has good things
for us, things that we only experience through the presence and connection with others.

Faith Comes From Hearing Through a Shared Story
In AD 57, the Apostle Paul penned these words in his discourse with the
community of faith in Rome: “How then will they call on Him in whom they have not
believed? How will they believe in Him whom they have not heard? And how will they
hear without a Storyteller? So, faith comes from hearing, and hearing by the word of
Christ” (Rom. 10:14, 17).58
Steven Garber muses,
Through the corpus of his writings, Augustine argued that human beings are
story-shaped people, stretched between what ought to be and what will be. In our
imaginings, in our longings, at our best and at our worst, we are people whose
identities are formed by a narrative that begins at the beginning and ends at the
ending—the story of Scripture itself, of creation, fall, redemption and
consummation—and from beginning to end we are torn by the tensions of our
humanity, glorious ruins that we are.59
Following creation, temptation, fall, and flood, the story of faith found in biblical
scripture begins within the context of the Bedouin journeys of Abram and his family.
Abram, the son of Terah, descendants of Shem, one of the three sons of Noah, is
encountered by Jehovah, to “depart from his country … to the land which I will show
you… and I will make you a great nation… and in you all the families of the earth shall
be blessed” (Gen. 11:10–12). Living in tents with no place to call their own, Abram and
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his family sojourned in the land of Canaan, the land that Jehovah promised to give his
descendants.60 In time, Jehovah God encounters and manifests Himself to Abram again,
repeating His promise,
“As a perfectly new beginning,” write Keil and Delitzsch, “the patriarchal history
assumed the form of a family history, in which the grace of God prepared the ground for
the coming of Israel. For the nation was to grow out of the family, and in the lives of the
patriarchs its character was to be determined, and its development foreshadowed…the
calling forth of faith in response to the promise.”61
The promised day came as this mishpachah,62 or family, was delivered out of the
womb of Egyptian bondage and given the land promised to them through their fathers,
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The offspring of Israel is forever in the eyes of Jehovah His
mishpachah, His family, “that I brought up out of the land of Egypt” (Amos 3:1). In His
great love, “The Covenant God of their fathers”63 manifests Himself and establishes a
covenant with His delivered and restored mishpachah at Sinai. The scripture describes
the family of Israel’s first encounter with Yahweh, taking place in the shadow of Mount
Sinai, identifying Moses as the instigator:
And Moses brought the people out of the camp to meet Jehovah, and they stood at
the foot of the mountain. Now Mount Sinai was all in smoke because the Lord
descended upon it in fire; And its smoke ascended like the smoke of a furnace,
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And the whole mountain quaked violently… And Jehovah spoke all these words,
saying, ‘I am the Lord your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of
the house of slavery’ (Exod. 19:17–18; 20:1–3).
“The intent of revelation,” writes Eugene Peterson, “is not to inform us about God
but to involve us in God.”64 Jehovah, in His love, had elected them as “His treasured
possession,65 a kingdom of priests and a holy nation.”66 The Exodus of Israel out of
Egypt is far more than a single event of Jehovah setting a people free: “God’s redemption
of His people from Egyptian bondage is mentioned no less than one hundred and twenty
times in the Hebrew Bible in a variety of contexts.”67 Keil and Delitzsch add,
The Divine Being was moving pervading history, and manifesting Himself in the
world. He is the personal God in His historical manifestation, in which the
fullness of the Divine Being unfolds itself to the world. This movement of the
personal God in history, however, has reference to the realization of the great
purpose of the creation, viz. the salvation of man. Jehovah therefore is the God of
the history of salvation.68
When God redeems His people from the bondage and slavery of Egypt, the
Author and Perfecter of faith69 collectively writes them into His story, dwelling among
them, revealing who He is, and as He does, His people come to know who they are. In
time, they hear and learn of their beginning, the creation of imago Dei, their temptation
and fall, Noah and the flood, and the covenant that Jehovah made with Abraham, the
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opening chapter of faith; faith as a way of being, as a way of living. The plot line of faith
springs from out of Abraham, “your descendants will be as numerous as the stars in the
heavens” (Gen. 15:5) and, “in your seed all the nations will be blessed (Gen. 22:18) ….
and Abram believed in the Lord; and Jehovah reckoned it to him as righteousness” (Gen.
15:6). The promise and faith thread their way through Isaac and Jacob, then seemingly
stalls when the sons of Jacob sell Joseph, their youngest brother, to a caravan of
vagabonds traveling to Egypt. But Author and Perfecter, “took what was meant for evil
and made it for good (Gen. 50:20), when Israel was a youth,” Jehovah says, “I loved him,
and out of Egypt I called My son” (Hosea 11:1).
With their new realized family heritage comes a story and a destiny: a shared
story of promise, filled with faith, “a faith, which laid hold of the word of promise, and
on the strength of that word gave up the visible and present for the invisible and future…
this faith Abram manifested and sustained by great sacrifices, by enduring patience, and
by self-denying obedience of such a kind, that he thereby became the father of
believers.”70 It is imperative to recognize that “the covenant was made not with the
particular individuals who were then alive, but rather with the nation as an organic whole,
impressing upon the hearts of the existing generation the significance of its entrance into
covenant with the Lord.”71
Born during the forty-years of Israel’s wandering and dying in the wilderness, a
new generation, far removed from the day when their ancestors first stood together in the
shadow of Horeb as a newly delivered people from the bondage of Egypt, where Jehovah
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revealed His presence to His beloved for the first time, He spoke to them, as speaking to
one, His ten words. Now, with the wilderness wandering over, Moses gathers the
renewed mishpachah, and speaks to them as one, “Jehovah our God made a covenant
with us in Horeb; not with our fathers, but with ourselves, who are all of us here alive this
day” (Deut. 5:23).72 Whether they were alive at Horeb or born during the wilderness
wanderings, they are expected to hear the story of their salvation and the Ten Words of
Jehovah as if it were spoken for the first time.
In her book, Children’s Perceptions of the Role of Biblical Narratives in Their
Spiritual Formation, Annie George writes, “Knowing the story is vital for each
generation in perceiving their place in the story of God. In the Bible, we read how God
met the people in the realities of their lives and thus gave meaning in the lives of the
people who received the revelation. Thus, in each generation God’s revelation was
intertwined with the life story of that generation along with what was handed down to
them.”73
Assembling together, the children of Israel receive the Shema, meaning, “hear!”
“Hear, O Israel!” Eugene Peterson says it well,
Listen obediently, Israel. Do what you’re told so that you’ll have a good life, a life
of abundance and bounty, just as God promised, in a land abounding in milk and
honey. Attention, Israel! God, our God! God the one and only! Love God, your
God, with your whole heart: Love him with all that’s in you, love him with all
you’ve got! Write these commandments that I’ve given you today on your hearts.
Get them inside of you and then get them inside your children. Talk about them
wherever you are, sitting at home or walking in the street; Talk about them from
the time you get up in the morning to when you fall into bed at night. Tie them on
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your hands and foreheads as a reminder; Inscribe them on the doorposts of your
homes and on your city gates (Deut. 6:3–9 MSG).
Hear the story, know the story, and share the story. “The Law of Moses with its
central affirmation of the Shema,” writes Annie George,” establishes the importance of
telling, retelling and hearing God’s revelation. The social structure of the Old Testament
showed a strong intergenerational relationship, which emphasized the older generation’s
responsibility to transmit the biblical story to present and still to come generations.”74
Eugene Peterson writes,
The Hebrew way was not to read a theological treaty but to sit around a campfire
with family and friends and listen to a story. It is the very nature of storytelling to
include us, the hearers, in the story. It is important to recognize this at the outset,
for salvation is not the spiritual diagnosis of souls, one here, one there; it is the
story of a people, a community with a past, with ancestors, with common
experience.75
In Deuteronomy, or “the second law or telling,” Jehovah commands the faith
community as a whole, to passionately love, support, and encourage each home
represented, to be fully in step and engaged with the natural spiritual design and
attunement of the children, who by His divine decree and creative design, are fearfully
and wonderfully hardwired for relationship with Him and with other people: “The
formative tradition of the households pointed to God’s election of the founding ancestors,
whose compound families issued forth in larger clans and tribes. God shaped their past,
sustained their present, and promised their future.”76
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Through the Shema, Jehovah commands the entire nation to faithfully love Him
above all others, and to watch over, protect, and care for the homes represented within the
faith community: “The social structure of the Old Testament showed a strong
intergenerational relationship, which included the older generation’s responsibility to
transmit the biblical story to the next generation.”77 Safe within the incubator of the
watchful eyes of the experienced and elderly, God appoints the home as the primary
guardians and faith builders of children, commanding fathers and mothers to give their
children every opportunity to grow and to thrive emotionally, cognitively, socially, and
spiritually.
James Fowler, a pioneer in the idea of stages of faith development, stated,
I believe faith is a human universal. We are endowed at birth with nascent
capacities for faith. How these capacities are activated and grow depends to a
large extent on how we are welcomed into the world and what kinds of
environments we grow in. Faith is interactive and social; it requires community,
language, ritual and nurture. Faith is also shaped by initiatives from beyond us
and other people, initiatives of spirit or grace. How these latter initiatives are
recognized and imagined, or unperceived and ignored, powerfully affects the
shape of faith in our lives.78
The priority of children on the part of the home and the community is deeply
entrenched in scripture. In his discourse about children in Deuteronomy, Patrick Miller
brings perspective and clarity to who the children are within the greater community and
to whom the responsibility falls to ensure that the story and promise of faith is effectively
shared and passed on: “From beginning (Deut. 1:39) to end (Deut. 32:46) it gives
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prominent attention to children and especially to what and how they are taught.”79
Deuteronomy shows the extreme vulnerability and utter dependence of children by
describing them as tappim, meaning “young ones,” and banim—“children”: “Your
tappim (young ones) who you thought would become prey, and your banim (children)
who today do not know right and wrong” (Deut. 1:39).
It is always the use of the Hebrew word in scripture that gives definition and
understanding of what God wants to convey. Here the tappim are incapable of defending
themselves from any who seek them harm and the banim are the children who are still too
young to understand the gravity of responsibility. With both representing the next
generation, the home and the greater faith community are commanded to intentionally
and consistently immerse them in the love and story of Jehovah.
The heart of the parents and the home was to be an environment rich with the
words of Jehovah. With great diligence and intentionality, the story of salvation from
Egypt, the passing through the sea, and the revelation and words of Jehovah at Horeb was
to be shared with children when walking, sitting, lying down at night and rising up each
morning. The promise of faith was to be crafted in ways so that it was visible upon their
person, as well as on the doorposts of their homes and on the gates throughout the
circumferencing community. The faith activity on the part of the home and community
was one of saturation, not perfection. Safe within the loving and caring atmosphere of the
home and the greater intergenerational mishpachah, the divine innermost design and
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spiritual attunement of children is nurtured, while providing simple divine moments for
curiosity and wonderment about Jehovah and faith to be cultivated.
Miller continues,
The children do not simply learn the rules. They learn the story behind the rules,
out of which they come and on which they are grounded. In Deuteronomy 6:20–
25 Moses tells the people to expect to be asked questions by their children. The
practices of family and community raise questions in the minds of the children
and become the occasion for teaching. The community’s activities and rituals will
evoke questions from the children who participate. This happens with regard to
Passover (Exodus 12:25–27), Mazzot or Unleaven Bread (Exodus 13:7–8), the
rituals of the firstborn (Exodus 13:14–16), and the stone monument erected after
crossing the Jordan (Joshua 4:6–7, 21–24).80
In the same manner that words come later following an encounter with the MostHigh God, questions will be asked by children, and the children’s children, as they
observe and witness the faith lives of parents at home and the faith lives of adults within
the greater community. With this in mind, Miller writes again of the simplicity of the
shared story of faith, writing:
The answer is not a legal interpretation, not even giving information about the
laws. The answer to what and why and who... is not a formulation of rational and
abstract theological statement, though such means of teaching have value and
place. Here the answer to the questions is a story, a story of a people and of how
by the grace of God they came to be and to be free. It is telling the people’s story,
the account of God’s deliverance of Israel from slavery and bringing them into the
land.81
What is important to understand is that the Lord does not require parents and
adults to answer the questions by giving information, but rather they are called upon to
simply share the story and give witness and testimony of the faithful presence and power
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of Jehovah. Current data shows that children who are raised in rich faith environments
are
active participants in conversations about religion and spirituality... they initiated
and terminated about half of conversations, spoke as much as parents did, and
frequently asked questions and offered their own views. In family communication
about religion, children are active participants rather than passive recipients of
ideas transmitted by parents, and that in many families a bidirectional reciprocal
style is more prominent than a unilateral parent-to-child dynamic. Adolescents
rated conversations as the most important means through which parents shared
their faith.82
Throughout scripture, the “family religion extended beyond the nuclear and
compound families and included the local community—the kin group, or mishpachah.”83
It is incumbent upon the greater mishpachah, with whom each family is a part, to
actively, intentionally, and passionately remember and share their story and faith journey.
Failure to do so results in, first the home, and then the children to lose all sense of
identity, purpose, hope, and destiny. Miller explains,
There is something about the community regularly encountering the divine
instruction that is important for its place in the minds and hearts of the people.
Clearly this regular encounter is so that it will not be forgotten but also so that the
children who do not know will get to know. Thus, they come to hear the “words”
of the Lord’s instruction in the daily life of the family and in the special but
regular occasions of the community’s listening to them as a congregation.84
Psalm 78 of the Masoretic text, is a Maskil of Asaph, a communal lament,
reminding the community of faith, who they are, to whom they belong, and to remember
that each aging generation in its time is responsible for keeping truth, faith, and hope
alive in the hearts and lives of the next generation:
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Give ear, O my people, to my teaching; incline your ears to the words of my
mouth! I will open my mouth in a parable; I will utter dark sayings from of old,
things that we have heard and known, that our fathers have told us. We will
not hide them from their children, but tell to the coming generation the glorious
deeds of the LORD, and his might, and the wonders that he has done. He
established a testimony in Jacob and appointed a law in Israel, which he
commanded our fathers to teach to their children, that the next generation might
know them, the children yet unborn, and arise and tell them to their children, so
that they should set their hope in God and not forget the works of God, but keep
his commandments; and that they should not be like their fathers, a stubborn and
rebellious generation, a generation whose heart was not steadfast, whose spirit
was not faithful to God (Ps. 78:1–8 ESV).
Written in 1015 B.C., with a renewed sense of urgency, the adults and elders of
Israel are guilty as charged of neglecting their rightful place and divine responsibility to
lead the next generation into a deep abiding love for Jehovah. The story of promise and
faith had been lost among the collection of false gods and spiritual negligence. Today, we
still are witnessing a reluctance and a lack of urgency on the part of adults within the
faith community to rise up and embrace their God given mandate to watch over and
nurture the faith of the young among them by promoting and supporting the health and
wellbeing of the homes represented among them. This stands to reason knowing that,
“nearly half of the nation’s adult population now qualifies as post-Christian.”85
In her book, The God-Hungry Imagination, Sarah Arthur points out, “The [US-]
American church is up against something it hasn’t often faced in its history: the
astounding illiteracy and inarticulacy of the mainstream populace regarding theological
and biblical concepts.”86 Arthur identifies that the church in the United States is currently
reeling from, “loss of the communal story or metanarrative,” stating,
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the church’s primary angst is due to the loss of the Master Narrative (known as
metanarrative, or overarching story) that defines the church and thus the
individual Christian, with the loss of story comes the loss of language for talking
about the story, the tendency to cut ourselves off from the past, including the
stories that once defined us leads to the gradual loss of group memory, identity,
and the sense of interconnectedness with other Christians across time and
distance. When the story and language are lost, the community’s unique identity
fades away.87
With any loss of spiritual concern and connection for the young on the part of
culture and the larger faith community, families and homes are increasingly becoming
isolated islands unto themselves doing all they can to survive while independently raising
their children in matters of life and faith. It is imperative to keep in mind that, “children
grow in a complex interlocking web of social contexts,”88 with the family and home
serving as the mother ship. In truth, adults have abandoned the very ones they have been
appointed to spiritually and socially connect with the most, children and teens. The
community of faith can longer be content with saying, “We have given them everything
they need,” while keeping from them what matters most: themselves.

Faith Comes From Hearing Generation To Generation
From the Exodus moving forward the mishpachah failed again and again to
remember Jehovah’s faithfulness and salvation, and in time would give their hearts and
children to other gods, teaching and passing on to the next generations the stories of the
surrounding godless nations. The Shema and ten words, the communal story and
covenant of Israel, is lost, and soon “every person did what was right in their own eyes
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(Judg 17:6), even to the point of “making their children pass through the fire to Molech”
(Jer. 32:35). The recorded history of Israel’s apostasy is a brutal reminder of how and
why each proceeding generation loses their way and fall victim to the sins of the fathers.
The words of Moses are poignant and direct:
Beware that you are not ensnared to follow them, after they are destroyed before
you, and that you do not inquire after their gods, saying, ‘How do these nations
serve their gods, that I also may do likewise.’ You shall not behave thus before
the Lord your God, for every abominable act which the Lord hates they have done
for their gods; for they even burn their sons and daughters in the fire to their gods.
Whatever I command You, you shall be careful to do; you shall not add to nor
take away from it (Deut.12:30–32).
The heart cry of the aging author of Psalm 71 must be the heart cry of each
preceding generation. “Do not cast me off in the time of old age; do not forsake me when
my strength fails” (Ps. 71:18) he writes. His prayer is richly rooted in his desire to be
faithful to his assignment, his rightful place within the mishpachah. It is not a mystery
what God requires of him, of his generation. The story and journey of promise and faith
is theirs to share and pass on to the next generations with presence-centered
intentionality:
Adults stagnate in self-absorption unless they take an interest in the next
generation. If they do take an interest they are likely to become ‘generative.’
Being generative moves one towards a wise and satisfying old age. The selfabsorbed, however, move toward despair. They become ‘elderlies,’ distinguished
only by old age, instead of ‘elders,’ who quietly live up to their role as bearers of
wisdom and dignity for the next generation.89
Regardless of struggles and persecutions, senescence and enfeeblement, failing or
refusing to personally invest in the young is generational insouciance. The Psalmist
knows this. His declaration of dependence and taking refuge in Jehovah is not a retreat to
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solitude or isolation, but rather a renewal to his divine responsibilities: “My mouth shall
tell of Your righteousness and of your salvation all day long. I will come with the mighty
deeds of Jehovah, I will make mention of Your righteousness, Yours alone” (Ps. 71:9,
15–16). Though now silver-haired and embodied with well-worn wrinkled skin, the
embers of passion for Jehovah still burn hot within him. Surrounded by the shame filled
voices of the cynics, critics and naysayers who taunt that his time of significance and
effective service has passed him by, the Psalmist embraces and lives into the promise and
covenant of the Holy One of Israel: “O God, You have taught me from my youth, and I
still declare Your wondrous deeds. And even when old and grey, O God, do not forsake
me, until I declare Your strength to this generation, Your power to all who are to come”
(Ps. 71:17–18).
This aging Psalmist is fully aware that those who walked the journey alongside
him when he was young, even perhaps if only a few, had faithfully declared and shared
the story of promise and faith with him and his generation, their fidelity demonstrating
that one’s life work and purpose is fulfilled only by faithfully doing the same. Cynical
voices that evoke bitterness, fear and resentment are always lurking on the peripheral of
the promise and journey of faith for the aging. Growing old can bring to one a sense of
insignificance, of being passed by, forgotten and marginalized. But as long as God gives
him breath, the Shema is his and his generations charge to faithfully carry out and see
fulfilled. He knows the ways of the Lord and the challenges of life and faith. His place
within the community is essential to the health and wellbeing of the homes and the young
living among him, as well as those yet to come. His voice is essential and imperative for
the destiny of Israel.
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At the TEDx Mid-Atlantic gathering, psychological anthropologist Nat KendallTaylor, in speaking about, “How Words Change Minds: The Science of Story Telling,”
shared a quote of Austrian philosopher, Ivan Illich: “Neither revolution nor reformation
can ultimately change society, rather you must tell a more powerful tale, one so
persuasive that it sweeps away the old myths and becomes the preferred story, one so
inclusive that it gathers all the bits of our past and our present into a coherent whole, one
that even shines some light into the future so that we can take the next step forward.”90
The face-to-face exchange of life-giving words and ideas is essential to the
ongoing health and wellbeing of our brains. Psychotherapist Richard Hill says,
Words are emergent properties that represent metallization’s from the bottom up
and out. We have created words in order to maximize our capacity and speed up
our capability of transforming thoughts both within ourselves and across the
space. Words create pictures that touch into our deeper self. Words are absorbed,
played and interpreted everywhere in the brain. With one word, the entire biology
of the brain is changed.91
It is of great importance to understand, that 60 to 80 percent of communication takes
place through facial expressions due to mirror neurons. However, “take away the words
and 80 percent of the message is lost and disappears.”92
The sharing of story through face-to-face conversation invites people to openly
and confidently wrestle with big questions about God and His activity in the world.
Sharing a story together offers ways to move beyond an epistemological (belief system)
approach of ministry to one in which ministry is seen through an ontological (experiential
90
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and relational) or presence-centered lens, which immerses Christians into the Story of
God. The story and journey of promise and faith began long before anyone existed. Faith
is something that people presently find themselves immersed within and attentive to,
even concerned about, wondering if it will remain after they are gone.
“Story,” explains Arthur, “is the primary way we impart what really matters to
the next generation. Stories have the potential to embody biblical and theological content
in ways that sink into the imagination, take root, and grow.”93 When one values the
capturing of one’s imagination; the awareness and sensitivity to what God is presently
saying and doing, and that He is seeking those who will enter fully into His actions in
order to give witness and testimony to His activity, then one is opened up to an entirely
new realm of prophetic intercessory living.

Faith Comes From Hearing... Before Thirteen
The gift of Shema is more than a prayer to be recited twice a day. Rather, it is the
cultivation and fostering of a way of life that gives place for natural face-to-face faith
conversations between children, adolescents, parents, and the greater faith community.
Faith experiences with other adults and peers with whom children and adolescents
consistently connect and interact with does carry weight and influence, yet, what is
believed, practiced, and lived out by parents in the home and their level of devotion and
presence within the faith community, is what their children will grow up believing and
following: “Parents are children’s spiritual ambassadors, who can support children’s
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inchoate spirituality with ongoing spiritual dialogue,”94 writes Chris Boyatzis. However,
“The continuity of faith within the context of a religious community depends on the
observance of that faith within individual families.”95
The urgency to pass on the faith that is placed upon the home and the greater
community is noteworthy: “Again, and again when the people... and the children are
called to hear and learn, it is said that they are to learn to ‘fear the Lord.’ Reverence for
the Lord of Israel, who freed them and guides their life, is to be learned and appropriated
in the process of learning the law. That is why the Shema is repeated and talked about day
in and day out. The family business is the love of the Lord.”96
Scripture is not ignorant about the short window of opportunity that the early
stages of one’s development afford for faith to take root and stick: “Children are just as
much spiritual beings as are the adults in their lives. From the very beginning of life,
infants seem to live a life of awe and wonder, often transfixed in the moment.”97 The
urgent command for the home and the greater community to consistently live out and
share the promise and story of faith within an environment where questions and
wonderings from the small and young are welcomed keeps hope and destiny burning
bright.
Author and storyteller, Walter Wangerin, reminds the home and the faith
community why story matters to children:
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In a well told story, the child enters a different world and dwells there for awhile.
It is cosmos, as all time and space collapse into the story’s time and space while
the story is told. Children need to dwell within the story, so the story will affect
behavior, and not just their intellectual thinking. Those in the West tend to think
through things and prescribe actions, but in many tribal cultures people live the
story without analyzing it. Similarly, there can be religion without theology,
indeed that is often the case with many religions of the world, but there cannot be
religion without stories.98
With purposeful intentionality, the religious culture “in strict law, personal
observance of the ordinances... devolved on a youth when he was of age,”99 is designed
to intersect the first significant milestone in one’s faith journey: bar or bat mitzvah. At
the age of twelve, a child begins preparation to be a son or daughter of the
commandments. There is a full awareness by the home and the community that the
window of childhood closes at thirteen and the rite of passage to full participation in the
responsibilities and privileges of adulthood is only a short season away. The shared story
and journey of promise and faith on the part of the home and the greater mishpachah
cultivates an environment that welcomes the children’s natural design and desire to ask
questions and to express their wonderings, culminating in the liminal space of the sixthgrade year.
The Lukian gospel alone introduces Jesus at age twelve. It is no coincidence or
small matter that Luke gives the unique opportunity to see “Emanuel” within the liminal
space of the sixth-grade year: “Rather than rush to the account of Jesus’ activity as a
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mature adult, Luke lingers over the closing years of his childhood, pondering his identity
and vocation as son not only of Mary and Joseph but also of God.”100
The theological, cultural, and practical underpinnings of this story in light of
one’s emotional, social, relational, and spiritual development, are rich with wonder and
significance. “When Jesus turned twelve,” Luke writes, “his parents took him to
Jerusalem to observe the Passover, as was custom” (Luke 2:42). In no way diminishing
his deity, readers witness Jesus beginning in utero, then growing and developing like any
other child. According to Luke, the gestation, birth, infancy, and childhood of Jesus is
one of wonder, scandal, risk, and danger. The sheltering protection and nurturing care of
Messiah is assigned to a young virgin girl and a carpenter of the House of David. The
early life of Jesus is abundant with life-giving interpersonal generational relationships,
raised in a home of loving caregivers, supported by a thriving community of faith in the
town of Nazareth. Perhaps French geneticist Stanislas Lyonnet says it best when he
writes, “Today, God has become a human embryo... in the home of his parents, simple
peasants, God will live the humble life of a little child; he will grow into adolescence just
like others.”101
Surrounded by family and friends in Nazareth, Jesus is immersed in a community
of God’s shared story of promise and faith. “In the household of Joseph and Mary,”
writes John Carol, “he receives nurture, protection—and awareness of his place within
the people of God. Though the details are hidden from us, the narrative intimates that
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Jesus’ emerging sense of vocation springs from his religious formation within a
household where fidelity of God’s way matters, a family in which Jesus’ own mother
ponders everything, even what lies beyond comprehension.”102
Jesus at “the age of twelve became a son of the Law, and began to keep its
enactments, respecting feasts, fasts, and the like.”103 Like any other Jewish boy, “Jesus
navigates the transition to adulthood, his family’s customary Passover pilgrimage to
Jerusalem furnishes the occasion for his first words in the narrative.”104 As the story goes,
Joseph and Mary begin the journey home early. Traveling in a caravan, the absence of
Jesus was not noticed until they stopped for the night. Returning to Jerusalem, the parents
of Jesus frantically search for him for three days. They find him in the temple immersed
in conversation with the Jewish teachers. Luke continues:
His parents were shocked to find him there, and Mary scolded him, saying, ‘Son,
your father and I searched for you everywhere! We have been worried sick over
not finding you. Why would you do this to us?’ Jesus said to them, ‘Why would
you need to search for me? Didn’t you know that it was necessary for me to be
here in my Father’s house, consumed with Him (Luke 2:43–49)?
“A less than submissive reply to his mother exhibits his awareness that he is
God’s son—and that this filial role transcends his family ties to Joseph and Mary. This is
the family to which he belongs, the one that defines his identity and vocation and claims
his allegiance.”105 As Luke concludes this all-important moment in the development of
Jesus, Mary treasures “this moment in her heart” (Luke 2:51).
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Jesus at twelve is an important developmental moment in Luke’s narrative. At the
divine-designed transitional age of adolescence, Jesus is consumed with passion for the
house of God. The connotations of this moment reach far beyond religiosity. This
numinous encounter for Jesus ignites within him an overwhelming sense of clarity and
destiny. Following in the intentional footsteps of Joseph and Mary and the greater faith
community, Jesus declares and embraces his rightful place in the shared story of promise
and faith. While Joseph and Mary are ambivalent to the actions and words of their
twelve-year-old son, Jesus is clear, “I must be among the things of my Father.”106
If the “Jesus at twelve” that Luke presents in his gospel is what a sixth grader in
love with God looks and sounds like, this author wonders, is today’s home and
community of faith prepared and willing to champion and support such a child or
generation? The template of faith comes hardwired and ready to thrive in an environment
of shared promise and story. The intentional cultivation of a faith enriched world falls
squarely upon the home and the greater faith community. The liminal space of the sixthgrade year is indeed, a tipping point in one’s narrative of promise and destiny.

Conclusion
Throughout this chapter, Biblical text was examined for a deeper understanding as
to why story and community are indispensable to the personhood and destiny of present
and future generations. The role and significance of the parents in the home and the
adults within the greater faith community to be present and intentional about first hearing
106
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and then sharing the story again and again as faithful witnesses to Jehovah was
emphasized. The looming questions for the US-American church are: “What is our
shared story and journey of promise and faith that we are passionately and intentionally
hearing and sharing within our homes and community with the next generation? What
questions are our children asking and what are they wondering as they observe our love
and passion for Jehovah juxtaposed to the way that we are walking and living in the
world?”
The Psalmist invited people to consider the divine design of the embryo, that
children are indeed “fearfully and wonderfully made,” born into the world hardwired
spiritually with an innate desire for the transcendent. The role of the home and the faith
community is not to provide language to the numinous experiences or to spend their time
giving children information about God, but rather, they are commanded to love the Lord
and to share the story of God’s salvation again and again. In due time, children will
simply begin to ask questions about the Lord and His Story.
It is argued that imago Dei, the likeness and image of God, is not a substance that
persons individually contain, but rather is manifested through presence and experience
with others. Highlighting the Lord’s “not good” narrative, it was established that being
alone is not good, for God has hardwired humankind to be with others, affirming that it is
within the presence of others that people experience the presence and love of Elohim.
The next chapter, will highlight the research and work of Dr. Dan Siegel in
considering the realm of possibilities that the consilience of interpersonal neurobiology
and theology offers to homes and the community faith in their quest to reverse the
ongoing hemorrhaging of youth from the story and journey of promise, and faith, and
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destiny. It is imperative that to see science and scripture aligning themselves to the
profound wonder of who we are as human beings, if we are truly concerned about passing
on the faith to future generations.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE PROMISE OF NEUROSCIENCE

Geologist and archeologist hold to the theory that the Grand Canyon was formed
by a series of catastrophic events spanning millions of years. From the rim, one can
observe a breath-taking variety of shapes and colors displayed by goliath geologic
formations. The Canyon’s display of wonder and awe, beauty and majesty appears
eternal. While nature has carved and left its indelible mark, humankind has made their
own contributions, some for the better and others for the worse.
Even with good intentions to preserve and nurture what nature has designed,
everyone who walks along the rim above or ventures down a trail to the river below,
leave evidence that they were here. The vast beauty and majestic landscapes of the Grand
Canyon attract approximately 4.5 million visitors per year.1 Most of these visitors are
content to explore the sights and enjoy the vast variety of provided annuities along the
canyon rim, yet some forty thousand enter the canyon to camp overnight.2 With thirtynine trails running along the rim and descending to the river below, unmitigated access to
the canyon is at a premium. Ultimately, the health and wellbeing of the Grand Canyon is
dependent on how human beings relate to and care for this national treasure. So, it is with
children and their developing minds.
The work of clinical professor of psychiatry at the UCLA School of Medicine and
founding co-director of the UCLA Mindful Awareness Research Center, and a leader in
1
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the scientific field of interpersonal neurobiology, Dr. Dan Siegel is in cadence with the
Barna Group’s findings. He states,
In the first twelve years of a person’s life, their brain is like a sponge soaking in
the world while accumulating more and more knowledge and information through
experiences and relationships, especially from the adult world. Millions of
neurons throughout the brain regions are connecting together and laying down
new synapsis connections. Neurons that fire together wire together. This is how
we absorb information, develop scaffolds of knowledge, and develop skills.3
The breakthroughs in neuroscience, specifically interpersonal neurobiology, hold
out new possibilities for homes and the faith community to passionately live in step with
one another in the shared journey and story of promise, and faith, and destiny by
providing a deeper attunement and awareness of how humans are neurologically designed
and emotionally wired as imago Dei. The consilience of interpersonal neurobiology and
theology brings to the table of the struggling faith community the unprecedented
opportunity of reversing the ongoing hemorrhaging of youth from the community of
faith.
In chapter two, it was discovered in the biblical text, that by God’s intentional
design, imago Dei is not a substance or characteristic woven within the inner fabric of
individual humans that allow them to live and thrive alone with God. Rather, imago Dei
is the divine design and creative mandate that human beings are incapable of living and
thriving apart from meaningful interdependent relationships with one another, and it is in
the presence of others that we experience the fullness of God’s presence, promise and
destiny. In step with scripture, interpersonal neurobiology speaks the shared language of
Yahweh’s creative story, that “Interpersonal relationships, both early in life and
3
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throughout adulthood, continue to play a central role in shaping the emerging mind, that
our individual ‘selves’ are interdependent on others for the functioning of our minds.”4
Consilience then, is not the bringing together of two opposing approaches to life
and of what makes us a person, demanding that they get along and work toward a
common goal. Rather, consilience is “the discovery of common findings from
independent disciplines. These findings shed light on how the mind emerges from the
substance of the brain and is shaped by our communication within interpersonal
relationships.”5 Scripture declares that we are fearfully and wonderfully made and
science agrees. Neuroscience unmistakably knows that the intricate delicate design of the
human brain is developmentally and emotionally dependent upon the presence of other
human brains, for, “Our individual selves are interdependent on others for the functioning
of our minds.”6 The care and nurturing of loving parents supported by a community of
present and attentive caregivers is the “very good” of God’s creative handiwork and the
impetus of a shared journey and story of promise, faith and destiny, for, “it is not good
for the human to be alone.”

The Consilience of Interpersonal Neurobiology and Theology
Dan Siegel’s work in the field of interpersonal neurobiology brings to homes and
communities a much-needed awareness and understanding of the inner-workings of the
human brain and the outer-workings of experiences and relationships in the development
4
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and shaping of one’s mind. Throughout this work, it has been stressed over and over
again that people are social beings in need of meaningful connection and community with
others. Individuals’ brains and overall wellbeing are dependent upon it.
Interpersonal neurobiology as an interdisciplinary field of study converges the
independent sciences of anthropology, physics, mathematics, psychology, biology,
linguistics, physiology, sociology, and the like, giving “new ways of understanding how
the developing mind is shaped by the interaction of interpersonal experience and
neurobiological processes in the creation of the human mind.”7 Ultimately, interpersonal
neurobiology is committed to “exploring the ways in which relationships and the brain
interact to shape our mental lives.”8
The mind, according to Siegel, “is not just brain activity,” rather, “the mind is a
self-organizing emergent process that is both embodied and relational, that regulates
energy and information flow, the bridge between our well-being that we can create, or the
lives that we are just passively taking on.”9 In other words, the mind is something that is
always developing and determining our state of being; how we see our life and the world
around us. It is important to know that, “in the intestines and the heart is an intrinsic
nervous system, brain cells that form a spider web of networks, giving us a heart,
stomach and head brain that process information.”10
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The head brain, containing more than 100 billion neurons, is interwoven with the
heart brain, and the stomach brain through their residing brain cells, providing one with a
deeper sense of attunement and awareness emotionally, physically, spiritually, and
relationally. “The second brain,” writes the Chairman of the Board of The American
Institute of Stress, Dr. Paul Rosch, “in the gut, contains some 100 million neurons—more
than either the spinal cord or peripheral nerves. The gut’s nervous system secretes 30
different neurotransmitters that affect the brain and other structures, and houses 95
percent of the body’s serotonin.”11
As for the heart, continues Rosch,
Researchers have also discovered a functional nervous system in the heart that is
so sophisticated it is referred to as the ‘little brain.’ It’s elaborate circuitry of
neurons, support cells and neurotransmitters identical to those found in the cranial
brain allow it to sense, learn, and remember on its own. The heart’s ‘little brain’
contains some 40,000 neurons that detect circulating hormones and
neurochemicals and sense and respond to changes in heart rate and blood
pressure. This information is transmitted to the medulla, which regulates
autonomic nervous system activities, as well as higher brain centres that can
influence perception, decision-making and other cognitive processes.12
Neuro researchers now know that, “the brain emits a strong electrical field that
reaches outside the body. The heart produces an electric field 600 times as large as the
brain’s and extends farther outside the body.”13 Rosch adds, “The heart’s electromagnetic
field is estimated to be 5,000 times more powerful than the brain’s. It permeates every
cell in the body, and changes with different emotions. Since it extends several feet from
11
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the body, how you feel can affect someone who is nearby, especially if you are in
physical contact with them.”14
In the quest to find a way for the shared story and journey of promise and faith to
stick in the hearts and minds of youth, these findings shine a new light on the emphasis
that the scriptures place on the heart and the mind. Scripture mentions the heart “almost
900 times, often in association with moods, emotions, and the ability to reason and think.
Mind is mentioned 96 times, frequently in conjunction with heart. Love appears 508
times in the old Testament and 697 times in the New Testament, often in conjunction
with the heart.”15
With this intricate system working together inwardly and outwardly, humans in
turn integrate experientially and relationally with a body to the world around them,
regulating energy and information in and through the brain, thus, developing and shaping
the mind. “We experience the world first through our bodies,” writes theologian Creasy
Dean.16 It is important to understand that the brain and the body work and function as a
whole. “When we focus on the brain,” writes Siegel, “we must remember that we never
mean to separate the brain from the body. The brain is an integral part of the body that
contributes to the creation of self.”17
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The Promise of Neurotheology
Neurotheology as a field of study and research, converges the independent
sciences of “neurology, psychiatry, psychology, anthropology, medicine, genetics, and
studies of consciousness,”18 with theology, “the elaboration of specific principles and
ideas from a foundational belief system, with monotheistic traditions”19 making the
greatest contribution. Beginning with “the human brain, that part of ourselves that allows
us to have all our thoughts, feelings, and experiences, including those related to our
religious and spiritual selves,”20 neurotheology identifies “the changes that occur within
the brain when one participates in religious and spiritual practices or considers various
religious and spiritual beliefs.”21
In step with Siegel’s emphasis of body-brain amalgamation, Ashbrook and
Albright agree, “There is a bodily base in all that we feel and imagine—and about which
we reason. This includes our soul, our sense of destiny, our awareness of the sacred,”22
adding, “the brain transforms raw stimuli into recognizable patterns. It does so because
we humans have an inborn need to make sense of experience, to look for relationships, to
identify causes and effects”23 This understanding and awareness gives the Apostle Paul’s
exhortation to the believers in Rome a much richer and deeper meaning: “Therefore, I
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urge you, by the mercies of God, to present your bodies (soma) a living and holy
sacrifice, acceptable to God, your spiritual service of worship. And do not be conformed
to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind (nous), so that you may
prove what the will of God is, that which is good and acceptable and perfect” (Rom.
12:1–2).
Where one is, what is happening around them, what they are experiencing with
their body, is being absorbed, both passively and actively, and is hardwired in their brain
as emotional memory, shaping and informing the mind and their ongoing relationship
with the world and with others. “Mind,” explains Ashbrook and Albright, “shapes the
way people construe the physical world even as the physical world shapes the mind.
Mind creates human destiny even as our destiny comes in and through the mind. Through
every cell of the body we all integrate our cultural contexts and our genetic inheritances
into the living realities that we are.”24 Running in step with one another, interpersonal
neurobiology and neurotheology provide “a multidimensional approach to human
destiny, taking into account the complexities of the human brain—its biological roots and
its cognitive reaches.”25
In his book, Exploding Stars, Dead Dinosaurs, and Zombies: Youth Ministry in
the Age of Science, Andrew Root challenges the faith community concerning our
aloofness to science, stating,
If we care about faith-formation, about actually helping young people live out
their faith and encounter a living God in the world, then there is no way to avoid
discussions about faith next to big scientific ideas. If we can find a way to explore
the intersection between faith and science with young people, we can show them a
24
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living God who acts in the world…. there is actually no clear line of demarcation
separating faith and science. Science emerged not in opposition to the acts of
God, but as a way to understand the acts of God as deeply as possible.26
This is good news. Root’s admonition, if taken to heart by families and the greater faith
community, is indeed an opportunity to engage the emerging generation as never before.

The Promise of Fidelity in the Home and Community of Faith
The consilience of interpersonal neurobiology and theology opens up to parents
and the faith community a hope filled future for families, children, adolescents, and
adults. Science and faith are recognizing that they are not two opposing truths sharing no
common ground, but to the contrary, the consilience of interpersonal neurobiology and
theology brings a much-needed awareness and appreciation of what it means to be
human; to be “fearfully and wonderfully made” (Ps. 139:14).
Siegel’s work helps the home and faith community understand why meaningful
connection with and the experiences that parents as the primary caregivers provide matter
most to the growth and development of children and adolescents. Neuroplasticity means
that
the brain is plastic, or moldable, and changes based on experiences. The actual
physical architecture of the brain adapts to new information, reorganizing itself
and creating neural pathways based on what a person sees, hears, touches, thinks
about, practices, and so on. Anything we give attention to, anything we emphasize
in our experiences and interactions creates new linking connections in the brain.
Where your attention goes, neurons fire. And where neurons fire, they wire, or
join together.27
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In other words, whatever developing children and adolescents spend the most
time doing has the potential of becoming a skill, a habit, something they excel at, and
ultimately, a way of life. The neuro pathways of repeated activities become insulated
with the fatty sheath myelin, increasing “the effective communication among
interconnected neurons by 3,000 times, creating the enhanced functioning necessary for
skill building.”28
The nurturing needs and life stages of children and adolescents living today are no
different than those found in the biblical text. The Lord’s call for the nation of Israel to
daily embrace and live the Shema within the home and the greater faith community is
done so in accordance to His divine design for the developing brain and emerging mind.
Children and youth are the product of their environment. If we truly desire to know who
we are and what we believe, all we need to do is look at and listen to our children.
If faith is indeed a shared story and journey of promise and destiny for each
generation to walk and live into, we now unequivocally recognize that apart from the
fidelity of parents in the home and the faithful presence of adults in the faith community,
future generations feel no urgency to live any differently. It is time for the church to
recognize that until we can clearly articulate and live into Shema, we, along with our
children, will remain confused and uncertain about the story and journey we are called to
live. Science and scripture conclude, the early relationships and experiences that one lives
from in utero through the age of twelve, sets the template for how the brain ultimately
develops and the mind emerges.
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Even while neuroscientists and neurotheologians agree that there are specific
forces or influences that are responsible for the unfolding development of the brain and
its circuitries, specifically, the internal encoding of genes that determine the timing and
ways in which circuits develop in the early stages of life, the overwhelming power and
influence that experiences from the outside world have on the creation and shaping of
neural pathways and brain growth is indisputable. The most critical of these experiences
is the nature of the relationship that the primary caregiver(s), specifically the mother, is
providing the growing and developing infant. These early relational encounters are better
known as “activity-dependent development.”29 Siegel explains,
Experience activates specific neuronal connections and allows for the creation of
new synapses and the strengthening of existing ones. The differentiation of the
brain during the early years of life is dependent upon both genetic information
and proper experiential stimulation. It is for this reason, that the early years- when
certain circuits of the brain are becoming established that mediate such processes
as emotional and behavioral regulation, interpersonal relatedness, language and
memory—are the most crucial for the individual to receive the experience that
enables proper development to occur. Attachment studies suggest that these
experiences are about the interactions between the child and the environment,
especially within the child’s social world, rather than merely the sensory
bombardment that some parents feel pressured to offer their children in the form
of visual and auditory stimulation in hopes of ‘building better brains... the
experiential food for the mind is in the form of collaborative communication
rather than sensory overload.30
The urgent message that Dan Siegel brings to families of children and adolescents
needs to be brought to the fight and passionately embraced by any home and faith
community that is serious about the viscidity of faith and the health and wellbeing of the
young entrusted to their care. As mentioned above, the brain has one hundred billion
neurons, each with an average of ten thousand connections to other neurons. Siegel points
29
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out that, “A child’s brain is constantly being wired and rewired, and the experiences you
provide will go a long way toward determining the structure of her brain. Parents can
directly shape the unfolding growth of their child’s brain according to what experiences
they offer. Everything that happens to us affects the way the brain develops.”31 Siegel,
concludes, “The brain pretty much determines who we are and what we do. And since the
brain itself is significantly shaped by the experiences we offer as parents, knowing about
the way the brain changes in response to our parenting can help us nurture a stronger,
more resilient child.”32
Conclusion
Andrew Root said it best when he stressed the significance of the place that
science holds in the hearts and minds of today’s children and adolescents: “If we care
about faith-formation, about actually helping young people live out their faith and
encounter a living God in the world, then there is no way to avoid discussions about faith
next to big scientific ideas.” The consilience of interpersonal neurobiology and theology
not only provides answers to the questions that today’s youth are asking, but opens up
new possibilities for children and adolescents to “encounter the living God in the world.”
However, as long as homes and communities of faith believe and accept the notion that
science and scripture hold very little in common, each in turn will continue to watch
future generations reject our piety and walk away from the story and journey of promise,
and faith, and destiny in Christ Jesus. We can and we must be and do better.
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With the understanding that human beings are interdependent creatures in need of
nurturing healthy relationships, the next chapter will explore the Promise of Love and
Belonging and the necessity for an infant and child to experience an early secure
attachment to a loving present caregiver, specifically the mother. Such a relationship is
imperative if that child has any hope of growing and thriving in life. Sadly, we must also
look into the face of the dark side of humanity and the deep lasting effects of trauma due
to the adverse childhood experiences of neglect and abuse from the very people that
growing children and adolescents are looking to for love and care. The detrimental
impact that digital devices and social media are having on today’s children and teens will
also be explored.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE PROMISE OF LOVE AND BELONGING

As one follows the Bright Angel Trail down to the bottom of the Grand Canyon,
one eventually reaches the Colorado River. A trail runs eastward along its banks leading
travelers to the Silver Bridge; a steel suspension bridge that connects together the south
and north sides of the rivers shorelines. Crossing over the bridge the trail leads to Bright
Angel Camp Ground where hikers can rest, relax and replenish their bodies in preparation
for the ten-mile hike back up to the top of the canyon. The hike back up to the top takes
three to four times longer than it has taken to hike down. All the preparation and
thoughtful planning before taking that first step onto the Bright Angel Trail leading to the
bottom is critical for not only a successful decent, but more important, the ascent and
journey back out.
For these very reasons, experts describe hiking the Grand Canyon as climbing a
mountain backwards. For first time hikers, the struggle to reach the top comes as a shock.
Understanding and preparing for the challenges does not dissolve the experience of the
demands and dangers that the Canyon imposes upon the body and mind. It is one thing to
stand on the rim and see the river below and talk about one day hiking the canyon, and an
entirely different thing to actually chase the promise.
Each year,
National Park Rangers rescue upwards of 400 hikers from the canyon due to
injuries or illness. There are several more who tragically die while attempting to
navigate the harsh realities of the canyons unforgiving harsh environment. To
date, some 700 sightseers and hikers have perished in and around Grand Canyon.
The underlying reasons are consistent: Physical exhaustion due to over estimating
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their abilities, dehydration from the lack of water and preparation, suffering an
unexpected injury, and getting lost as a result of leaving the trail.33
However, for all who reach the river and cross the bridge, in due time, the
inevitable challenge of returning to the rim beckons. Packing up, they cross back over the
Silver Bridge and begin the upward journey to the top on a trail that holds out to them the
ongoing promise of a shared story and journey. Five miles away is Indian Gardens, the
next place of rest and restoration, but first they must traverse the Devil’s Corkscrew.
With afternoon temperatures reaching and exceeding 120 degrees in this five mile stretch,
National Park statistics indicate that it is here on this portion of the Bright Angel Trail
that the majority of injuries and dehydration take place, and sub sequentially, most
PSAR’s (Preventative Search and Rescues) occur.34
It was on this author’s first Grand Canyon ascent that my fellow sojourners and I
came across a father and his twelve-year-old son exhausted and overwhelmed by the heat
and brutal demands of the Devil’s Corkscrew. They had run out of water and food, and
had little energy to escape the direct sun above and its blazing heat reflecting off of the
towering canyon walls. My brother in-law gave them some food and water, and then he
helped them reach a shaded area where they could rest and replenish their bodies with
much needed fluids and nutrition. How their story and journey that day ended is a
mystery, but it is a stark reminder of our need for community and connection. I am
grateful that in spite of the struggle that they found themselves in, that they remained on
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the trail, believing that someone would soon join them in their struggle and give them
help and relief.
The shared story and journey that the father and son experienced that day in the
Grand Canyon, will forever be etched in their minds, even as it is in mine. How it will
influence and impact the rest of their lives will be played out in due time. I often wonder
if and how they remember us. When they retell their adventure are we as much a part of
their story as they are of ours? I believe that it is. The reason is because every relationship
and every experience matters; marking our lives and wiring our minds, for better or for
worse.

A Secure Attachment: The Template of Love and Belonging
“At birth,” writes Dan Siegel, “the brain is the most undifferentiated of any organ
in the body.”35 Clinical Psychologist and director of the Chicago Center for Family
Health, Mona Fishbane explains, “The baby is born with the brain stem and basic reflexes
working and with the emotional brain or limbic system partially developed. The circuits
of the emotional brain are the focus of development in the first year and highly malleable
in the context of parental care and attunement. The baby, and its brain, needs attachment
with parents or other primary caregivers to develop properly.”36 What this means is tissue
and cells of the brains executive functions and emotional regulation and social integration
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are not yet developed and mature, and the mother, father, and other caregivers are
imperative for the infant’s brain to achieve optimal growth.
The hope and desire of interpersonal neurobiology is that a person, from
conception and throughout their lifetime will have every opportunity to gain optimal
capacity, leading toward an integrated self, rich with compassion, kindness, community,
healthy intergenerational relationships, resiliency, and well-being. Such a life does not
happen without the intentional involvement and intervention of loving parents and
attentive caregivers supported by the greater adult community. All social, biological,
neural, and theological disciplines agree that within a love-filled home with an attentive
nurturing mother and present supportive father, the child unequivocally thrives.
John Bowlby was the leading proponent for providing for the child, from infancy
and throughout the child’s early and adolescent developmental stages, a secure
attachment with their primary caregiver(s), initially with the mother, and in time, with the
presence and involvement of the father: “Children with a secure relationship to both
parents were most confident and most competent; children who had a secure relationship
to neither were least so; and those with a secure relationship to one parent but not to the
other came in between.”37 Siegel echo’s Bowlby’s observations, stating, “The developing
mind is shaped by the interactions of interpersonal experiences and neurobiological
processes. Early experiences influence such fundamental processes as memory, emotion,
and the regulation of behavior.”38
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Bowlby’s mission in life was to demonstrate that one’s early real life experiences
“is of key importance in determining development.”39 The human baby is the one
mammalian creature that is completely dependent upon his or her primary caregiver the
moment they are birthed into the world. All other mammals enter the world capable of
performing all necessary basic functions in order to survive and thrive, humans are
born—batteries not included: “The human baby is the least mature, most helpless of any
creatures on the earth at birth. Attachment is the key dynamic to human life, without
which, there is no possibility of life.”40
A secure attachment is developed within the child as the primary caregiver(s)
responds face-to-face to the immediate needs of the child. “The face,” writes Roger
Scruton, “is the threshold at which the other appears, offering ‘this thing that I am’... this
goes to the heart of what it means to be human.”41 The late English paediatrician and
psychoanalyst Donald Winnicott stated, “What the baby sees is himself or herself. In
other words, the mother is looking at the baby and what she looks like is related to what
she sees there.”42 Mona Fishbane explains,
Seeing the parent’s face releases high levels of endogenous opiates in the baby’s
brain. The parent-child interaction set off biochemical processes that stimulate
neural growth in the bay’s brain. The influence between baby and parent is
mutual; they engage in a “lyrical duet” as they shape each other, and each other’s
brain in this new relationship. This attachment relationship allows the parent to
help regulate the infant’s emotions. As the parent identifies what is upsetting the
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baby and soothes the baby’s distress, the infant learns that its discomfort will not
last forever and comes to associate the parent’s soothing voice and touch with an
easing of distress. This “dyadic regulation” helps the child build internal
structures that ultimately result in self-regulation, the ability to self-soothe when
upset.43
This ongoing exchange gives to the child, and establishes within the home, a secure base
from which the child will courageously explore and experience the world around them, “a
secure base from which a child and adolescent can make sorties into the outside world
and to which he can return knowing for sure that he will be welcomed when he gets there,
nourished physically and emotionally, comforted if distressed, reassured if frightened.”44
In the process, the child and adolescent establishes and builds life giving relationships
and connections with other children and adults, as well as with God and the faith
community. Kets de Vries concludes, “This process, begun in babyhood, continues all
our lives. The quality of this interchange with the mother’s face and the degree of
emotional maturity in the developing child greatly affect a child’s ability to test reality. It
marks the creation of an initial sense of self and identity and is the foundation of the
ability to form relationships with others.”45
Still, months before a baby enters the world, from the point of conception, a
human-history begins. All that the mother feels and experiences relationally and
experientially within her environment and world, be it one in which she has an
overwhelming sense of love and belonging, safety and security, or she is immersed
within a hostile, adverse, and highly stressed environment, the in-utero fetus is being
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impacted and wired accordingly. It is while in utero that the initial wiring of the brain
toward a sense of security and wellbeing or a sense of insecurity and instability begins.
Clinical psychologist and Professor of Psychology at Pepperdine University Louis
Cozolino states, “The mother is preparing the baby for the world that the mother is living
in. All the environment shapes the biochemistry and the neuro-anatomy of the mother’s
brain and the fetus, so when the child is born they’re ready to adapt to the world.”46 The
symbiotic relationship of the mother and the fetus, and then the infant, cannot be
overstated.
American psychologist and neuropsychology researcher Allan Schore has done
extensive work on affective neuroscience, trauma, attachment and infant mental health.
Beginning at the last trimester of pregnancy up through the first two years of infancy, the
baby’s brain is at its most sensitive stage of plasticity. It is during this time that the
child’s brain “more than doubles in size, but only if it gets the right positive experiences,”
adding, “love makes your baby’s brain bigger... neglect, abuse and trauma kill billions of
brain cells.”47
Shore is adamant that it is the mother, her presence, attunement, and care that
makes all the difference for the growing developing human baby. He explains:
The child’s first relationship, the one with the mother, acts as a template, as it
permanently molds the individual’s capacities to enter into all later emotional
relationships. These early experiences shape the development of a unique
personality, it’s adaptive capacities as well as its vulnerabilities to and resistances
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against particular forms of future pathologies. Indeed, they profoundly influence
the emergent organization of an integrated system that is both stable and
adaptable, and thereby the formation of the self.48
In a recent interview about his life work, Allan Schore emphasized again the lifelong impact that the mother and the home environment have on the growth of the brain
and one’s ability to thrive socially and emotionally for a lifetime:
Essentially, interpersonal neurobiology explains how early social-emotional
experiences indelibly influence later experiences by impacting and altering the
development of the brain. The emotional relational environment provided by the
primary caregiver shapes, for better or worse, the experience-dependent
maturation of the brain systems involved in attachment functions that are accessed
throughout the life span.49
In essence, the nurturing love of the mother is imperative for the present and future
social, emotional, and spiritual health and wellbeing of the child.
The mother alone cannot give to the developing child all that they need to thrive
and be successful in life. In his book, Becoming Attached, Robert Karen speaks to the
“formative power of the second parent—whether he is harsh or accepting, tyrannical or
easygoing, highly involved or abdicating, living at home or long gone—is critical, too.”50
The loving supportive engaging presence of a father in the home makes all the difference
in the health and wellbeing of the mother first, and then the child. A hostile, disengaged,
or absent father sows seeds of discord and hurt that leave wounds in the mother and child
that take a life-time to heal. Karen emphatically states:
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Fathers are role models for their sons; they are sought after, imitated, competed
with, worshipped. Boys hunger for this relationship and are extremely attentive to
everything that goes on within it- acceptance, rejection, cooperation, degree of
openness, limit setting, respect and self-respect. Both the quality of the father’s
life and the quality of his relationship with his son will deeply affect the
developing boy’s sense of self and possibilities. Which is to say that boys identify
with their fathers.51
As for daughters, “a father’s impact on his daughter tends to be somewhat
different but also profound. Whether and how he is able to express his love and show that
he values her will affect the extent to which she feels valuable and loveable herself,
especially to other male figures.”52 It is important to stress again and again the powerful
impact and influence that the father has in the overall health and wellbeing of the home,
the mother, and any child. It is a well-informed truth: boys and girls need their fathers.
This knowledge and understanding compelled John Bowlby passionately appeal
to the adult world to consider the magnitude of the responsibility of parenthood.
“Engaging in parenthood therefore is playing for high stakes,” writes John Bowlby,
“Successful parenting is a principle key in the mental health of the next generation, to be
a successful parent means a lot of very hard work. Healthy, happy, and self-reliant
adolescents and young adults are the products of stable homes in which both parents give
a great deal of time and attention to the children.”53
In the current landscape of a culture and society in which almost “half of all
children are insecurely attached,”54 more and more children and adolescents, and yes,
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adults, struggle socially and emotionally. Through his work with traumatized and
neglected children and teens, Dr. Bruce Perry reminds us of why a secure attachment
matters:
The brain is an historic organ, a reflection of our personal histories. Our genetic
gifts will only manifest themselves if we get the proper types of developmental
experiences, appropriately timed. Early in life these experiences are controlled
primarily by the adults around us55… this interconnection, the association of
pleasure with human interaction, is the important neurobiological ‘glue’ that
bonds and creates healthy relationships. Consequently, the most powerful rewards
we can receive are the attention, approval and affection of people we love and
respect. Similarly, the most powerful pain we experience is the loss of that
attention, approval and affection.56
Taking Perry’s admonition to heart, one does not need to look far to find “the dark
sides of life”57 responsible for the social and emotional malformation of children and
adolescents. Two adverse contributors lurking in the shadows are Digital Surrogacy, and
Trauma resulting from Adverse Childhood Experiences. The resulting deprivation of love
and belonging to children and teens leads to the loss of trust and an overwhelming sense
of hopelessness and unworthiness. “Children are turtles without shells,” claims Brene
Brown, “The loss of empathy or connection leads them to armor up and self-protect their
hearts.”58
Mona Fishbane writes,
The importance of attunement and secure attachment cannot be overstated. The
impact of early abuse or neglect is devastating to the child’s growing brain. The
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chronic or severe stress of trauma and neglect can affect the young child’s
hippocampus, impairing memory and cognition. If the stress is long lasting
enough, the damage may become irreversible. Nurture matters. We need loving,
safe, intimate contact with others for the brain to develop properly. This process
of brain wiring through interactions with others continues beyond infancy; indeed,
it continues throughout life.59
Everywhere within the current culture, including the faith community, the effects
of early trauma are manifesting itself in children and teens at an alarming rate. Meeting
the needs for love and belonging for children and teens can only be fulfilled by the adult
world in which they find themselves.

Trauma: The Deprivation of Love and Belonging
Social cognitive neuroscience data proves, “We are wired to be social. We are
driven by deep motivations to stay connected with friends and family. We are naturally
curious about what is going on in the minds of other people. Our identities are formed by
the values lent to us from the groups we call our own… our brains are wired to connect
with other people.”60 According to Social Cognitive Neuroscientist Matthew Lieberman,
“The self is more of a superhighway for social influence than it is the impenetrable
private fortress we believe it to be.”61 Trauma is the loss of connection to others. When
the loss of connection takes place in the early stages of one’s life, the deprivation of love
and belonging becomes far more difficult to overcome.
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Child analysis Erik Erikson identifies eight stages in one’s life cycle. Erikson
calls these periods of life the Eight Stages of Development.62 Each stage is specific in
shaping one’s emotional health and destiny. Beginning at infancy, one develops a strong
sense of trust and confidence with the underlying virtue of hope—hope is “vital and
mandatory for survival and needed for all other strengths and endurance throughout
life.”63 With the absence of a deep sense of hope and the inability to trust, a child will
find it exceedingly difficult to acquire the additional virtues and strengths that each
sequential stage provides. “By trust,” Erikson explains, “I mean an essential trustfulness
of others as well as a fundamental sense of one’s own trustworthiness.”64 Erikson found
that “trust is foundational to one’s sense of identity and of being alright.”65 Again, if the
first stage home environment is negative or void of significant parental bonding and
attention to basic feelings of “security, dependability, attentiveness, and devotion, instead
of basic trust, the infant develops basic mistrust.”66
As to matters of faith and its impact on the life stages of development, Erikson
states, “A word must be said about one cultural and traditional institution which is deeply
related to the matter of trust, namely, religion.”67 While believing that the role of the
psychologist is one of neutrality when it comes to matters of faith and religious practices
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in one’s life, he is quick to point out that history shows that religion has always played a
major role in restoring a “sense of trust at regular intervals in the form of faith while
giving tangible form to a sense of evil which it promises to ban.”68
Erikson concludes,
All religions have in common the periodical childlike surrender to a Provider; the
insight that individual trust must become a common faith… while the individual’s
need for restoration must become part of the ritual practice of many, and must
become a sign of trustworthiness in the community. Whoever says he has religion
must derive a faith from it which is transmitted to infants in the form of basic
trust; whosoever claims that he does not need religion must derive such basic faith
from elsewhere.69
Erikson is clear about faith playing an integral and strategic role in one’s initial
development of trust early in life, and without trust, one will find it difficult to live life
with a deep sense of hope.
As children grow and reach the ages of ten and eleven, they have managed to
navigate through the first four early levels of Erikson’s life stages of development.
Erikson was convinced that in the “earliest years of life, patterns develop that regulate, or
at least influence, a person’s actions and interactions for the rest of his or her life.”70 This
is the thesis, the central heartbeat of this project. We cannot dismiss or separate our
concrete lives, experiences, relationships, and home environments from matters of faith
and community. Our very being is deeply in tune with the world around us. Everything
matters.
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From in utero up to and through the sixth-grade year, what we hear, feel, sense,
smell, touch, see, taste, believe, and make agreements with, is hard wired into the brain
and integrated throughout the body, influencing and shaping one’s state of mind and
feelings about love, faith, hope, self, people, and God. Life, according to Erik Erickson is
composed of specific stages of development. Every child, teen and adult must
successfully pass through each stage by resolving a crisis specific to that stage.
“Successful resolution of each stage,” states Erickson, “affects the next stage.”71
As people pass through each stage, they form personality strengths or weaknesses
based on their development during that stage. All the relationships, inter-relational
connections, conversations, experiences, modeling, decision-making opportunities,
discoveries, acquired skills, and sense of wellbeing, build towards the successful
navigation of one’s life, with the first clear revelation of how one is doing occurring in
the liminal space of the sixth-grade year.
Like a map that one might purchase and use as a means of knowing where they
are and where they are going, Erikson’s life stages of development highlights and informs
parents and the church faith community where a child is and where they are heading
developmentally. At each level, specifically during the early stages, a person’s brain is
growing, learning, and developing. Through each phase of life, the brain is actively
wiring itself. (See Figure 2)
Allan Schore states,
Essentially, interpersonal neurobiology explains how early social-emotional
experience indelibly influences later experience by impacting and altering the
developing brain. The emotional relational environment provided by the primary
caregiver shapes, for better or worse, the experience-dependent maturation of the
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brain systems involved in attachment functions that are accessed throughout the
life span. The loving relationship positively impacts the development of the brain.
Trauma interferes with the safety and trust we have in people.72

Erikson’s Psychosocial Stages
Stages

Crisis

Favorable Outcome

Unfavorable Outcome

Faith in the environment
and future events

Suspicion
Fear of the future

A sense of self-control
and adequacy

Feelings of shame and
self-doubt

Childhood
1st year of life
2nd year

Trust
vs
Mistrust
Autonomy
vs
Doubt

3rd through
5th years

Initiative
vs
Guilt

6th year to
puberty

Industry
vs
Inferiority

Ability to be a selfstarter
To initiate one’s own
activities
Ability to learn how
things work
To understand and
organize

A sense of guilt and
inadequacy to be on
one’s own
A sense of inferiority at
understanding and
organizing

Transition years
Adolescence

Identity
vs
Confusion

Seeing oneself as a
unique and integrated
person

Confusion over who
and what one really is

Intimacy
vs
Isolation
Generativity
vs
Self-absorption
Integrity
vs
Despair

Ability to make
commitments to others
To love

Inability to form
affectionate relationship

Adulthood
Early
Adulthood
Middle Age
Aging Years
Figure 2
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Concern for family and
society in general
A sense of integrity and
fulfillment
Willingness to face death

Concern only for selfOne’s own well-being
and prosperity
Dissatisfaction with life
Despair over prospect
of death
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The past two decades, research concerning the impact and consequences of
Developmental Trauma has brought a heightened attunement and “deeper understanding
of brain development and emotions.”73 In the mid-eighties, Adverse Childhood
Experiences (ACEs) had its genesis by way of a study involving 17,500 patients, overtly
obese and on a path of self-destruction. Vincent Felitti, M. D., the co-principle
investigator of the ACE Study stumbled upon the realization that the roots of addiction,
destructive behaviors, and life shortening diseases, all have their origins in neglect and
trauma through the early developing stages of life. Allan Schore explains, “There was no
theory of trauma in psychology until the late nineties... it was too dark a place to
understand... the darker sides of life of abuse and neglect.”74
What the ACE Study revealed and gifted all sciences concerned with the health
and well-being of people, was a direct window into the dark place of humanity, where
emotional wounds and brokenness reign down upon the most fragile and vulnerable,
robbing them of love and belonging, and in time value and dignity. As stories were told
and collated, medical doctors, clinicians, and researchers were overcome by the
infelicitous data suggesting that, “brutal histories of childhood abuse were remarkably
common.”75 Felitti and his team settled on the ten most common adverse childhood
experiences among the study participants, defining them as follows: Three Categories of
Abuse; Two Categories of Neglect; Five Categories of Household Dysfunction.
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ACE’S – Adverse Childhood Experiences
Three Categories of Abuse

Five Categories of Household Dysfunction

Physical Abuse

Household Substance Abuse: Alcohol/Drugs

Emotional Abuse

Mother Treated Violently

Contact Sexual Abuse

Household Mental Illness: Chronically Depressed

Two Categories of Neglect

Incarcerated Household Member: Childhood or Adolescence

Emotional Neglect

Parental Separation or Divorce

Physical Neglect
Figure 3
It is important to note that none are worse than others. All are deeply troubling
and painful, linking childhood trauma to long-term health and social consequences (See
Figure 3). ACEs, be it even one, robs the fetus, the infant, the child, and the adolescent of
the most important things that they need in order for their brain and their life to optimally
grow and develop: love and belonging from primary caregivers. With this in mind, Gabor
Mate points out the dangers of failing to provide children with healthy relationships and
thriving environments. Mate explains:
The architecture of the brain is constructed through the ongoing process that
begins before birth, continues into adulthood, and establishes either a sturdy or a
fragile foundation for all the health, learning, and behavior that follow. The ways
that children adapt to early stress help them endure those difficulties in their
formative years but those same pathways that helped them adapt, later on become
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sources of dysfunction and even pathology which threaten health and
functionality.76
The detrimental effects of ACEs manifest themselves as a heightened inability on
the part of the child and teen to regulate emotionally and integrate socially. Sadly, the
default treatment and chosen solution is most often pharmaceuticals. The painful and
chaotic adult world that the child or adolescent finds themselves trapped within refuses to
stop, slow down, and connect in healthy and meaningful ways, which only adds to their
growing sense of unworthiness and anxiety. The consequences of ACEs have a lasting
impact on one’s “emotional state, leading to mental illness, and social malfunction
throughout the adult years, resulting in poor occupational performance, biomedical health
issues, vulnerability to an onset of acute diseases, and premature death. The data revealed
that anyone who experiences six or more of the ten ACE’s has a shortened life
expectancy of almost 20 years.”77
The growing evidence of neglect and abuse on the part of an increasing
population of adults enacted upon children is daunting. The number of children from in
utero through the adolescent years who, without choice, find themselves trapped within a
pain filled-arena of survival is difficult to comprehend, much less take ownership for.
The irreparable damage to the shaping and wiring of the brain due to the continuous state
of stress and trauma without escape or relief, leads to one’s inability to know and
experience healthy life giving relationships. “Trauma is about immobilization,” explains
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Bessel Vander Kolk, “you want to move or fight and you can’t. It’s about being
disconnected and betrayed, and be hurt and screaming out for help, and nobody came.”78
It is the loss of relationship, the loss of connectedness that spawns the
overwhelming sense of shame and unworthiness. In time, one no longer believes that they
are worthy of love and belonging. “Brain development,” states Mate, “without the
necessary optimal conditions, which is the presence of emotionally available, consistently
available, non-stressed, non-depressed, attuned parent caregivers—those circuits do not
develop the way they should, neither do the dopamine circuits of incentive and
motivation.”79
Louis Cozolino notes, “For humans, other people are our primary environment.
We get what we need through our interdependence with others.”80 The irony is, “Trauma
shapes the brain in such a way that later on it shuts down to human interaction, yet, at the
same time, it is meaningful interpersonal relationships that alone can unlock the trauma
and lead to deep internal healing.”81 The words of Steven Mintz and Susan Kellogg ring
true for those who have been so deeply impacted and shaped by trauma: “What is there
for the self (or is there even a self) when there is no place to belong, when a family
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narrative is shattered, and purpose is disconnected from the community of one’s
being?”82
In his book, The Boy Who was Raised as a Dog, Dr. Bruce Perry speaks about the
need for Healing Communities:
Being harmed by people who are supposed to love you, being abandoned by
them, being robbed of the one-on-one relationships that allow you to feel safe and
valued and to become humane—these are profoundly destructive experiences.
Because humans are inescapably social beings, the worst catastrophes that can
befall us inevitably involve relational loss. As a result, recovery from trauma and
neglect is also all about relationships—rebuilding trust, regaining confidence,
returning to a sense of security and reconnecting love. Of course, medication can
help relieve symptoms and talking to a therapist can be incredibly useful. But
healing and recovery are impossible—even with the best medications and therapy
in the world—without lasting, caring connections to others. What maltreated and
traumatized children most need is a healthy community to buffer the pain, distress
and loss caused by their earlier trauma. What works to heal them is anything that
increases the number and quality of a child’s relationships. What helps is
consistent, patient, repetitive loving care.83
The church is to be such a Healing Community. The sixth-grade year, before
thirteen, is the liminal space where one still comes willing to put down their shields and
open their heart again to trust and believe in the possibility of love and belonging: “One
way or another, it would seem important to reach insecurely attached children by
adolescence, because that’s when it is believed their patterns become more firmly set.
With age, we become much more committed to keeping things as they are.”84
University of Wisconsin post-doctoral researcher, Madeline Harms, states, “Teens
and adults who experienced early adversity such as abuse, neglect or extreme deprivation
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are more likely to be socially isolated, spend time in jail, and develop psychological
disorders including anxiety and depression. Psychologist know that early life stress
affects people’s ability to control or regulate emotions and the brain regions that support
these skills.”85
The loss of meaningful face-to-face connection with others, especially parents, is
creating a generation of emotional, social, and spiritual orphans. The deprivation to
children and teens that trauma is leaving in its wake is reaching pandemic proportions.
Yet, there is another lurking leviathan that has won our affection even as it destroys and
devours our children.

Digital Surrogacy: The Forfeiture of Love and Belonging
The digital age is here. Within it, we are recognizing a different kind of child and
teen among us… “once technology is admitted; it plays out its hand.”86 The ongoing
affair with technology by those on whom the responsibility falls to care and watch over
those following close behind is creating a new kind of culture and pathos in which the
nurturing and inter-relational needs of kids is no longer being sufficiently fulfilled. While
the ideal of a participatory culture87 that provides space for immediate creative access
into a virtual world exists, offering both active and passive engagement with a plethora of
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possibilities, it is becoming apparent that the digital era is a benign entity that requires
little substantive thought and is disinterested in holding itself in any way to a principled
dividing line. Children and teens are living in a world of unmitigated access; “everyone is
of the same generation.”88
As the line protecting innocence erodes, the wonder of childhood is its casualty.
Neil Postman writes,
The world of the known and the not yet known is bridged by wonderment, but
wonderment happens largely in a situation where the child’s world is separate
from the adult world, where children must seek entry, through their questions,
into the adult world. As media merge the two worlds, as the tension created by
secrets to be unraveled is diminished, the calculus of wonderment changes.
Curiosity is replaced by cynicism or, even worse, arrogance. We are left with
children who rely not on authoritative adults but on news from nowhere. We are
left with children who are given answers to questions they never asked. We are
left, in short, without children.89
While it is imperative that we are aware of the accessibility of the virtual world to
children and teens living with and around us, there is an even more disturbing outcome
unfolding: the devices of the virtual world are becoming the primary caregivers of
children and teens, and it is having irreversible effects on their emotional and relational
development with the loss of community and meaningful connections:
Our society overlooks the drain on emotional balance that results from severing
attachments. From the dawn of the species until a few hundred years ago, most
human beings lived out their lives in one community. The signature lesson of the
twentieth century is that unforeseen complications are ever the faithful
companions of technological progress. The convenient devices that enable
extensive mobility are problematic because limbic regulation operates weakly at a
distance. We have the means to establish a peripatetic lifestyle, but we will never
have the brains for it.90
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In October and November of 2014, a team of pediatric physicians practicing in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, conducted a study of visiting low-income urban families with
children ranging in ages from six months to four years, in order to determine exposure
and use of Mobile Media Devices by young children. The study results are documented
with the American Academy of Pediatrics and were published in November of 2015. The
results and conclusions are both staggering and indicting. Of the 350 children and 289
parents involved, the study revealed the following:
•

97% of the children used mobile devices with most beginning usage before the
age of 1. The use enabled by parents for them to use and to keep.

•

By the age of 4, half of the children surveyed owned their own television and
three-fourths owned their own mobile device.

•

Most of the 2-year olds used a device daily, multitasking between the television
and a mobile device with a quarter of them owning their own tablet computer.

•

75% of parents gave children a mobile device when doing chores and to keep
them calm, with 25% to put a child to sleep.

•

Parents gave or took away mobile devices to reward or punish their child’s
behavior. This suggests that mobile devices are used as “digital pacifiers” to
placate or distract children or as a means to manage children’s behavior.

•

Child ownership of a mobile device implies ready access and use on demand.
Child ability to navigate the device also implies independent use.

•

Mobile devices are quickly becoming the preferred media choice for children
because of their screen size, mobility, and ability to stream content, interactive
capability, and decreasing costs.
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•

Children use mobile devices to play games, watch videos, communicate, take
pictures, and access applications (apps). The rapid adoption of mobile devices by
children is likely to have an impact on family dynamics and child health,
development, and literacy.91
The growing surrendering of parental responsibilities to inanimate objects by

primary caregivers is now the norm. The access to electronic devices among infants,
children and teens, promoted and provided by the adult world they are beholden to, is
socially, economically, and culturally indifferent. People are numbed by and addicted to
digital devices, the Internet, and social media. However, like any other addiction, they are
in full denial. Children, teens, and families are suffering for it in catastrophic ways.
In a recent study conducted by San Francisco State Professor of Health Education
Erik Peper and Associate Professor of Health Education Richard Harvey found,
Over use of smart phones is just like any other type of substance abuse. The
behavioral addiction of smartphone use begins forming neurological connections
in the brain in ways similar to how opioid addiction is experienced by people
taking Oxycontin for pain relief... this constant activity allows little time for
bodies and minds to relax and regenerate... resulting in higher levels of feeling
isolated, lonely, depressed and anxious. Push notifications, vibrations and other
alerts on our phones and computers make us feel compelled to look at them by
triggering the same neural pathways in our brains that once alerted us to imminent
danger. But now we are hijacked by those same mechanisms that once protected
us and allowed us to survive—for the most trivial pieces of information.92
For infants and children, it is a growing epidemic of emotional, social, and
language illiteracy. The loss of face-to-face interaction with parents and caregivers,
specifically during the first three years of development, is crippling their ability to thrive
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relationally and academically as they age. “The incredible power that helps nurture the
brain into optimum intelligence and stability,” writes Dana Suskind, “is parent talk.”93
Suskind adds, “The development of that brain, science shows us, is absolutely related to
the language environment of the young child.”94
It is important to note that parent talk is more than introducing vocabulary. While
the number of words spoken in the first three to four years is essential, the way that the
words are spoken to the child is imperative, to not only helping them reach optimal
potential in math, spatial reasoning, and literacy, but it also helps them in their “ability to
regulate their behavior, their reaction to stress, their perseverance and even their moral
fiber.”95 Each time that there is added to our culture a different way to communicate other
than face to face exchanging of words, the brain moves farther away from its original
optimal divine design; the brain loses something and lives of people are less for it.
In her ongoing research of generational tendencies and behaviors, Jean Twenge
has found that while, “more comfortable online than out partying, post-Millennials are
safer physically than adolescents have ever been. But they’re on the brink of a mentalhealth crisis.”96 Twenge points out that in 2012 she noticed abrupt shifts in teen behaviors
and emotional states: “In all my analyses of generational data—some reaching back to
the 1930s—I had never seen anything like it.”97 The significance of 2012, Twenge found,
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is that “smartphone ownership in the United States surpassed 50 percent. By 2017, three
out of four teens owned an iPhone.”98
While the data shows that today’s teen is physically safer, “Psychologically, they
are more vulnerable to depression and suicide. It is not an exaggeration to describe iGen
as being on the brink of the worst mental-health crisis in decades. Much of this
deterioration can be traced to their phone.” In his book, Beyond the Screen, Andrew
Zirschky reveals, “teenagers experience a multitude of fleeting and transitory
communities and relationships daily, but social media allows them to enact relationships
and draw upon the support of communities that are effervescent, always on, and full
time.”99 What youth want and desire is the same thing that everyone else wants and
desires: a sense of belonging and purpose. “Increasingly,” writes Zirschky, “empirical
research suggests that teenage use of technology points beyond an adolescent hunger for
gadgets toward a hunger for relationships of presence.”100
Twenge explains:
The reality of iGen teens emerging from the data is one of a lonely, dislocated
generation. Teens’ feelings of loneliness spiked in 2013 and have remained high
since. The twin rise of the smartphone and social media has caused an earthquake
of a magnitude we’ve not seen in a very long time, if ever. There is compelling
evidence that the devices we’ve placed in young people’s hands are having
profound effects on their lives—and making them seriously unhappy. The more
time teens spend looking at screens, the more likely they are to report symptoms
of depression.101
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Perhaps the most concerning data reveals that “teens who spend three hours a day or
more on electronic devices are 35 percent more likely to have a risk factor for suicide,
such as making a suicide plan.”102 It is clear that children and teens are struggling
relationally and emotionally in the present world in which they reside. The hope of a
better destiny for the present emerging generation is in the hands of thriving healthy
homes and the loving presence of loving adult relationships within the faith community.

Good Enough Home: The Place Where Love and Belonging Thrive
It is not an easy thing to be reminded of the dark side of humanity and the ugly
injustice of childhood trauma caused by abusive and neglectful caregivers, or to expose
the perilous pitfalls of a digital world that promotes an unfettered participatory culture
where the innocence of childhood and passions of adolescence are unapologetically
violated. A secure attachment, the nurturing love and care of a mother for her child,
begins in utero, and is the key relationship throughout infancy and each stage of
childhood development. A secure attachment to a secondary caregiver, especially a
father, is significant for one’s optimal brain growth and emotional wellbeing.
It was the late English pediatrician and psychoanalyst, Donald Winnicott, who
coined the idea of the “good enough mother.” Schore explains, “The way to be a good
enough mother is to be a good enough mother. It isn’t about being perfect. When she
misses, she is there to repair.”103 To believe that perfect parenting is possible is to set
oneself up for a great deal of disappointment and shame. At some point in the journey,
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the caregiver will fail to be there. The “good enough” mother or father lives into that
moment and moves to quickly restore what has been lost. Anne Borrowdale, painting
with a broader brush, emphasizes families that are “good enough.” These are “places
where there is a fundamental commitment to the well-being of family members, and
where ultimately there will always be acceptance and forgiveness. The willingness to
forgive wrong doing enables children to believe themselves forgivable, worth something,
and capable of making new beginnings.”104
In his first letter to the Thessalonians, the Apostle Paul describes to his readers his
own, as well as his companions’, deep abiding affection for them. It is the language of the
good enough parent and family, and recognition of their need for a secure attachment, in
life and in faith:
We cared for you in the same way a nursing mother cares for her own children.
With a mother’s love and affectionate attachment to you, we were very happy to
share with you not only the gospel of God but also our lives—because you had
become so dear to us. Beloved brothers and sisters, surely you remember how
hard we labored among you. We worked night and day so that we would not
become a burden to you while we preached the wonderful gospel of God. With
God as our witness, you saw how we lived among you—in holiness, in godly
relationships, and without fault. And you know how affectionately we treated
each one of you, like a loving father cares for his own children. We comforted
and encouraged you and challenged you to adopt a lifestyle worthy of God, who
invites you into His kingdom and glory (1 Thess. 2:7–12).
In step with Bowlby, Karen, and Schore, Paul’s identification with a nursing
mother’s love and affectionate attachment to her children, as well as the active role of a
loving father in the care and wellbeing of his children, demonstrates again the consiliency
of interpersonal neurobiology and theology. All the words that Paul uses are highly
relational and empathic. The Apostle has a keen awareness and attunement to the human
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condition and one’s need to feel worthy of love and belonging. The mother-father motif
is a clear reminder to the home and community of faith what is needed and required for
children and adolescents, and even adults, to thrive and excel in life and in faith.
As story shaped creatures, beginning in utero and throughout life, one lives into
the story that they grow up experiencing. This is why trauma, specifically neglect and
abuse, ultimately destroys one’s sense of hope and worth, making it far more difficult to
abandon oneself to the shared story and journey of promise, faith, and destiny. Children
are indeed our greatest treasure. How a child’s brain develops and their mind emerges is
no longer a mystery. In consilience with the biblical narrative:
Interpersonal neurobiology is the study of how we attach, grow, and interconnect
throughout life. It is our story: yours, mine. It is the story of how we become
dysregulated and unhealthy and how we gain our emotional balance and mental
health. It is also the story of how genes and environments interact to produce who
we are and how we create each other through relationships, the stories we tell, and
the imaginary worlds we fashion, inhabit, and explore.105
Conclusion
Children and adolescents are longing for meaningful life giving relationships that
only parents and a present attentive adult community can provide. The “good enough”
parent and family are deeply devoted to provide for the child and adolescent entrusted to
their care, every opportunity to achieve optimal growth and wellbeing. When the parent
or adult misses, they quickly move to repair the relationship and restore trust and fidelity.
It is critical to remember that, “Any type of human behavior which opposes the way that
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well-regulated biological systems optimally function should be viewed as interfering with
and not promoting the psychological and biological development of the infant.”106
Beginning in utero through the first twenty-four months of infancy, the template
of what one will be, what they believe, and how they will live is established. The absence
of a nurturing mother violates the child’s primary need of a secure attachment, making it
difficult for that child to thrive and achieve optimal neuronal growth and emotional
regulation. Sadly, more and more children are experiencing the damning effects that the
loss of attachment brings. Anxiety, depression, and suicide are becoming more the norm
and less the exception with children and adolescents.
As difficult as it is, one must be willing to look into the heart of the dark side of
humanity that is giving rise to unmitigated neglect and abuse within the home and the
greater adult community. Define it as “neglect” or “abuse,” the early adoption of mobile
devices, and the uninhibited access to the virtual world and information found in the
ever-present participatory culture of the internet and social media, is eroding the safety
and security of the dividing line between childhood and adulthood, and ruthlessly robbing
children of their wonder and innocence. While concern about content and intent are well
warranted, the existence of childhood and adolescence is being systemically destroyed by
giving them answers to questions that they are not asking while raising them in a
language deficient environment. This results in emotional, social, and language illiteracy.
The next chapter will discuss the amazing plasticity of the brain that allows for
the reshaping of the brain and the healing of emotions, memories, and the effects of
trauma. The joy and gift of play will be celebrated and why play is essential to growing a
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good brain and sustaining a lifetime of overall health and wellbeing will be discovered.
Finally, the essence of adolescence and how the passion of teens is a gift of God to the
faith community will be explored.
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CHAPTER FIVE
PRACTICING THE PROMISE

Descending from the south rim of the Grand Canyon, the Bright Angel Trail is the
most traveled pathway taken to the Colorado River below. Imagine the head of the Bright
Angel Trail as that first stage of infancy. It is in this first stage where trust or mistrust are
learned, and the existence or absence of hope is acquired. Without trust and hope, the
developing child will face each ensuing stage at a deficit. On the other hand, with trust
and hope in hand, the developing child, while still facing challenges and failures, will
thrive and overcome through resiliency and grit.
Imagine that reaching the bottom of the Grand Canyon represent the first twelve
years of one’s life. Now it is time to turn around and begin the long climb back up to the
rim. This is the next twelve years, the years of adolescence and young adulthood.
Everything that has been learned, experienced, and believed before age thirteen will
determine every decision for the next twelve years. The goal is not to reach the bottom.
The goal is to reach the bottom in such a way that the developing teen is thriving and
ready to take on the challenging ascent to adulthood.
What of the adolescent whose story and journey is fraught with infidelity and
adverse experiences? How can one make sense of their life when the only companions
they know are loneliness and shame? “Shame,” says Brene Brown, “is the intensely
painful feeling or experience of believing that we are flawed and therefore unworthy of
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love and belonging.”1 Brown goes on to explain that the only remedy, the one thing that
can overcome shame is empathy.

Advocacy: The Promise and Power of Empathy
“Empathy,” states Mary Gordon, “is the ability to identify with another person’s
feelings. The ability to see and feel things as others see and feel them is central to
competent parenting and successful social relationships in all stages of life.”2 In a TEDx
video featured on her website, Mary Gordon, the Founder and President of Roots of
Empathy, stated, “We are in the middle of what has been defined as an empathy deficit.”3
She goes on to share that both children and adults lack emotional literacy, meaning they
are incapable of naming the feeling that they have and recognizing it in others. She points
out, “If you can’t anchor a feeling in yourself, you can’t really imagine that someone else
has that feeling.”4
Sara Konrath of the University of Michigan has done extensive research on
narcissism, alexithymia, and empathy. Her findings show a “34% decrease in perspective
taking—the ability to understand the other person’s position and feelings, and a 48%
reduction in one’s ability to have empathic concern—the emotional response of concern
when witnessing someone else in need.”5 The data affirms that we are in the midst of an
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empathy deficit. Without empathy, one’s ability to acquire and experience meaningful
and healthy relationships is deeply undermined.
The overwhelming evidence continues to point to parents and the home and what
is being modeled and lived out in regards to matters of faith, life, and relationships, as the
greatest factors in shaping the mind and future of a child and adolescent. Mary Gordon,
in her book, Roots of Empathy, is a strong advocate for a healthy home environment:
The relationship between the child and parent is the most powerful teaching
relationship there is. The home has a profound impact on the child’s attitude to
learning and his or her sense of competence before he or she even starts school.
Parents are children’s most important teachers. It is the experiences of the early
years, mediated by parenting that set the child on a trajectory for either success or
failure. A child’s confidence, her concept of self, her readiness to launch herself
into fearless learning and healthy relationships is dependent on and intricately
bound up in the quality of nurturing she receives from a loving adult.6
In support of her convictions, Mary Gordon founded Parenting and Family
Literacy Centers in order to
enrich the potential of the parent-child relationship. … The programs were based
on a premise of respect and empathy for parents and a belief that they want to do
their best for their children. Parents were supported in discovering the ways that
little children learn: through love and encouragement, emotional connection,
authentic conversations, and meaningful play. Love grows brains. It is the
experiences that a baby has in the first months and years that will ‘wire’ the brain
and prepare him for future learning. It is vital that the baby’s needs are met in the
context of a healthy and loving parent-child relationship.7’
However, what hope is there for the child who experiences trauma through abuse
or neglect and misses out on a nurturing and loving caregiver and home environment?
Can empathy and emotional literacy be captured and integrated into the life of an older
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child or adolescent? The answer is yes. Research shows that older children and
adolescents can catch empathy but this requires the opportunity to witness and experience
empathy being played out with follow up and interaction by caring adults and supportive
peers. With Roots of Empathy, Gordon introduces a mother and her baby into the
classroom for children and adolescents to observe and interact with. “When we use little
babies as teachers, it’s not just babies we’re watching,” Gordon says, “We’re watching
the baby in tandem with the parent. I believe that successful people develop empathy
from receiving empathy or witnessing empathy.”8
French-American neuroscientist, Jean Decety and American psychologist and
expert in infant and child development, Andrew N. Meltzoff, state, “Homo sapiens
imitate a larger range of behaviors than any other species.”9 They point out that “empathy
is a complex and interesting human capacity of both developmental origins and neural
correlates. We argued that imitation and empathy are linked.10 Imitation is possible by the
function of mirror neurons; a set of neurons that is distributed in various regions of the
brain and that has both motor and perceptual functions. Mirror neurons become activated
at the perception of behaviors of others with predictable sequences that enable related
areas to create maps of another’s intentional state. Mirror neurons then enable both
behavioral imitation and internal stimulation of the other.”11
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Siegel points out that older children and adolescents can develop “mindfulness or
a sense of awareness of a present moment experience, with intention and purpose.”12 In
this is the idea of “mindsight: insight—the awareness of what is going on inside of me,
empathy—attunement to what is going on inside other, and integration—honoring the
differences.13 This mindsight perceptual stream can be used to see others’ patterns as
well, to create what human minds call “empathy,” to glean a possible view of another’s
inner mental life, the life of subjective experience internally, feelings and thoughts,
memories and beliefs. Insight and empathy let us know the inner world of self and others.
When another is filled with suffering, a person builds on that empathy to sense their pain,
imagine how to help, and carry out acts of compassion to alleviate that suffering.”14
Through the work and dedication of Mary Gordon and Roots of Empathy,
children are inhaling the social environment of relationship building, not through
dependence on instruction, but through the intrinsic learning experiences of a
continuing connection. Values are communicated, and attitudes are internalized.
The subtlest learning lies in what children catch from what they see and hear and
from people’s responses to them cumulatively, over time. We can only expect
children to be empathic if they’ve had real and repeated experiences of empathy
in their daily lives. An empathic person has not only learned to understand the
feelings, behavior, and intentions of others but also cares. The development of
empathy opens the doors of social and emotional learning for children, giving
them skills of emotional perception that strengthen their sense of self and their
ability to connect to and collaborate effectively with others throughout childhood
and adolescence.15
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Research Professor at the University of Houston Graduate College of Social
Work, author, and renowned worldwide speaker, Brené Brown, has spent her
professional life studying shame, vulnerability, resiliency, and empathy. Brené writes that
it is “empathy that fuels connection.”16 Highlighting the work of nursing scholar Theresa
Wiseman, empathy contains four qualities:
1. Perspective taking, which is the ability to take the perspective of another person.
2. Staying out of judgement. Something that is very hard to do.
3. Recognizing emotion in other people and then communicating that.
4. Feeling with people.
“Empathy,” Brené continues, “is a choice, and a vulnerable choice because in
order to connect with you I have to connect with something in myself that knows that
feeling.” Brené defines empathy as a sacred space when someone is in a deep hole and
they cannot find their way out. She concludes, “The thing that makes something better is
connection.”17
The plasticity of the brain provides opportunity for one to acquire empathy later
in life. This is key to fostering a sense of community and hope. One proven way to foster
connection and acquire empathy is in the promise and power of play.
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Activity: The Promise and Power of Play
This author has long advocated and passed on to those who lead with me in
ministry, that, “If you want to pray with the kids you are leading, first, you have to play
with them.” I believed this intuitively and was never disappointed as I witnessed the
relational bonding and interpersonal connections naturally happening between sixth
graders and leaders as they engaged one another in untethered creative play.
Stuart Brown, a clinical researcher and founder of the National Institute of Play,
has spent a lifetime studying play across a spectrum of species, specifically homo
sapiens, and has discovered that human beings, the imago Dei, unlike all other mammals
and creatures, “are designed to be lifelong players, built to benefit from play at any
age.”18 Conducting more than 6,000 play histories of humans from all walks of life, Dr.
Brown, has discovered, “Life without play is grinding, mechanical existence organized
around doing the things necessary for survival. Play is the stick that stirs the drink. It is
the basis of all art, games, books, sports, movies, fashion, fun, and wonder—in short, the
basis of what we think of as civilization. Play is the vital essence of life. It is what makes
life lively.”19
Brown explains, “We are designed to find fulfillment and creative growth through
play.”20 What play is, and its definition alone supports the very reason as to why some
believe that it is unnecessary and a waste of time. “Play,” declares Brown, “is a state of
mind, rather than an activity. Remember the definition of play: an absorbing, apparently
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purposeless activity that provides enjoyment and a suspension of self-consciousness and
sense of time. It is also self-motivating and makes you want to do it again.”21 The
promise and power of play cannot be over emphasized. “When we stop playing,” states
Brown, “we stop developing, and when that happens, the laws of entropy take over and
things fall apart. When we stop playing, we start dying.”22
The research done at the National Institute of Play shows that, “play creates new
neural connections and tests them. It creates an arena for social interaction and learning
that creates a low-risk format for finding and developing innate skills and talents. The
great benefits of play are the ability to become smarter, to learn more about the world
than genes alone could ever teach, to adapt to a changing world.”23
Interestingly, Brown points out,
Play allows society to function and individual relationships among many to
flourish, (leading to) friendship and belonging. By the time (children) are four to
six years old, mutual play becomes a crucible in which empathy for others is
refined. As they suggest their own imaginative elements in their game, kids hear
other contributions and come to understand other points of view. This mutual play
is the basic state of friendship that operates throughout our lives. Give and take,
with shared contagious enthusiasm, characterizes healthy mutual play.24
Brown concludes, “While a play deficit leads to inflexibility, play produces a sense of
community, light-heartedness, optimism, hope for the future, flexibility, adaptability, and
empathy.”25
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In the eighth chapter of Zechariah verses 4 and 5, there is a promise of play and a
deeper look into the heart of Yahweh: “Thus, says the Lord of hosts, ‘Old men and old
women will again sit in the streets of Jerusalem, each man with his staff in his hand
because of age. And the streets will be filled with boys and girls playing in the streets’”
(Zech. 8:4–5).
The imagery of two distinct generations, one old and one young, filling the streets
encouraging and enjoying play, is a very powerful reminder of the significance and role
of play in bringing to any community the promised assurance of hope, freedom, and a
future joy. Yet, historically, in both the educational system and the church community,
both of which are primarily designed around the needs and ideals of the adult world, be it
financially driven or a matter of time constraints, the first thing to be jettisoned from the
community is play. Allan Schore contends, “We have shorted the period of life called
childhood. Instead we have put too much emphasis on competition and on achievement
with our children. We are out of balance.”26
Sadly, society has determined that supplying children and adolescents the right
information is what they need in order to grow up to be responsible, productive, caring
adults. The awe and wonder of discovery and learning found through adventure,
exploration, and creativity is minimized. Passive spectating participation in schools and
the faith community is draining the God designed life and vitality out of children,
adolescents and yes, adults. In regards to the way that established institutions engage and
interact with kids, Dr. Dan Siegel, psychiatrist and founding co-director of UCLA’s
26
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Mindful Awareness Research Center as well as the UCLA Center for Culture, Brain, and
Development emphatically states, “What we are doing isn’t working. Research shows
that what exists in not helpful. The way the brain is structured the culture is not
supporting it.”27
Stuart Brown, through his study of play, sounds a much-needed warning: “In
some ways, the threat to play is even greater than it was a generation or more ago.
Parents who had the experience, as I did, of exploring fields or woods in freedom, worry
that kids today are spending too much of their time on video games or in safe
activities.”28 The loss of play in children then, is due to the choices that parents and
caregivers are making on behalf of their children.
Neil Postman warned about the loss of play decades before Brown and his
juxtaposition to Zechariah is eerily profound: “Like distinctive forms of dress, children’s
games, once so visible on the streets of our towns and cities, are also disappearing. Even
the idea of a children’s game, seems to be slipping from our grasp. A children’s game, as
we used to think of it, requires no instructors or umpires or spectators; it uses whatever
space and equipment are at hand; it is played for no other reason than pleasure.”29 Siegel
is in agreement with Postman pointing out that “play is about collaboration, cooperation
and communication. It is a time to simply goof around without fear of evaluation or
judgment.”30
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Renowned Child Psychologist, David Elkind, cited the ever-growing decline in
“play” among today’s children and adolescents over a decade ago: “Over the past two
decades, children have lost twelve hours of free time a week, including eight hours of
unstructured play and outdoor activities. In contrast, the amount of time children spend in
organized sports has doubled, and the number of minutes’ children devote to passive
spectator leisure… has increased fivefold from thirty minutes to over three hours.”31
Again, Brown notes the critical role of play and puts forth a much-needed
challenge:
Childhood is where it all begins, the time of life when play comes naturally. It is
the foundation of what we do for the rest of our lives. As we understand the
unique play patterns of childhood, we can start to see our child’s own truths and
purpose, and we can begin to visualize a path that will lead to happiness and
fulfillment. Yet helping them along that path requires that we remember the
emotional states in our own childhood. In order to help our children, we have to
recover memories of how we once played, by retracing our own early play
footprints. When we do that and create a playful household, everything from
education to chores will go better.32

Adventure: The Promise and Power of Passion
Passion is something that everyone has. The Lord God divinely hardwired
everyone with passion. It is the combustible essence of humanity. Perhaps above
everything that God placed within us, passion is the most risky and dangerous gift of all,
for passion is a driving force and burning fire that cannot be contained, but must be
poured out and expended for someone or something beyond ourselves.
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Based on his book, Brainstorm: The Power and Purpose of the Teenage Mind, Dr.
Siegel takes on the destructive myths and the failed approaches that are commonly
believed and practiced by adults towards adolescents. Its doppelganger webinar,
“Brainstorm, A Clinician’s Guide to the Changing and Challenging Adolescent Brain,”33
is extremely supportive in the hypothesis that if we are truly serious about the viscidity
and perseverance of one’s faith, neuroscience and the natural biological life stages must
be embraced and integrated as perhaps the most significant reality to understanding what
makes faith stick.
Dr. Siegel stressed throughout his lecture the importance of understanding that,
“The mind is not just brain activity.”34 For Dr. Siegel, it is a matter of
mindsight, the ability to perceive the internal world of the self and others, not just
to observe behavior; to have a perception of the inner world of minds. It is the
way we not only sense but also shape energy and information flow within the
triangle of the mind, brain, and relationships. Mindsight is the ability to monitor
energy and information flow in the body and in relationships and then to modify
that flow toward integration.35
Beginning in utero and for the span of one’s life, the brain is ever growing and
changing. Adolescence is a season of significant growth and change beginning between
the ages of eleven and twelve and reaching well into the mid-twenties. Dan Siegel sees
the adolescent years as a time defined by ESSENCE. Dr. Siegel uses this acromion to
highlight what makes this time of life important and significant. Instead of viewing and
defining this time of life as troublesome, rebellious, crazy making, difficult, and scary,
Siegel recognizes that it is the adolescent mind that alone has the “courage and creativity
33
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to push against the status quo and pioneer a new reality of what is just and needed for life
to continue.” 36
ESSENCE highlights and defines four important distinctives of the adolescence:
1. ES: Emotional Spark. This is the heightened passion that an adolescent
expresses.
2. SE: Social Engagement. This is a desire to associate and collaborate with
peers and other significant adults.
3. N: Novelty. This is the need to be accepted and to belong. Doing something
novel or risky, creative or dangerous is a part of being an adolescent.
4. CE: Creative Exploration. This is the adolescent discovering meaning and
purpose. This is where they express and live out their emotional spark, or
passion.
The ESSENCE of adolescence cannot be stopped, but it can be directed and
empowered, or misunderstood and frustrated, resulting in the loss of trust. This is where
mindsight matters. Mindsight is a skill that the adolescent can acquire and practice with
direction and encouragement. This is why it is important for homes and communities of
faith to fearlessly provide avenues of appropriate risk and opportunities of missional
exploration that align with the ESSENCE of the adolescents they have been nurturing for
this very moment. By God’s divine design, they are finding their voice and discovering
what they are really good at. It will be messy and loud, but it will be life giving and Spirit
transforming.
Mindsight is:
36
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1. Insight: recognizing what’s going on inside of me
2. Empathy: recognizing what’s going on with others around me.
3. Integration: honoring and respecting the differences in others.37
The relationships and experiences leading up to this moment will now be on full
display. As previously mentioned, the first twelve years of life the brain is like a sponge
soaking in the world while accumulating more and more information through experiences
and relationships. Millions of neurons throughout the brain regions are firing and wiring
and connecting together. As a person experiences events or interaction with other people,
neurons fire in their brain storing the information while connecting with all the other
firing neurons through specially designed circuits and connectors called “synapses.”
When adolescence occurs, the brain starts doing something totally different. It
starts to destroy itself. This is a process called “pruning.” The brain begins to eliminate
neurons so that the energy being used keeping all the neurons and their connections alive
and together, is now given to the remaining neurons providing the opportunity for the
immerging mind to specialize in specific skills and interest. Along with this pruning
comes an increase of emotions or an emotional spark, which fuels one’s life with passion.
With this passion comes the need for social engagement with peers in order to
meet the need for association and collaboration. Novelty, which is a deep desire to
explore and experience new things, making them feel unique and special leads to a
natural desire for creative exploration, a compulsive longing to leave the “comfortable for
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the uncomfortable, the familiar for the unfamiliar, the certain for the uncertain, and the
safe for the unsafe.”38
This is the ESSENCE of adolescence. The reason this is happening is all by
design. Siegel explains, “In adolescence, the brain goes through serious remodeling.
Nature has to change the way the brain functions at a minimum to give the brain new
skills, attitudes, emotions, and behaviors that allow a child to stop being a child.”39
This is the moment when the church must be ready to engage the adolescents
within the faith community with the hope-filled encouragement to join their ESSENCE,
this new awakened passion of neural expertise that fuels itself with the possibilities for
unexplored adventure, risk, danger, and service. This is the moment when the faith
community gains or loses the trust of the next generation. The educated faith community
is prepared relationally and financially to invest wholeheartedly in the “spiritual and
vocational formation”40 of its thirteen to twenty-five year olds.
The shared story and journey of promise, faith, and destiny that we have been
telling before the age of thirteen, suddenly becomes significantly valued when a
community’s youth are challenged with practical numinous moments to hear and answer
the call of Jesus to join him in His present kingdom activity. This Holy Spirit empowered
mobilizing neurobiological ESSENCE that is seeking a place to land and express itself
needs to be recognized and celebrated as the burning embers of spiritual renewal waiting
to be fanned into flame. The alternative is the continued exodus of adolescents from the
38
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faith community and the channeling of their passions to wherever and whoever will
welcome them.
Christians can no longer be
oblivious to the connection between the passion of youth and the passion of faith.
On the whole, we have been reluctant to claim ‘passion’ as love worthy of
sacrifice, even when the love involved is God’s. Meanwhile, Christian passion has
encountered serious competition from global culture, which routinely offers
distorted views of passion that range from sex to jihad. Severing passion from the
self-giving love of God inevitably yields catastrophe.41

Conclusion
One of the overwhelming effects of early childhood trauma is the loss of empathy.
Through his life work of working with traumatized children, Bruce Perry recognizes the
messiness of trauma in one’s life:
We recognize that catastrophic events can leave indelible marks on the mind. It is
the rare child who escapes trauma entirely. By conservative estimates, about 40
percent of American children will have at least one potentially traumatizing
experience by age eighteen: this includes the death of a parent or sibling, ongoing
physical abuse and/or neglect, sexual abuse, or the experience of a serious
accident, natural disaster or domestic violence or other violent crimes.42
Numbed by their own trauma, the loss of empathy leaves one incapable of
connecting with and understanding the deepest feelings of loss and pain in others.
Through the work of Mary Gordon and Roots of Empathy, we can no longer ignore the
magnitude of the empathic deficit in our culture. More importantly, Gordon has taught us
about the incredible plasticity of the brain to be reshaped and healed even from its most
painful memories. By surrounding and immersing children and youth into an empathic
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environment of loving and supportive adults, where love and belonging is witnessed and
experienced in abundance, even the deepest wounded children and adolescents are
finding healing and acquiring the gift of empathy.
This chapter also discussed how play, that absorbing, apparently purposeless
activity that provides enjoyment and a suspension of self-consciousness and sense of
time, provides yet another opportunity for children and adolescents to master the gift of
empathy. As play opens us to the promise of empathy, it is empathy that opens our hearts
to the virtue of passion, and passion leads all who answer, to a surrendered life of
vocation.
If homes and communities of faith are indeed serious about the viscidity of faith
in the lives of future generations, empathy, play, and passion, must be pursued,
championed, and modeled at every opportunity. The ESSENCE of adolescence is waiting
to be cultivated and released through meaningful faithful presence centered
intergenerational relationships where the shared story and journey of promise, faith, and
destiny in Christ Jesus is proven as worthy of giving one’s life for. Youth will settle for
nothing less.
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CHAPTER SIX
CATCHING THE PROMISE

Standing on the south rim of the Grand Canyon brings perspective to one’s life.
To witness first-hand its expansive rugged beauty and the seemingly endless depth of this
open fissure in the earth’s surface is a reminder that we as humans are “not as strong as
we think we are.”1 The noise and busyness of life is swallowed up and absorbed by the
massive grandeur of the sky above and the seemingly endless depth of the canyon below,
leaving one to silently ponder their place in the world.
There is something deeply transforming about standing where solid ground comes
to an end and the open space in front and below is beckoning any who dare, to take the
step that moves them from the safety and security of the edge to where imagination and
possibility become the fulfillment of promise through a shared story and journey of faith.
Over and over again, scripture invites us into a story of promise and faith, where we
foolishly join a Cloud of Witnesses, all of whom threw caution to the wind and curled
their toes over the ragged edge of destiny with a passion to seek after God, and upon
finding Him, to be rewarded with the unexplainable joy of His pleasure. The writer of
Hebrews speaks about this temerarious way of living:
The fundamental fact of existence is that this trust in God, this faith, is the firm
foundation that makes life worth living. It’s our handle on what we can’t see. The
act of faith is what distinguished our ancestors, set them above the crowd. It’s
impossible to please God apart from faith. And why? Because anyone who wants
to approach God must believe both that he exists and that he cares enough to
respond to those who seek him (Heb. 11:1, 6 MSG).
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Those who journey to the bottom of the canyon gain an entire new perspective
about the frailty of their existence and are profoundly reminded that this journey is not
designed for one to walk alone apart from the companionship of others. Things always
look different when one is looking up from the bottom, fully immersed inside the
towering canyon walls, where the task of reaching the top will require far more than one
thinks they are capable of giving. In that moment, one knows that settling for a postcard
from the gift shop as proof that they were actually here, cannot replace the memory that
is now hardwired in their mind. Faith is not a tourist attraction. Faith awakens the very
essence of what it means to be human, to be a person.
The morning that I journeyed to the bottom of the Grand Canyon with my son and
daughter, we encountered a family of seven at Devils Corkscrew. They were making their
way up to the top. It was truly a picture of promise, fidelity, and love. Here was a dad and
mom doing something that not many parents would even dream of doing. The oldest of
their children was eleven, followed by siblings of nine, seven, five, and three years of
age. They were on an adventure of a lifetime, conquering the mighty Grand Canyon.
I am still deeply moved by the courageous devotion of this dad and mom to
provide such an amazing experience for their children. The rugged adventurist spirit of
confidence, hope, and wonder that this family was laying hold of, made it clear that for
them to be where they were in that moment was no coincidence. Something of lasting
significance had already been hard-wired into their personhood and they were simply
living into it.
Regardless of age or size, this dad and mom were raising kids of resiliency and
destiny. They were on a shared journey of promise and in many ways, faith. Above all,
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they were on a shared journey of love and belonging. It is within the burning embers of
love and belonging that faith and hope are kindled and fanned into flame. It was no
coincidence that our two families encountered one another at the most unforgiving
portion of the trail. We needed the encouragement, inspiration, and grace that this sacred
moment of shared presence provided.
It would be easy to say that a three, five, and possibly even a seven-year-old are
much too young to be on this kind of journey with their family. The risk is too great, and
the chances of not making it out of the canyon are something very real to consider. The
most difficult and risky portion of the journey was still ahead of them. However, after
knowing what we now know about children and teens, we can no longer conclude that
even a three-year-old is too young for such a risky adventure, nor are they too young to
remember hiking the Grand Canyon, fully capable of adding his own words to this shared
story and journey. Each will remember mostly because of the sense of love and belonging
that they felt as they struggled, sweat, and thrived together.
“Children learn what’s worth living for and what’s worth dying for,” writes
Donald Miller, “by the stories they watch us live.”2 The memory of love and belonging,
will compel each of these children to not only recall this moment as good, but in time,
they will return to the Canyon with their families, walking the same trail, with a desire to
pass on to their own children and future generations the rich heritage of promise, fidelity,
and hope that is found in a shared story and journey, where one discovers and
understands who and why they are, that they have significance, purpose, and a destiny.
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The Promise of a Shared Ethos of Fidelity
There is a shared sorrow rising from within any who love and care about the
health and wellbeing of children, adolescents, and their families. The ongoing
hemorrhaging of youth from homes of faith and the community of faith is not a mystery.
Our children, born and raised in the safety and security of Christian homes and churches
are walking away... walking away from the church, and in many cases, walking away
from the faith. We now have enough history and empirical data to recognize that while it
is not for a lack of effort, what we consistently practice and offer as parents, leaders,
mentors, and pastors, is failing to “restore the hearts of the fathers to their children and
the hearts of the children to their fathers” (Mal. 4:6).
The time has come to lay down the rusty swords of yesterday, and rededicate
ourselves to the ethos, that faith is a shared story and journey of promise and destiny,
where the family is the greatest mission, children are the highest value, and fidelity is the
unwavering promise of the faith community. This ethos calls out the adults in the faith
community to fully lay down their lives for the sake of blessing and loving children. In
the same way that God in Christ made up the distance between Himself and the world, by
moving towards us and tenting among us, the community of faith demonstrates the same
life of fidelity by moving towards their young, thus, bridging the gap and filling the void,
“making God’s fidelity visible in the Christian community.”3
The absence of fidelity sends a message to children and adolescents—you are not
worthy of love and belonging. Kenda Creasy Dean is correct to point out that it is difficult
for children and teens to believe that God is with them when those assigned to their care
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never are. As mentioned in chapter one, “It is easy to assign the task of ‘being there’ to a
few designated hitters,”4 but it is now known that ministry to the young is the
community’s calling, and “not just that of specialists who can ‘relate’ to young people.
The mandate to ‘be there’ for young people belongs to the Christian community, not to
any individual or group of individuals.”5
The research findings from multiple disciplines all agree, “of particular
importance to adolescents is friendship with an adult who sees in them potential they do
not necessarily see in themselves.”6 Studies consistently indicate that a relationship with
such an adult guarantor during adolescence outweighs all other forms of youth ministry
in terms of positive influence on youth development.7 For a teen, or a child, to experience
a presence centered friendship with an attentive adult who “not only shares the gospel
with them, but there very life” is what makes a shared story and journey of promise
meaningful and worth giving their lives too. This is what “being there” means.
It is imperative that the faith community understands that fidelity is about sharing
their very lives, not because they are looking to the next generation to protect their legacy
or to rescue the church from extinction, but because the love of God compels them to do
so. “The future of the church does not depend on youth but only on Jesus Christ,”
proclaimed Dietrich Bonhoeffer, “The task of the young people is not reorganization of
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the church but listening to God’s Word; the church’s task is not the conquest of young
people, but the teaching of the Gospel.”8
The Gospel is “the message which we have heard from the beginning, that we
should love one another” (1 John 3:11) and “we love, because God first loved us” (1 John
4:19). This is our ethos, our shared story and journey of promise, faith, and destiny. “A
story,” explains Walter Wangerin, “is always an act of community.”9 In much the same
way that teens long for a meaningful relationship with an adult, they just as passionately
“hunger for a story of faith in the midst of profound evil.”10
The call and command to love children and support families is not just a good
idea. The health and wellbeing of both depend on it. The growing needs of children,
adolescents, and families are well documented throughout this work. Trauma, loneliness,
despair, anxiety, and suicide are prevalent with the young. Kids are struggling and
hurting in ways that are inconceivable. This is why it is imperative that the faith
community prepare and equip themselves in order to battle and fight for the hearts of
children. This means, where there is a lack, a void, a need—for leaders, for Sunday
School teachers, for mentors, or even resources—in regards to the children and
adolescents within the faith community, until that void and need is filled, all things
adult... stop.
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A community that fails to “be there,” is one that has lost the trust of its young, but
like the “good enough family,” move quickly to repair, restore, and reconcile the loss of
fidelity. When children and youth experience less than an abundance of presence
centered loving adults, then the shared story and journey of promise, faith, and destiny,
that we desperately want them to believe and walk in, will remain to be perceived by
each emerging generation as nothing more than another inconsequential idea.
Andrew Root states, “Ministry is about connection, one to another, about sharing
in suffering and joy, about persons meeting persons, with no pretense or secret motives. It
is about shared life, confessing Christ not outside the relationship but within it.”11
Connection takes place through face to face interaction with another person in an
environment rich with empathy, safety, attunement, awareness, and mindfulness, created
by the selfless act of filling the void by “being there,” and in so doing, proving that “we
were very happy to share with you not only the gospel of God but also our lives- because
you had become so dear to us” (1 Thess. 2:9).

The Promise of a Faithful Shepherd
The faithful shepherd12 is one who recognizes that they cannot “be there” for
everyone. Though passionate about their calling and the desire to serve well, shepherds,
especially those assigned to lead and care for teens, are “burning out faster than those in
other forms of ministry.”13 The younger the shepherd, the greater the risk of losing them
11
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early on, not because they lack enthusiasm or passion, but simply because they are not
prepared or adequately equipped for the task. As discussed in chapter one, the evidence
and data is unapologetically consistent: “sustainable youth ministry is not the result of a
superstar youth pastor but of congregational investment in young people.”14 The spiritual
care and faith formation of the young belongs to the home and to the faith community as
a whole, “not to any individual or group of individuals.”15
Ministry is hard and messy, and Christ in His infinite wisdom, poured out His
Spirit on His church, gifting Her with the mission of being His visible presence on the
earth. He then appointed and graced shepherds to “nurture and prepare all the holy
believers to do their own works of ministry, and as they do this they will enlarge and
build up the body of Christ” (Eph. 4:11–12). It is in the body of Christ where the ethos of
fidelity is experienced. It is not for the shepherd of children and youth to carry the burden
of being the sole curator of preaching, teaching, and leading the young, rather, their focus
and attention is devoted to building up, equipping, leading, and caring for members of the
body, who in turn, are empowered by the Holy Spirit to “be there.”
This ethos of fidelity is expressed in the Apostle Paul’s letter to Timothy: “The
things which you have heard from me in the presence of many witnesses, entrust these to
faithful people who will be able to teach others also (2 Tim. 2:2).”
Marva Dawn addresses the importance of the presence and voices of Spirit gifted
leaders to be there:
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We need to be reminded and remember that we are a community listening to God
together. When we as a community, if we indeed are, come to the place of solely
relying on and following after one voice, or if a single person believes that their
title or status within the community deems them as the sole voice of God—the
only one who speaks for Him, then we are no longer the body of Christ.16
Simon Peter admonished the shepherds in the early church to love and lead in the
same manner that Jesus the Good Shepherd did. I recently asked a group of young youth
leaders, “How did Jesus conduct His earthly ministry? What does the Good Shepherd do?
Here is what they said:
1. He appointed and served with a team
2. He asked them questions and listened to them
3. His heart and life was open to them
4. He gave them opportunity to lead and to fail
5. He loved them to the end
6. He trusted them fully and left the ministry in their care
Jesus recognized that in His earthly form he could not “be there” for everyone.
The Good Shepherd, was and is all about equipping and empowering others to “be
there”—to be His Body, His abiding presence and blessing to others. The faithful
shepherd is one who recognizes that their role, their calling is to do as the Good Shepherd
did. I find that young shepherds are fearful and intimidated at the thought of surrounding
themselves with adult leaders. However, there must be a willingness and a commitment
on the part of any shepherd, young or seasoned, in spite of fears, to shepherd the flock of
God well.
16
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The faithful shepherd will be one who leads from an understanding that science
and scripture are consilient—aligned to the profound wonder of who we are as persons. A
person, in consonance with interpersonal neurobiology and theology, is an ontological
being, in need of meaningful interdependent relationships that foster nurturing care, lifegiving touch, love, empathy, opportunity, community, compassion, understanding,
creativity, respect, and fidelity. We come into the world with none of these, yet, we know
that each quality is imperative in order for one to reach optimal growth and potential.
The developing brains and emerging minds passing through each life stage is
clearly telling the caregivers within homes and the soul keepers within the community of
faith; from in utero through the first twelve years—children trustingly await the template
that will determine how they will navigate and live out their years of adolescence and
beyond, be it one of loss and despair, or hope and destiny.
The children and adolescents gracing the faith community rise and fall on the
presence or absence of fidelity. The two places that a child should always feel welcomed
and safe is the home and the faith community. Sadly, this is not always the case. Our
greatest human need is to know love and belonging. Without love and belonging, scarcity
and unbelief overwhelm one’s life. It is in the caldron of love and belonging that faith
ignites and breathes. The loss of fidelity, the failure to be there, is robbing children and
adolescents of love, belonging, and a deep sense of worth and destiny.

The Promise of a Faith-Filled Home
The overarching mission for any ministry designated to a particular stage of
development is to love, support, and serve the families of these children and teens, by
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constantly discovering new ways to come alongside and resource parents and caregivers.
With an established team of nurturing faithful adult leaders in place to “be there” for the
children and adolescents in the faith community, the faithful shepherd is now released to
connect with and care for parents and caregivers.
Robert Wuthnow, reaffirms, “Faith, is far more likely to take root in the context
of families, congregations, and significant adult-youth relationships, where passion is
practiced, where people are given to loving others sacrificially, and where we experience
sacrificial love on our behalf.”17 The promise that the faith community holds out to
children and adolescence is; you are not alone: “God loves you. He is with you, and for
you.” However, when there is the loss of fidelity, and repair does not come quickly, the
promise becomes empty.
The heartbeat of this project has been the emphasis on the liminal space of the
sixth-grade year. All the research and data agree, “what you believe by the time you are
13 is what you will die believing, the focus in absorbing religious teaching after thirteen
is to gain reassurance and confirmation of their existing beliefs rather than to glean new
insights that will redefine their foundations.”18
Through the wisdom of Mary Gordon, the faithful shepherd ministers out of the
belief that parents and caregivers love their children and are doing the best that they can.
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A critical spirit towards the families on the part of the shepherd will only create barriers.
Creating a culture of trust and connection is the goal. Moving toward families with
empathy and hope is essential. Parents, like their children, need to know that the
community of faith is a place of love and belonging. Our need for fidelity never goes
away.
Many parents and caregivers are parenting out of their own deficits and their own
unmet needs. Reggie McNeal, the Missional Leadership Specialist for Leadership
Network of Dallas, Texas, speaks about the importance of helping people become who
they were created to be by creating environments that foster people development” “Forty
percent of American adults experienced a childhood trauma; their brain has taken a
beating. What they need is relational connectedness in order to begin the long journey
toward healing. They don’t need programs to attend. They need meaningful connection
within an intergenerational faith community where one can see and experience the echo
of the kingdom of God.”19
McNeal went on to share that the way that Christ transforms lives is through
personal connectedness, meaningful experiences, life centric relationships, serving others,
and intentional spiritual conversations: “We learn how much Jesus loves us through
hands on personal experiences. His love changes our lives from our Hands to our Hearts
to our Head, through times of sharing with others in kingdom story and conversation.”20
Providing moments and opportunities for parents and caregivers to gather and connect is
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imperative for the faithful shepherd and the faith community to provide. Their very lives
and the health and wellbeing of their children depend on it.
Throughout this work the overall significance of the home and influence that the
parents and caregivers have with their children in matters of life and in faith was
explored. The Lord gave to Israel the Shema, a blueprint of God’s shared story and
journey of promise, faith, and destiny. It is a pathway for the home and the faith
community that corresponds with the existing spiritual hard-wiring in their children.
Most parents feel inadequate when it comes to matters of faith with their children
and teens. In step with the Shema, Lisa Miller provides what she calls “Opportunities for
Spiritual Parenting.” These “Seven Right Things”21 not only nurture the natural
spirituality of children, but more importantly, they help to inspire and feed the spiritual
surge and awakening that takes place at the onset of adolescents, in the liminal space of
the sixth-grade year:
1. Speak: Use Spiritual Language Daily. Connect language with experiences,
even those that are difficult to articulate or hard to understand.
2. Share: Transparency and the Voice of Spiritual Experience. Tell your child
your own spiritual story. The power comes from it being real and yours.
3. Connect: Meet Them Where They Are. Welcome the doubts and the
wonderings, the highs and the lows.
4. Teach: Build a Spiritual Practice Together: Be it prayer, meditation, ritual or
ceremony, regular practice paves a pathway that endures a lifetime.
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5. Nurture: Embrace Relationships with Animals and All of Nature. Finds
moments to be still and listen. Recognize God’s creative power.
6. Care and Repair: Tend the Field of Love. Family and the home is a sacred
place. Foster an environment of love, forgiveness, and belonging.
7. Strive: The Inspired Life. Be loving, empathic and caring to others. Be
grateful and look for the good.22
Faith is a shared story and journey of promise, faith, and destiny. It is a wellmarked path that echoes the voices of all who have chased the promise—walking with
God and with others. One day, all who have shared in this story and journey, will catch
the promise. Throughout this work, this author has argued for the consilience of
interpersonal neurobiology and theology as key to making faith stick.
Humans are fearfully and wonderfully made, divinely designed for story and
relationship with others and with God. The sixth-grade year is the epicenter of history and
destiny. It is the definitive moment for one’s life direction. The decisions that are made
during the sixth-grade year set the template for the emerging mind and how one will live
the rest of their lives, especially in matters of faith and relationships.
There has never been a more critical time to value and champion the Consilience
of Interpersonal Neurobiology and Theology toward the Viscidity of Faith through the
Liminal Space of the sixth-grade year.
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